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1.1 Executive Summary  

This document describes the Generic Enablers in the Interface to Networks & Devices chapter, 
their basic functionality and their interaction. These Generic Enablers form the core business 
framework of the FI-WARE platform by supporting the business functionality for commercializing 
services.  

The functionality of the frame work is illustrated with several abstract use case diagrams, which 
show how the individual GE can be used to construct a domain-specific application environment 
and system architecture. Each GE Open Specification is first described on a generic level, 
describing the functional and non-functional properties and is supplemented by a number of 
specifications according to the interface protocols, API and data formats.  
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1.2 About This Document  

FI-WARE GE Open Specifications describe the open specifications linked to Generic Enablers 
GEs of the FI-WARE project (and their corresponding components) being developed in one 
particular chapter.  

GE Open Specifications contain relevant information for users of FI-WARE to consume related GE 
implementations and/or to build compliant products, which can work as alternative implementations 
of GEs developed in FI-WARE. The later may even replace a GE implementation developed in FI-
WARE within a particular FI-WARE instance. GE Open Specifications typically include, but not 
necessarily are limited to, information such as:  

 Description of the scope, behavior and intended use of the GE  

 Terminology, definitions and abbreviations to clarify the meanings of the specification  

 Signature and behavior of operations linked to APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) 
that the GE should export. Signature may be specified in a particular language binding or 
through a RESTful interface.  

 Description of protocols that support interoperability with other GE or third party products  

 Description of non-functional features  

1.3 Intended Audience  

The document targets interested parties in architecture and API design, implementation and usage 
of FI-WARE Generic Enablers from the FI-WARE project.  

1.4 Chapter Context  

The I2ND chapter defines an enabler space for providing Generic Enablers (GEs) to run an open 
and standardised network infrastructure. The infrastructure deals with highly sophisticated 
terminals, as well as with highly sophisticated proxies, on one side, and with the network operator 
infrastructure on the other side. This latter will be implemented by physical network nodes, which 
typically will be under direct control of an operator, or the node functionality will be virtualised – in 
this case the I2ND functionality can be accessed by further potential providers, like virtual 
operators. The I2ND chapter defines four GEs, as represented in the figure:  

 CDI (Connected Device Interface) towards the Connected Devices. These devices include, 
but are not limited to, mobile terminals, tablets, set top boxes and media phones.  

 CE (Cloud Edge) towards the Cloud Proxies. Cloud Proxies are gateways, which will 
connect and control a set-up of nodes towards the Internet or/and an operator network.  

 NetIC (Network Information and Control) towards Open Networks. Open Networks are 
following the idea of flow based controlled networks, and can be used for virtualisation of 
networks.  

 S3C (Service Capability, Connectivity and Control) towards Underlying Networks. The 
underlying networks are following standards such as Next Generation Networks (NGNs) or 
Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMNs). In the case of the S3C specified in I2ND the 
baseline underlying network will be the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) by 3GPP.  
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Each of the GEs of I2ND have specific interfaces which can be accessed by Application 
Developers, Cloud Services, FI-WARE and third party Enablers. Besides typical interfaces to 
functionality offered by suche GEs, it is worth mentioning that:  

 The GE S3C is the central point of the I2ND architecture. I2ND develops an enabling 
environment which can be used by network operators. Together with NetIC, both GEs build 
the environment of an operator, which might even be a virtual operator. S3C can be seen 
as the GE to run and steer the network infrastructure.  

 The interfacing between S3C and CDI provides status and control information exchange of 
the device and remote control capabilities.  

 Cloud proxies can be part of an operator infrastructure. Therefore it is necessary to have 
access to these network nodes through a standardised interface.  

1.5 Structure of this Document  

The document is generated out of a set of documents provided in the public FI-WARE wiki. For the 
current version of the documents, please visit the public wiki at http://wiki.fi-ware.org/  

The following resources were used to generate this document:  

D.7.1.3 FI-WARE GE Open Specifications front page  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.CDI  

Device Sensors API Specification  

Personal Data Services API Specification  
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Quality of Experience (QoE) API Specification  

Mobility Manager API Specification  

Distributed Compute API Specification  

Phone API Specification  

Media Consumption API Specification  

Off Device Profile API Specification  

On Device Profile API Specification  

Messaging (SMS) API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.CE  

Cloud Edge Service Management API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.NetIC  

NetIC Restful API Specification  

NetIC Library API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.S3C  

SMS+MMSEnablers API Specification  

API Mediation API Specification  

Telecom AS API Specification  

Network Identity Management API Specification  

Seamless Network Connectivity API Specification  

Network Positioning Enabler API Specification  

OpenEPC API Specification  

EPC Access Networks API Specification  

EPC OTT Services API Specification  

EPC End Devices API Specification  

FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (implicit patents license) 

FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (essential patents license) 

1.6 Typographical Conventions  

Starting with October 2012 the FI-WARE project improved the quality and streamlined the 
submission process for deliverables, generated out of the public and private FI-WARE wiki. The 
project is currently working on the migration of as many deliverables as possible towards the new 
system.  

This document is rendered with semi-automatic scripts out of a MediaWiki system operated by the 
FI-WARE consortium.  
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1.6.1 Links within this document  

The links within this document point towards the wiki where the content was rendered from. You 
can browse these links in order to find the "current" status of the particular content.  

Due to technical reasons not all pages that are part of this document can be linked document-local 
within the final document. For example, if an open specification references and "links" an API 
specification within the page text, you will find this link firstly pointing to the wiki, although the same 
content is usually integrated within the same submission as well.  

1.6.2 Figures  

Figures are mainly inserted within the wiki as the following one:  

 

[[Image:....|size|alignment|Caption]] 

Only if the wiki-page uses this format, the related caption is applied on the printed document. As 
currently this format is not used consistently within the wiki, please understand that the rendered 
pages have different caption layouts and different caption formats in general. Due to technical 
reasons the caption can't be numbered automatically.  

1.6.3 Sample software code  

Sample API-calls may be inserted like the following one.  

 

http://[SERVER_URL]?filter=name:Simth*&index=20&limit=10 

1.7 Acknowledgements  

The following partners contributed to this deliverable:ALU, DT, FRAUNHOFER, FT, INTEL, NSN, 
TRDF, TI, UNIROMA1  

1.8 Keyword list  

FI-WARE, PPP, Architecture Board, Steering Board, Roadmap, Reference Architecture, Generic 
Enabler, Open Specifications, I2ND, Cloud, IoT, Data/Context Management, Applications/Services 
Ecosystem, Delivery Framework , Security, Developers Community and Tools , ICT, es.Internet, 
Latin American Platforms, Cloud Edge, Cloud Proxy.  

1.9 Changes History  

Release  Major changes description  Date  Editor  

v1  First draft of deliverable submission  2014-02-14  TI  

v2  Updated links to API pages  2014-02-14  TI  
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2 FIWARE OpenSpecification I2ND CDI 
 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.CDI  

Chapter  I2ND,  

Catalogue-Link 
to 
Implementation  

CDI  

Owner  

INTEL PERFORMANCE LEARNING SOLUTIONS LIMITED, 
TELECOM ITALIA S.P.A., FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT 
ZUR FOERDERUNG DER ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V. 
and UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDI DI ROMA "LA SAPIENZA", 

 

2.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic enabler, 
please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-ware.org and 
similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE project.  

 

2.2 Copyright  

 Copyright © 2012 by TELECOM ITALIA S.P.A., INTEL PERFORMANCE LEARNING 
SOLUTIONS LIMITED, FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG DER 
ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V.,UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDI DI ROMA "LA 
SAPIENZA"  

2.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

 

2.4 Overview  

The Connected Devices Interface (CDI) Generic Enabler (GE) provides to FI-WARE chapters and 
Use Case Projects applications and services, the means to detect and to optimally exploit 
capabilities and aspects about the status of connected devices, through the implementation of 
interfaces and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) towards device features.  

The term “connected devices” refers to a broad range of networked electronic components, 
including Handsets (cellular phones, smart phones), Tablets, Media phones, Smart TVs, Set-Top-
Boxes, In-Vehicle Infotainment, Information kiosks, each being able to connect to a communication 
network.  
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The CDI is a GE located in the connected device, as shown in the figure below, with the aim to 
provide common APIs for exploiting device capabilities, resources, contextual information and 
contents to network services and developer’s applications.  

 
Connected Devices Interfacing (CDI) target usage 

The CDI GE open specifications expose API to access connected device features and provide 
them to applications which execute on the device (On Device Access), including for example 
battery power, network status, location systems, quality of service, media capabilities, phone 
available features and sensors, profile information and status information. Moreover, additional 
APIs will detail how connected devices can be accessed via a Remote Management service (via a 
REST API).  

Also, the network operator can exploit the CDI API to remotely manage the parameters used by 
the device for establishing the connection to the network such as policies for access network 
discovery and selection, attachment and connectivity policies, as well as management of the 
Quality of Service control and in-device routing policies in order to enable the mobile device to best 
match and react on its own to contextual situation (e.g. coexistence of Wi-Fi and 3G coverage, 
usage of another connection over another access network for better QoS etc.). The result is that 
end users can enjoy their favourite contents, anywhere and anytime, using their preferred apps 
across heterogeneous networks and connected devices.  

This means that same applications and network services can be used consistently over dissimilar 
connected devices, if they are equipped with the CDI. Moreover, apps provided by FI-WARE 
application developers will be able to exploit capabilities and features a specific device platform 
can provide. This allows cloud hosted application services for example, to render their interfaces to 
make best use of individual devices and their relative connectivity. To realise this, the CDI GE 
offers a uniform and standardized access and easy portability across multiple device classes of the 
mentioned features.  
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To look at this in terms of practical benefits, a hypothetical scenario may involve a cloud-hosted 
media rich service accessible by many consumers across fixed or mobile terminal devices. The 
service provider may want to ensure that all consumers get the best possible experience, as a 
function of their connectivity, the display and processing power (noting remaining battery power) of 
their device. So, by programmatically enabling the service with the ability to detect relevant details 
of the client device and its connectivity, decisions may be made at run-time in terms of selecting 
different levels of media ‘richness’ including sizing, resolution, 2d or 3d, etc., for individual users.  

Another example might relate to location-based services, where the location of the device 
(shopping mall), might be a useful indication of the customer’s intention and then, suggest useful 
sidebar links in the form of advertising offers. Yet another one might be the availability of triaxial 
accelerometers on the device combined with a user profile indicating a preference for this as a 
user input modality, which could be comprehended directly into the rendered UI configuration of a 
service.  

2.5 Basic Concepts  

A major challenge to be faced when defining CDI GE specifications, is to provide common 
interfaces to devices functionality required by the application developers perspective. In fact, it is 
recognised that the extreme fragmentation of platforms adopted for connected devices, including a 
variety of different OSs and programming languages, is introducing several troubles to develop 
once for all the application and make it run on all these devices. While applications development 
can exploit different programming paradigms (native versus interpreted versus scripting 
applications), the CDI GE specifications attempt to find a convergence point at least on the 
interfaces. The basic assumption for the definition of CDI interfaces is that they are defined as 
independent as possible from specific technology implementation and programming paradigm, 
thus creating a layer on top of the technology dependent architecture of the devices, which enables 
communicating with the applications and the network services.  

Supporting different devices for different uses and purposes (in the following referred as form 
factors) is central to CDI GE, therefore the exposed interfaces provide an abundance of features 
and platform discovery functionalities.  

2.5.1 Architecture of CDI  

The CDI is unique in FI-WARE as it creates an execution environment for applications on 
connected devices, and supports the inter-GE communication throughout FI-WARE. There are 
three main interfaces presented by the CDI Generic Enabler. These are:  

1. On Device Interface  
This interface supports applications (apps) running on the connected device. It presents a 
uniform set of functionalities across all connected devices, regardless of form factor.  

2. Distributed Compute  
The distributed compute interface provides an easy and convenient method for CDI based 
applications to communicate between cloud and connected device. It allows an application 
written for CDI to execute both on the connected device and on a cloud hosted device.  

3. Remote Management Interface  
The remote management interface presents an externally accessible interface which 
supports other Generic Enablers. It provides the following functionality:  

o Push Notification Framework  
It provides a push notification framework where external GEs can signal connected 
devices with information and data  
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o Remote Device Management  
Configuring device and network settings  

Main purposes of the remote device management interface are to provide an access to CDI 
to manage:  

o Installation and management of configuration information (both initial and 
operational information) in devices.  

o Update of firmware and software  

o Retrieval of management information from devices  

o Processing of events and alarms generated by devices  

o Performing diagnostic tests  

o Controlling device capabilities  

The managed information includes e.g. configuration settings, operating parameters, 
software and parameters, application settings, user preferences.  

4. Mobility Manager Interface  
The mobility manager interface connects to the S3C GE in order to:  

o Receive network policies  
Based on available network interfaces the S3C GE can transmit policy rules to the 
devices, describing when to connect to which network interface.  

o Request network information  
In order to provide a specific QoS pertaining connectivity the mobility manager 
interface is used to request information about available network interfaces that meet 
certain connectivity requirements.  

 
The high level architecture of the CDI is represented by the following FMC model.  
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Note: The "Non-CDI Generic Enabler" represents any other GE (Generic Enabler) or 3rd party 
server or cloud hosted service which needs to access the remote interfaces provided by the CDI 
GE. It is included purely for illustrative purposes only.  
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2.6 Main Interactions  

For each of the three main interfaces specified for the CDI GE, the following sections will provide 
insights about their components and the interactions taking place among them.  

2.6.1 On Device Interface  

On Device APIs are aimed at providing applications with a common and homogeneous set of 
instructions to access functionalities natively supported by a wide set of devices. Applications are 
executed in a Web-RunTime (WebRT) since most of devices support, or at least are going to 
support, an environment (usually a browser) compliant with web technologies and languages 
(HTML5, CSS, JavaScript). These basic concepts can be mapped in the following refined 
architecture where main structural components and technical requirements are highlighted in order 
give a more comprehensive specification.  

 

2.6.1.1 Web applications 

CDI based applications will be developed on top of web languages, therefore they will be 
interpreted and rendered by a WebRT provided by the CDI enabled device. Applications can be 
displayed in a web browser, or alternatively within a native standard view as usual for native 
applications. The CDI frontend enables applications to discover the availability of all APIs they 
depend on and use them by means of easy to use JavaScript calls.  
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2.6.1.2 CDI frontend 

This is the interface point between applications and the CDI system. It offers a common powerful 
interface that abstracts a broad set of devices. Since the addressed set of devices is wide, the 
frontend API also supports service discovery routines, in order to discover whether required 
functionalities are effectively provided by the native platform. If APIs are available the application 
can easily perform invocations and get replies back from the native software. Invocation replies are 
delivered as asynchronous callbacks, which is definitely in line with the nature of web based 
applications (JavaScript programs run in a single thread, which discourages the use of 
synchronous (blocking) calls). The CDI frontend makes use of a messaging system in order to 
bring invocations out of the WebRT.  

2.6.1.3 Messaging system 

This layer offers an API for the CDI frontend to exchange messages with the underlying system. 
Such messages bear API calls (top-down direction) and callbacks (bottom-up direction) generated 
by applications while using the CDI API. Communication is supported by an Inter Process 
Communication (IPC) channel that interconnects components in the WebRT with an API message 
Handler aimed at providing delivery of the API calls to demanded "glue" components. This handler 
also enables asynchronous callbacks to transit back to applications through the IPC pipe.  

2.6.1.4 Backend modules 

Each of these modules is responsible for a single API functional block (i.e. Sensors, QoE etc.) and 
act as glue between the non-native (JavaScript) and native contexts. Backend modules receive 
API call invocations by the API message Handler, dispatch them at low level and generate 
callbacks upon responses of the native software.  

2.6.1.5 On Device API functionalities 

The following is a detailed description of the functionality supported by the interfaces accessed 
through the On Device Interface. . Each group of functionality is further subdivided into Functional 
Blocks.  

2.6.1.5.1 Device Sensors  

All connected devices targeted in FI-WARE contain a range of sensors which can provide useful 
functionality to application developers. CDI will support the following four sensor types:  

 Camera  

 Microphone  

 Geo-Location  

 Device Orientation & Accelerometer  

The interactions with the sensors are broken out into functional descriptions below. A description of 
the interfaces provided to the developer is also supplied. These functional blocks are available on 
all devices which support these sensors types. Not all devices may support them, therefore the 
specification of a sensor discovery functionality is also supplied.  

 Camera  
The camera interface allows the developer to capture images and video.  Devices often 
have more than one camera. The interface enumerates the available cameras and allows 
the developer to select the camera to use. For developer convenience the interface defines 
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a default, implicit camera for use when an explicit camera is not specified by the developer. 
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests to use the camera. If the user allows the application to access the camera, then all 
subsequent requests will complete without prompting.  

 Microphone  
The developer will be able to write applications which can record audio. Devices can 
support more than one microphone. The interface enumerates the available microphones 
and allows the developer to select a microphone to use. For developer convenience the 
interface defines a default implicit microphone for use when an explicit microphone is not 
specified. 
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
attempts to record audio. If the user allows the application to access to the microphone, 
then all subsequent access attempts will complete without prompting.  

 Geo-Location  
The application developer is able to retrieve information about the devices location. This 
includes the longitude, latitude, altitude, and speed. This API provides both a polling format, 
where the developer can simply request the current location, and a notification format 
where the developer can be informed when the location or speed changes. This notification 
framework will provide the developer with a range of friendly methods for monitoring the 
devices location.  
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests Geo-Location. If the user allows the application to access the geo-location, then 
all subsequent requests will complete without prompting.  

 Device Orientation & Accelerometer   
The developer will be able to capture information on the devices orientation (compass) and 
physical orientation; rotation on the x, y and z axes. The accelerometer information 
provides the developer with notification of orientation or rotation changes. Again, this call 
back / notification framework provides a battery of friendly methods for detecting changes in 
the devices position.  
User authentication: No user authentication is required to capture the device orientation & 
accelerometer data.  

 Sensor Discovery   
The developer will be able to obtain information on the sensors available to the device.  

o Camera 
Information about the camera includes, the number of cameras, camera placement 
(front, back, unknown) camera resolution, and flash support. Additionally, capture 
capabilities of the camera are also be provided, including:  

 What image formats are supported  

 Is video capture supported  

 What video capture formats are supported 

o Microphone 
Information on the microphone includes the number of microphones, their 
placement (on device, or on a headset), encoding support (what formats are 
supported).  

o Boolean values exist to determine if each of the following is supported:  

 Device Orientation (Compass)  

 Accelerometer  

 Geo-Location  
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2.6.1.6 Quality of Experience (QoE) 

All devices equipped with a Web Run Time can provide useful QoE control functionality to 
application developers. The QoE control functionality is provided by the QoE Engine functional 
block. This functional block is able to combine explicit QoE feedbacks (in form of clicks) coming 
from the user, with the QoS level provided by the network. Both inputs are matched against a 
target QoE level to be achieved, and network resources are explicitly requested in order to 
approximate the target as much as possible. For what concerns interfaces, a mobile application 
developer will be able to instantiate a graphical object (i.e., a button), logically related to an 
application flow (i.e., audio, video, file transfer etc.), allowing the final user of the application to 
express his current degree of satisfaction (QoE) while enjoying the service. The application 
developer can use an interface with the following functionalities:  

 Provide QoE feedback  
To be used by the application developer to inform the underlying QoE framework, that the 
user is expressing a bad QoE feedback. This functionality must be attached to a button. 
Ideally, the user is more unsatisfied, as the number of clicks on the button increases. The 
QoE Engine is also able to distinguish unfair and wrong calls of the functionality, performed 
respectively by malicious and incapable users.  

 Start/Resume QoE monitoring  
To be used by the application developer to inform the underlying QoE framework that a 
new application flow has been started or that a paused application flow has been resumed. 
The effect is that the QoE Engine starts/restarts monitoring the flow.  

 Pause QoE monitoring  
To be used by the application developer to inform the underlying QoE framework that the 
application flow is not currently under the attention of the user. For instance, when the 
window passes in background, or when a pause button is pressed.  

 Stop QoE monitoring   
To be used by the application developer to inform the underlying QoE framework that the 
application flow doesn't need to be monitored anymore. For instance when the window is 
closed, or when a stop button is pressed.  

 Express Mean Opinion Score (MOS)   
A developer can decide to provide the user the possibility to express a final rating for his 
experience. There are five possible ratings (EXCELLENT, GOOD, FAIR, POOR, BAD). The 
MOS rating will enrich the Context database maintained by the QoE framework running 
underneath.  

 Track the real-time evolution of QoE parameters   
The application developer has the possibility to track in real-time the evolution of QoE 
parameters related to the users. For instance the developer can track the Click Rate of the 
user and show it on the screen. Other possibilities include tracking the real-time evolution of 
the allocated bandwidth for a given network flow.  

 Configure the network controller   
The application developer can use this functionality to choose among different 
implementations of network controllers, in charge of gathering information about network 
flows and applying the QoS rule defined by the QoE Engine. If no network controller is 
available, this feature can be disabled.  

2.6.1.7 User Profile  

This set of interfaces provides the connected device applications a means to access user 
identification and authentication procedures.  
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 Access to local and personal device data   
Each of the functional blocks that expose PII (Personally Identifiable Information) such as 
photos, contacts, camera, etc, has a separate User authentication step. In this separate 
user authentication step the user receives a prompt requesting them to grant an application 
access to a functional block. Prompting the user, every time an application attempts to 
access a PII functional block, would result in multiple recurring prompts. This would make 
applications which access these functional blocks impossible to use. To balance the need 
for user awareness of an application's behaviour with the need to provide a consistent and 
appealing user interface, the CDI will prompt the user initially and only once. Subsequent 
accesses to a functional block by an application will no longer result in a user prompt.  
If the user declines an application's request to access a functional block, then the 
application will receive an error message informing it that it does not have permission to 
access the functional block.  
User authentication: Please refer to the "User authentication" descriptions provided in 
each of the functional blocks described.  

 Security and Sign on  
Devices may be used by more than one person. In order to offer a secure, safe, and 
personalised experience it is often important to know information about both the device and 
the currently active user. To facilitate that, CDI enforces a user identification process. Users 
will need to identify themselves to the CDI, and once identified (signed in) the CDI will 
assume that this same user is continually logged in, in perpetuity. Via a prompt, the user 
may explicitly sign out (log out). If no user is currently signed in (identified) to the CDI, then 
the client will display a sign in page. The user's account will be protected by a password. 
Once logged in, the user will have the ability to change this password. The password will be 
associated with the user's device, and optionally an email address. When an incorrect 
password is entered, an error message will be displayed. The error message will invite the 
user to try again. If users forget their password, they may reset the device, losing all 
information stored on it, and create a new user account via the initial start up scenario. 
User authentication: The CDI supports an initial start up scenario where no user is 
associated with a device. In this case, the user is invited to create an account on the 
device. Once this is done, the only way the user can access CDI functionality is to ensure 
that they are signed on. Once signed into the CDI, the user's stored credentials can then 
also be used to grant them access to resources stored within other generic enablers. This 
provides them with a SSO (Single Sign On) experience.  

 Access to User Profile Information   
To ensure a personalised experience, the developer may obtain information about the 
currently signed on user. This includes user data like Gender, Date of Birth, Home address, 
Telephone numbers (mobile, home, work etc), Email addresses, IM details, User profile 
photo, and Full name.  
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests to access her profile. If the user grants access then all subsequent requests will 
complete without prompting.  

2.6.1.8 Device Features  

Application developers need to understand the limitations and opportunities presented to their 
applications by the devices upon which they run. Information describing the device is presented to 
the application, to allow the application to tailor itself accordingly. Likewise, any requests by the 
CDI device to other GEs via a RESTFUL interface also include enough information to allow the 
cloud hosted component to tailor its response to the device. Therefore the functional blocks below 
divide this task into two segments, "On Device Profile Information" and "Off Device Profile 
Information".  
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On Device Profile Information   
Applications running on the device have access to the following information:  

 Device form factor. A boolean value for each of the following indicating that the device is: 
a phone (phone like - supports calling), a Tablet, a PC, a Set top box, an in-car system  

 Screen size. The screen is described using numeric values indicating: the screen size 
(width x height), the colour depth (bit depth), the DPI of the device (pixels per inch)  

 Available Inputs. The available input methods are described by (boolean) values 
indicating: Touch screen support, Hardware QWERTY keyboard, On screen keyboard, 
Numeric keypad (T9), Stylus support.  

 Processor Type. Details about the processor are provided to the application. This includes 
an enumerated value indicating the processor family (e.g. X86, ARM, Other), an 
enumerated value indicating machine word size (e.g. 32bit or 64bit), an integer value 
representing the number of cores.  

 Available Disk (Storage) Space. During the lifetime of almost any application, the need 
will arise to utilise disk space, either for the download of content from the cloud / internet or 
the storage of locally produced content.  Storage will be described by integer values 
representing the total size of the disk in bytes, total number of bytes consumed, the total 
number of bytes available.  

This information allows any application to adapt itself to the actual state of the disk of the 
device.  

 Connectivity. The network connectivity of the connected device is provided to the 
developer. This is expressed in two forms, firstly as the available connectivity options, and 
secondly as the currently connected (if any) connectivity options.  

o Available - Multiple boolean values indicate the presence of the following 
technologies: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Cellular  

o Current - A list of the currently connected technologies is provided. For each entry in 
the list of connected technologies, the signal strength is expressed as a percentage. 
Multiple triples of one boolean, one integer and one floating point value indicate if 
the technology is connected (boolean), its signal strength (integer) and its estimated 
bandwidth in MB/s, where zero MB/s is used when the technology is not connected. 
Applies to the following technologies: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Cellular  

 Battery State. The state of the battery can be used to tailor applications and services, 
allowing application to throttle their behaviour when in low power situations, in order to 
allow the users to continue using their device for longer. The battery information will be 
provided to the application as follows:  

o A (boolean) value indicating if the device is currently charging  

o A (integer) value representing the length of time remaining before the battery is 
completely discharged  

o A percentage value indicating the current battery charge state  

 Media Services Support (see "Discovering Media Features Supported") 
 Device Sensor Support (see "Sensor Discovery") 
 Personal Data Interface Availability ( see "Personal Data Interface Availability") 
 Messaging Interface Availability (see "Messaging Interface Availability")  

User authentication: None  
 
Off Device Profile Information   
The following details will be provided to other GEs or cloud devices when requesting services. For 
complete details, see above.  
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 Current connectivity  
 Media Services Support For Consumption  
 Processor Type  
 Screen size  
 Device form factor  

User authentication: None  

2.6.1.9 Media Services  

In order to offer the best possible media experience on the device, it is important to understand 
what media formats and codecs the device can support. Usually, devices can play back more 
codecs than they can record or produce. This explains the following functional blocks.  

 Discovering Media Features Supported For Consumption   
An array of mime types will be used to describe the media formats supported for media 
consumption. This will be similar to the standard HTTP accept header. 
User authentication: None  

 Discovering Media Features Supported For Production   
An array of mime types will be used to describe the media formats supported for media 
production. 
User authentication: None  

2.6.1.10 Personal Data Services  

Getting access to personal data on a device opens up a wide range of possible applications. It also 
allows applications and devices to integrate seamlessly with cloud hosted services. In order to 
support this, the following functional blocks have been created.  

 Contacts  
For any communication devices, from a PC running an email client to a mobile phone 
supporting voice calls, an address book or storage of contacts and their details is vitally 
important. This functional block supports this by enabling an application to search for 
contacts, read contact details, update contact details (change, add and remove fields on a 
contact), and delete a contact entry. 
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests use of this feature. If approved all subsequent requests will complete without 
prompting the user. 

 Calendar  
Many devices also act as personal organisers for the user, and are able to access and 
interact with the daily schedule, which provides scope for a wide range of personalised 
experiences. CDI provides an interface to the developers allowing them to both read and 
write calendar entries. However, devices can support more than one calendar, e.g. the 
user's calendar from work, and a calendar for home. CDI will enumerate all the available 
calendars on the device and provide context information for each one, allowing developers 
to select the most appropriate calendar for editing.  
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests use of this feature. If approved all subsequent requests will complete without 
prompting the user.  

 Gallery  
Galleries offer access to a collection of digital visual media stored on the device, which 
includes both images and video clips. The gallery interface allows an application to search 
for media based on production date, displayed based on either ascending or descending 
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order in a UI based "picker". An array of URIs representing the media elements selected by 
the user is returned to the application.  
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests use of this feature. If approved all subsequent requests will complete without 
prompting the user.  

 File System Access   
All devices have a file system, or file like system. Access to the file system facilitates the 
creation of a wide range of applications and services. This functional block allows an 
application to read the contents of directories, search directories for files, navigate 
directories, rename files, read and update file attributes, read and write a file's binary data.  
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests use of this feature. If approved all subsequent requests will complete without 
prompting the user.  

 Personal Data Interface Availability   
Not all devices will support all of the functionality provided by Personal Data Services. 
Therefore, a discovery interface will be provided allowing an application to query the device 
for supported functional blocks. The supported functional blocks will be expressed as a 
collection of (boolean) values including contact support, calendar support, gallery support 
and File System Access.  
User authentication: N/A.  

2.6.1.11 Phone  

It is important that applications running a device can leverage the power and facilities offered by 
the device. An application running on a phone should be aware of it and be able to access phone 
status and/or operations. The functionality presented in the functional blocks below is available 
when the boolean value indicating that the device is a phone is set to true (on). The blocks break 
the functionality up into two segments, monitoring device status and using phone operations.  

 Phone Status   
Before invoking any functionality it is important for the application to be able to assess the 
current state of the device. This can be implemented e.g. through an enumerated value, 
which can be used to identify the phone state as Engaged, Ringing, Dialling, InCall or Idle. 
The interface also allows the application to monitor the device for changes in state. If the 
device is currently in the Engaged, Ringing, Dialling or InCall state, then the application will 
also be able to query the device for the destination phone number of the call.  
User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests use of this feature. If approved, all subsequent requests will complete without 
prompting the user.  

 Phone Operations   
The following functionality is supported by this function block:  

o Make Call: the application may invoke a new call  

o End Call: the application may end a call which is in progress  

o Answer Call: the application may answer an incoming call  

o Reject Call: the application may reject an incoming call  

User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests use of this feature. If approved all subsequent requests will complete without 
prompting the user.  
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2.6.1.12 Messaging  

Increasingly, devices come equipped as standard with communication technology. Consequently, it 
makes sense to offer that functionality to application developers, where possible. This group of 
functionality deals with Email, SMS and MSS messaging.  

 Email  
This functional block will allow the application to compose emails on behalf of the user. 
User authentication: The application may compose and address the email, however 
sending the email will require direct input from the user. 

 SMS  
This functional block will allow the application to compose SMSs on behalf of the user. 
User authentication: The application may compose and address the SMS, however 
sending the SMS will require direct input from the user. 

 MMS  
This functional block will allow the application to compose MMSs on behalf of the user. 
User authentication: The application may compose and address the MMS, however 
sending the MMS will require direct input from the user. 

 Messaging Interface Discovery  
Not all devices will support all of the functionality provided by the messaging interface. 
Therefore, a discovery interface will be provided allowing an application to query the device 
for supported functional blocks. The supported functional blocks will be expresses as a 
collection of (boolean) values for Email, SMS and MMS. 
User authentication: N/A.  

2.6.1.13 Device Connectivity  

Providing access to device connectivity allows a developer to create applications which can adapt 
to both the available band width and available access points. The following functional blocks allow 
a developer to discover the types of connectivity which are available on the current device. While 
cellular network connectivity is usually fixed by the network operator, the connection to Wi-Fi 
Access points is typically at a user's discretion. The functional blocks below provide additional 
functionality over Wi-Fi interfaces, to allow the creation of applications which can assist the end 
user.  

 Discovering Connectivity  
See Device Features - Connectivity (above). 

 Detecting Current Connection Settings  
See current connectivity under the device features group (above). 

 Wi-Fi Interfaces   
The application is able to see:  

o A list of currently available Wireless access points, their SSIDs and BSSIDs along 
with signal strength  

o The currently connected access point, its SSID, BSSID and signal strength  

o The application is able to disconnect from a currently connected access point or 
request connection to a new access point 

User authentication: The user will be prompted for permission the first time the application 
requests use of this feature. If approved all subsequent requests will complete without 
prompting the user.  
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2.6.2 Distributed Compute  

The distributed compute interface implements a client and server technology. This technology 
breaks an application down into a set of asynchronous functions, where each of the the 
asynchronous functions can be executed on any connected device or cloud based machine. The 
distributed compute interface connects client devices running CDI and server machines, which run 
a small distribute compute service together to in an adhoc and dynamic grid. The distribute 
compute implements the following functions:  

 Connected Device Communication   
Provides a common, easy to use method for connecting devices to the cloud.  

 Cloud and Client Workload Balancing   
Provides a way to share workload across client devices and cloud devices (virtual 
machines) treating each device in the same way.  

2.6.3 Remote Management Interface  

The CDI remote management interface implements a client according to the Open Mobile Alliance 
– Device Management (OMA DM) specification. The OMA DM Working Group 
(http://www.openmobilealliance.org/technical/DM.aspx) specifies protocols and mechanisms to 
perform management of devices. The evolution to OMA DM 2.0 is based on RESTful architecture, 
which is adopted for CDI interface specification. This makes the CDI interface more uniform with 
the remaining FI-WARE architecture, and provides a platform neutral protocol to allow servers to 
remotely manage devices, by operating over a HTTP transport and notification protocol.  

This interfacing functionality is not available in the first release of the FI-WARE platform, and will 
be detailed in the final FI-WARE release.  

Remote Management implements the following functions:  

 Device Configuration:   
Provides a common mechanism to remotely configure one of more settings of the device.  

 Firmware Update:   
Provides a common mechanism to remotely verify, download and install a firmware to the 
device.  

2.6.4 Mobility Manager Interface  

The main purpose of the Mobility Manager interface is to provide an access network selection 
function that empowers the CDI device to select network interfaces according to the connectivity 
requirements of CDI applications or by network operator policies. This access network selection is 
transparent to the applications.  

 S3C Interface  
The Mobility Manager component uses and extends the OpenEPC platform, which is part of 
the S3C GE, addressing mobile devices with customized and optimized communication 
services, including the network status information from the device itself, as well as the 
information which is received from the network operator, such as the available resources in 
the vicinity of the mobile device.  
Therefore, the Mobility Manager provides a network interface to the S3C GE for the 
following functions: 

o Requirements on QoS   
Communication with the core network platform to receive extended information on 
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the vicinity environment. This mechanism allows communicating requirements for 
the QoS/QoE of the connected devices. 

o Routing Policies   
Receive routing policies for policy based access network selection. This mechanism 
empowers the mobile device with the vicinity network status including access 
network discovery information, inter-system mobility and routing policies enabling 
the forwarding of the data traffic from the mobile device to the appropriate access 
networks. 

o Vicinity environment information   
Vicinity network information format to be transmitted from the network operator to 
the devices. This provides a mechanism to dynamically aggregate the information 
on the network status of the device including static and dynamic local information on 
the momentary active and potentially available device interfaces, and a common 
presentation mechanism of this information towards the applications. 

 Interface to Applications  
The Mobility Manager also exposes an internal API to CDI applications that provides the 
following functionality:  

o Request QoS level   
An application can request a specific level of QoS. This allows the application 
developer to adapt the connectivity of the device to the current needs of the running 
applications.  

o QoS Notifications  
An application can register as a listener for a specific kind of QoS level. The 
application then gets notified by the Mobility Manager if the QoS level becomes 
available and can react on the situation, e.g. start transferring data if more 
bandwidth is available.  

 Interface to QoE Component  
Furthermore, the Mobility Manager provides an interface to the QoE Engine component. 
The QoE Engine measures the QoE of applications and user and tries to adapt QoS 
parameter if the QoE is insufficient. Therefore, the Mobility Manager provides an interface 
that allows the QoE to use the following functions:  

o Application Monitoring  
The QoE Engine can monitor information of QoS parameter of a certain application. 
This information pertains to the connectivity status of an application, e.g. used 
bandwidth.  

o QoS Requests  
The QoE Engine can request a certain QoS level for a specific application. 
According to the measured QoE of an application, the QoE engine can invoke a 
change of QoS parameter in order to optimise the QoE.  

2.7 Basic Design Principles  

Since the beginning of FI-WARE activity, it was stressed that a variety of development paradigms 
and technologies are available to program and interact with different types of connected devices. 
The attempt made with the CDI Architecture specifications is to keep a high level of abstraction 
which should help us to avoid technology dependent definitions. It is however recognised that, 
when moving to a reference implementation, a specific programming paradigm has to be adopted. 
A number of emerging solutions for interfacing to device capabilities (and also for other 
functionality) rely on web based technologies, which are nowadays available on most terminals. 
This trend seems to favour the development of applications which can run on web browsers or 
runtime engines.  
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The architecture for the initial reference implementation of CDI will be designed to be a hardware 
and platform agnostic runtime, supporting developers in the creation of compelling user 
experiences across a range of heterogeneous devices via a common development and 
programming environment. The CDI implementation will therefore utilise a Web Run Time to offer a 
common programming environment across multiple devices and platforms. This Web Run Time 
(WRT) environment will be HTML5 and JavaScript based. Hence, the application developer will 
interact with the CDI implementation through them, as the APIs will be defined for such languages.  

The CDI team seeks to build upon existing Web Run Time technologies. Therefore, rather than 
create a new platform, CDI implementation will extend existing platforms to deliver the required 
functionality. There are a number of complementary technologies in this area at various stages of 
development. The CDI aims to utilise current web standards or emerging standards. Therefore CDI 
will evolve over time to encompass the most promising WRT technologies.  

2.7.1 Minimal Native Code 

The CDI will support many different operating systems and hardware platforms. Normally 
supporting this variety of target platforms would require considerable effort in porting code between 
operating systems and hardware platforms. To minimise this developers contributing to CDI should 
try to write as much of their code as possible in a portable way. As CDI will ensure that every target 
platform has a JavaScript environment CDI contributing developers are encouraged to write as 
much of their logic as possible in JavaScript. This will ensure that a developer's contribution will be 
portable between the target platforms. Code not written in JavaScript should be kept to a minimum.  

2.7.2 Standard Method of Supporting Native Code 

A standard interface for connecting to the JavaScript engine exists. This provides a standard set of 
interfaces which all native code can use. This reduces the amount of porting required between 
platforms. This is required to support the components which must execute in a native environment. 
This includes a number of networking elements and low-level QoS / QoE metrics, which can only 
be gathered and managed by native code.  

2.7.3 Limited API Exposure 

The total number of APIs exposed to other GEs and application developers should be kept to a 
minimum, and should enable the scenarios and feature requirements provided by the Use Case 
projects, as well as by the FI-WARE team.  

2.7.4 Interface Definition Tools 

There are two main interfaces presented by the CDI GE, an On Device interface and an Off Device 
interface. Within the reference implementation, the On Device interface will be a JavaScript 
interface. The Off Device interface, which is accessible directly by other Generic Enablers, will be a 
REST based interface. These will be defined using the following definition languages:  

2.7.4.1 On Device Interface Definition Language: WebIDL 

WebIDL is the interface definition language of choice for JavaScript based environments. WebIDL 
was defined by the W3C standards body and has been used to define many key technologies. As 
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CDI Generic Enabler aims for a JavaScript based implementation, all defined functional blocks will 
use WebIDL.  

A full definition of WebIDL is available from the W3C web site at the following location: 
http://www.w3.org/TR/WebIDL/  

2.7.4.2 Off Device Interface Definition Language: FMC 

Interfaces which are accessible directly by other GEs and are not based on JavaScript shall be 
described using FMC (Fundamental Modelling Concepts). More details on FMC can be found here: 
http://www.fmc-modeling.org/  

 

2.8 Detailed Specifications  

2.8.1 Open API Specifications 

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to the CDI Generic Enabler. Specifications labeled 
as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from lessons 
learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference implementation planned for 
the current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labeled as "DRAFT" are planned for future 
Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the sake of future users.  

 Device Sensors API Specification  

 Personal Data Services API Specification  

 Quality of Experience (QoE) API Specification  

 Mobility Manager API Specification  

 Distributed Compute API Specification  

 Phone API Specification  

 Media Consumption API Specification  

 Off Device Profile API Specification  

 On Device Profile API Specification  

 Messaging (SMS) Specification  

 

2.9 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

The CDI Component uses a range of existing technologies including, for a number of reasons:  

 W3C Specifications for Contacts, Get User Media, File API access etc  

Used for API design and utilisation of existing specifications  

http://www.w3c.org  

 W3C WebIDL  

Used for JavaScript API definition  
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http://www.w3.org/TR/WebIDL/  

 Open Mobile Alliance – Device Management (OMA DM)  

Used for the CDI remote management interface  

http://www.openmobilealliance.org/technical/DM.aspx  

 Boot to Gecko  

Used for API design and utilisation of existing specifications  

https://wiki.mozilla.org/B2G  

 PhoneGap  

Used for API design and utilisation, API comparison, and an initial run time environment  

http://www.phonegap.com  

 Webinos  

Used for API design and utilisation, API comparison, and as a runtime environment  

http://www.webinos.org  

2.10 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions internally and 
with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). For a summary of 
terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to FIWARE Global Terms 
and Definitions  

 

 Connected Devices: A connected or smart device can be an advanced device located at 
home, such as a set top box and multimedia device (including advanced TVs), PCs, 
storage (NAS like), indoor handset (home/advanced DECT), or game consoles. 
Furthermore, mobile devices, such as mobile/smart phones (GSM/3-4G), tablets, netbooks, 
on-board units, (in-car devices) or information kiosks are connected devices, too. It is very 
likely that new devices will appear and fall into this “smart devices” category during the 
project execution (femto cells, etc.).  

 Cloud Proxy: A device encompassing broadband connectivity, local connectivity, routing 
and networking functionalities as well as service enabling functionalities supported by a 
modular software execution environment (virtual machines, advanced middleware). The 
“Cloud Proxy” or “Home Hub” is powerful enough to run local applications (for example 
home automation related tasks such as heating control or content related ones such as 
Peer to Peer (P2P) or content backup). It will also generally include local storage and may 
be an enabler for controlling privacy as some content or data could be stored locally and 
could be controlled only by the user without having the risk of seeing his/her data controlled 
by third parties under consideration of the overall security architecture.  

 Open Networking: Open networking is a concept that enables network nodes to provide 
intelligent network connectivity by dynamic configuration via open interfaces. Examples for 
provided features are the fulfillment of bandwidth or quality requirements, seamless 
mobility, or highly efficient data transport optimised for the application (e. g., with minimum 
network resource or energy consumption).  

 Network Service: Network Service is a control and policy layer/stratum within the network 
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architecture of a service provider. The Network Service provides access to capabilities of 
the telecommunication network, accessed through open and secure Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) and other interfaces/sub-layers. The Network Service 
concept aims at providing stratum that serves value-added services and applications at a 
higher application and service layer and exploits features of the underlying transport and 
technology layer (e. g. via NetIC interfaces).  

 Functional Block: A block of common functionality represented by a single API consisting 
of functions, objects and structures.  

 Mobility Manager: The component within the CDI GE responsible for managing 
connectivity with networks and data bearers  

 QoE: Quality of Experience; a measurement representation and assessment of the 
experience a user receives.  

 WebIDL: Web Interface Definition Language; the format used to express JavaScript or 
other non-REST based APIs.  

 QoS: Quality of Service; a measurement representation and assesment of the quality of 
data transmission a device / user receives over a network.  

 OpenEPC: OpenEPC is a prototype implementation of the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core 
(EPC) – Release 10 – that enables academia and industry researchers and engineers 
around the world to obtain a practical look and feel of the capabilities of the Evolved Packet 
Core. OpenEPC Rel. 3, the current version available, includes all the components of the 
3GPP architecture including the interfaces with various access technologies and service 
platforms.  
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3 Device Sensors API Specification 

3.1 Device Sensors API Introduction  

This section covers all the APIs related to Device Sensors. This includes the following functional 
blocks:  

 Geo-Location  

 Device Orientation & Accelerometer  

 Sensor Discovery  

Connected Devices often offer additional hardware or sensors which can offer a range of additional 
data and functionality to application developers. The Device Sensors API makes this additional 
hardware available to an application developer.  

Please check the FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.   

3.1.1 How to Read This Document  

Each of the functional blocks covered above are described in WebIDL. Where a Functional Block's 
API is simply a realisation of an existing standards based specification, this document will link 
directly to the relevent standards bodies WebIDL specification document. This is a prudent step as 
FI-WARE is an integration project, and will by necessity combine already existing API 
specifications.  

3.1.1.1 Non RESTfull API 

This specification outlines an API which is JavaScript based. This is because the API is intended to 
be used by applications running on a device. In this situation we are invoking local services and a 
RESTful interface would add a layer of complicity which is overly complicated and ultimately 
unnecessary.  

3.1.2 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

8th November 2012  Initial API version (v1.0 - Intel B. Egan)  

21st May 2013  
Content update, and formatting changes. API remains the same. (v1.1 - 
Intel, C. Woods)  
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3.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL.  

3.2 Introduction to Geo-Location  

The Geolocation API provides a method to locate and watch the user’s position. This is useful in a 
number of ways from providing a user with location information to providing navigation.  

3.2.1 Developer Usage 

The API provides two methods  

 getCurrentPosition - get current position  

 watchPosition - notify of any changes to the position  

 

Not all devices support geoLocation, so it is wise to check whether the device supports it before 

using any of the methods:  

 

if ($cdi.sensors.availability.geolocation==true) 

{ 

    //deviceOrientation supported 

} 

else 

{ 

    //not supported – handle this 

} 

Now that we know the device supports geolocation we can request our current location  

if ($cdi.sensors.availability.geolocation==true) 

{ 

    //deviceOrientation supported 

    var cdiGeolocation= $cdi.sensors.geolocation; 

  

    function successsCallback(position) 

    { 

        var longitude = position.coords.longitude; 

        var latitude = position.coords.latitude; 

  

        //do something with the co-ordinates! 
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     } 

  

    function errorCallback(error) 

    { 

      Alert("Error"); 

    } 

  

    cdiGeolocation.getCurrentPosition(successsCallback,errorCallback); 

} 

else 

{ 

    //not supported – handle this 

} 

In the case where our requirements call for us to be notified every time our position gets updated 
(a navigation app for example) we will need to register for notification:  

var watcherID; 

if ($cdi.sensors.availability.geolocation==true) 

{ 

    //deviceOrientation supported 

    var cdiGeolocation= $cdi.sensors.geolocation; 

  

    function successsCallback(position) 

    { 

        var longitude = position.coords.longitude; 

        var latitude = position.coords.latitude; 

  

        //position has changed - do something with the co-ordinates! 

  

     } 

  

    function errorCallback(error) 

    { 

      Alert("Error"); 

    } 
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watcherID=cdiGeolocation.watchPosition(successsCallback,errorCallback, { 

enableHighAccuracy: true, timeout: timeoutVal, maximumAge: 0 }); 

} 

else 

{ 

    //not supported – handle this 

} 

watchPosition returns an ID which is used to identify the watcher. This ID can be used later when 

we wish to cancel the watcher.  

$cdi.Geolocation.clearWatch(watcherID); 

Both getCurrentPosition and watchPosition return immediately and asynchronously return the 

current location. Both take the same argument list two of which are optional:  

 successCallback - called if the method returns successfully  

 errorCallback – called if the method returns with an error  

 options – a number of options are available:  

 enableHighAccuracy – This Boolean Indicates that the caller would like the most 
accurate result possible. This may cause a slower response time and in the case of 

a mobile device, greater power consumption. Defaults to false.  

 timeout – the maximum length of time to wait for a response. Time is supplied in 
milliseconds.  

 maximumAge – the maximum age of a cached position that the application is willing 
to accept. Measured in milliseconds. Defaults to 0 which indicates that a new 
position must be obtained.  

 

A call to watchPosition will callback immediately with the current position and every time after 

that the position changes.  

When the position is successfully returned the position object contains a range of useful 

information:  

 coords.latitude - degrees of latitude  

 coords.longitude - degress of longitude  

 coords.altitude - Height in metres of the position above the reference ellipsoid  

 coords.accuracy - accuracy in metres of the returned result  

 coords.altitudeAccuracy - accuracy in metres of the returned altitude  

 coords.heading - Direction of travel of the device clockwise from true north  

 coords.speed - current ground speed of the hosting device in metres per second  

 timestamp - Timestamp of when the position was acquired  
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3.2.2 Authentication 

This API should only be available to applications (web applications / webapps) which have been 
installed on the device. The installation procedure should verify an applications request to access 
the CDI geolocation API and obtain user consent before installing the application. Following this, at 
runtime it can be assumed that the user has granted access for this application to access the 
geolocation API.  

 

3.2.3 Geo-Location API  

The Geolocation API implementation is directly modelled on the W3C Geolocation API 
Specification.  

 

3.2.4 Design Goals  

The design goals we to create an API which aligns with the W3C Geolocation API Specification.  

 On platforms which support this API directly it should work out of the box  

 On platforms where it is not supported directly the API structure will allow for an 
implementation that will allow this platform to support the W3C version.  

 

3.2.5 Modification to W3C geoLocation API  

The single modification that has been made to the geoLocation API has been the addition of the 

CDI Namespace. This involves replacing the call to navigator with the name-space cdi.sensors 

before calling any geoLocation APIs  

3.2.5.1 Example 

With W3C API you would call  

navigator.geolocation.getCurrentPosition(.... 

With CDI API you call  

$cdi.sensors.geolocation.getCurrentPosition(.... 

3.3 Introduction to Device Orientation & Accelerometer  

The Device Orientation And Accelerometer API is used to determine the orientation of the device 
as well as gather information about its movement.  

3.3.1 Developer Usage 

The CDI deviceOrientation class provides information on:  

1. DeviceOrientation – the positioning of the device around its own axis  
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2. DeviceMotion – the motion or acceleration of the device in a particular direction.  

The Device Orientation is provided using a standard XYZ co-ordinate system.  

Rotating the Device  

Device Orientation defines three types of rotation:  

 Alpha: The amount of rotation around the Z axis is known as alpha. The device rotates 
along the Z-axis by 'alpha' degrees per microsecond. The range is from 0 to 360 degrees.  

 Beta: The amount of rotation around the X-axis is known as beta.. The device is turning 
along the X-axis. The range is from -180 to 180 degrees.  

 Gamma: The amount of rotation around the Y-Axis is known as gamma. The range is from 
-90 to 90 degrees.  
 

DeviceOrientationEvent 

Device Orientation specifies an event called the DeviceOrientationEvent. This will inform the 

developer of the devices alpha, beta and gamma. Not all devices support DeviceOrientation, so it 
is wise to check whether the device supports it:  

var CDIDeviceOrientation= $cdi.sensors.deviceOrientation; 

if 

($cdi.sensors.availability.deviceOrientation.DeviceOrientationEvent==true

) 

{ 

    //deviceOrientation supported – register a listener 

    CDIDeviceOrientation.addEventListener('deviceorientation', 

updateorientation, true); 

} 

else 

{ 

    //not supported – handle this 

} 

We can now add an event listener, so that every time the device is rotated, it fires the event and 
we can process it using a function: In the above example once we established that the 

DeviceOrientationEvent was supported we then added a listener:  

CDIDeviceOrientation.addEventListener('deviceorientation', 

updateorientation, true); 

Inside the updateorientation function, we can now process the rotation of the device:  

function updateorientation (event) 

{ 

 var alpha = event.alpha; 

 var beta = event.beta; 

 var gamma = event.gamma; 

} 
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DeviceMotionEvent 

The DeviceMotionEvent tells us how fast the device is accelerating along its X, Y and Z axis. Not 

all devices support DeviceMotion so it is wise to check whether the device supports it:  

var CDIDeviceOrientation= $cdi.sensors.deviceOrientation; 

if ($cdi.sensors.availability.deviceOrientation.DeviceMotionEvent==true) 

{ 

    //deviceMotion supported – register a listener 

    CDIDeviceOrientation.addEventListener('devicemotion', updatemotion, 

true); 

} 

else 

{ 

    //not supported – handle this 

} 

We can now add an event listener, so that every time the device is moved, it fires the event and we 
can process it using a function: In the above example once we established that the MotionEvent 
was supported we then added a listener:  

CDIDeviceOrientation.addEventListener('devicemotion', updatemotion, 

true); 

Inside the updatemotion function, we can now process the motion of the device:  

function updatemotion(event) 

{ 

    var accelerationX=event.acceleration.x; 

    var accelerationY=event.acceleration.y; 

    var accelerationZ=event.acceleration.Z; 

}; 

The measurements are in meters per second squared (ms2) .  

 

3.3.2 Authentication 

This API should only be available to applications (web applications / webapps) which have been 
installed on the device. The installation procedure should verify an applications request to access 
the Device Orientation and Accelerometer APIs and obtain user consent before installing the 
application. Following this, at runtime it can be assumed that the user has granted access for this 
application to access the API.  
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3.3.3 Device Orientation & Accelerometer API  

The Device Orientation & Accelerometer APIs implementations are directly modeled on the W3C's 
Device Orientation Event Specification.  

3.3.4 Design Goals  

The design goals we to create an API which aligns with the W3C's Device Orientation Event 
Specification.  

 On platforms which support this API directly it should work out of the box  

 On platforms where it is not supported directly the API structure will allow for an 
implementation that will allow this platform to support the W3C version.  

 

3.3.5 Modification to W3C Device Orientation & Accelerometer API  

The single modification that has been made to the devie orientation API has been the addition of 
the CDI Namespace. This involves pre-pending the name-space 

cdi.sensors.deviceOrientation before calling any device orientation APIs  

3.3.5.1 Example 

With W3C API you would call  

window.addEventListener(.... 

With CDI API you call  

$cdi.sensors.deviceOrientation.addEventListener(.... 
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4 Personal Data Services API Specification 

4.1 Personal Data Services API Introduction  

This section covers all the APIs related to Personal Data Services. This includes the following 
functional blocks:  

 Contacts  

 Calendar  

 Gallery  

 File system Access  

 Personal Data Interface Availability  

Please check the FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice  to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.  

4.1.1 How to Read This Document  

Each of the functional blocks covered above are described in WebIDL. Where a Functional Block's 
API is simply a realisation of an existing standards based specification, this document will link 
directly to the relevent standards bodies WebIDL specification document. This is a prudent step as 
FI-WARE is an integration project, and will by necessity combine already existing API 
specifications.  

4.1.1.1 Non RESTfull API 

This specification outlines an API which is JavaScript based. This is because the API is intended to 
be used by applications running on a device. In this situation we are invoking local services and a 
RESTful interface would add a layer of complicity which is overly complicated and ultimately 
unnecessary.  

4.1.2 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

13th June 2012  Initial draft API Version (Intel, Chris Woods)  

6th November 
2012  

Additional documentation and API changes. First version to be considered for 
release (v1.0 - Intel, Chris Woods)  

21st May 2013  
Content update, and formatting changes. API remains the same (v1.1 - Intel, 
Chris Woods)  
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13th June 2013  Added Gallery API (v1.2 - Intel, Chris Woods)  

26th June 2013  Added File System API (v1.3 - Intel, Chris Woods)  

4.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL.  

4.2 Introduction to the Contacts API  

The FI-WARE Contact's API is an extension to the W3C Contacts API. It also considers the Boot to 
Geko Contacts API. The W3C API provides a read only interface. The Boot to Geko API provides 
both read and write capabilities. However the Boot to Geko API did not achieve the design goals 
which have been set. The modifications to the W3C Contacts API presented here provides both 
Read and Write support, and achieves the design goals outlined below. This API forms part of the 
Connected Device Interface (CDI).  

4.2.1 Link to Contacts API W3C Working Draft 16 June 2011 

The FIWARE.Feature.I2ND.CDI.PersonalDataServices.Contacts contacts API is based on the 
W3C Contact's specification. Specifically the specification published as "Contacts API W3C 
Working Draft 16 June 2011". A link to this version of the specification is provided here: 
http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/WD-contacts-api-20110616/  

The Contact's API provides access to a client based address book. Where a device has multiple 
address books, such as in the case of Android, a single unified address book view will be 
presented.  

The Contacts' API is expressed in WebIDL. The following provides an overview of the final API for 
the CDI’s Contacts Functional Block implementation.  

4.2.2 Design Goals 

The extensions to the W3C API described here attempt to address the following design goals.  

1. Align with existing W3C API (unified address book)  

Note: W3C defines a unified address book. This model is supported by Mozilla & 
PhoneGap, but not by Tizen. Tizen offers individual address books.  

2. Extensible and supportive of real world workloads  

Note: The existing PhoneGap model requires the developer to load each and every contact 
in order to apply any changes via Contact member functions. This can be limiting, placing 
the functions in this locations means that the entire contact has to be loaded from disk 
before being manipulated. There are no methods to:  

o delete a contact by ID  

o preform batch operations (delete a range of IDs, save a collection of contacts)  
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Additionally it would not be possible to add these batch operations to the contact object, 
forcing any new functions which address this functionality to be located on the collection 
object. This will result in an inconsistent structure.  

3. Ease of use  

Note: Ensuring the API is easy and intuitive to use is important. The Mozilla API should a 
two phase constructor for the contact object. The developer preforms a new, then calls an 
“init” member function to setup the object prior to use. PhoneGap requires the user to call a 
factory function to create an instance of a contact object – even though a constructor exists. 
This is inconsistent.  

4.2.3 Authentication 

This API should only be available to applications (web applications / webapps) which have been 
installed on the device. The installation procedure should verify an applications request to access 
the contact’s APIs and obtain user consent before installing the application. Following this, at 
runtime it can be assumed that the user has granted access for this application to access the 
contacts API.  

4.2.4 Faults 

Any faults encountered when invoking the Contacts API will result in an error function being 
invoked. The call back will contain an error code. The reader will find the list of error codes outline 
below.  

4.2.5 Modifications to the Contacts API - W3C Working Draft 16 June 2011 

The FIWARE.Feature.I2ND.CDI.PersonalDataServices.Contacts contacts API is based on the 
W3C's "Contacts API W3C Working Draft 16 June 2011", with modifications to support writing 
contact data and adhering to the design principles outlined above. The exact changes to the W3C 
specification are outlined below.  

4.2.5.1 Addition of APIs for adding and modifying contacts 

The contacts interface has been extended with the following new functions (shown in red):  

[NoInterfaceObject] 

interface Contacts { 

 caller void find ( 

  DOMString[] fields, 

  ContactFindCB successCB, 

  optional ContactErrorCB errorCB 

  optional ContactFindOptions options 

 ); 

 

 caller void save( 
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  Contact contactObj, 

  ContactSaveCB successCB, 

  optional ContactErrorCB failureCB 

 ); 

 caller void remove( 

  DomString contactId, 

  ContactRemoveCB removeCB, 

  optional ContactErrorCB failureCB 

 ); 

 

}; 

 

4.2.5.1.1 Contacts Methods 

save 

Save the contact in the contact database. If the contact already exists then overwrite the 
existing contact object with the object provided by in contactObj. This method takes two or 
three arguments. When called it starts the following save contacts process:  

1. Let contactObj be the contact object indicated by the method's first argument  

2. Let successCB (success call back) be the callback indicated by the method's 
second argument  

3. Let errorCB (error call back) be the callback indicated by the method's third 
argument  

4. If successCB is null, then throw a TypeError (as defined in WEBIDL)  

5. If contactObj is null, then throw a TypeError (as defined in WEBIDL)  

6. Return, and run the remaining steps asynchronously  

7. If contactObj has a property id and its value is none null and not empty, then run 
these sub steps:  

1. Search the database for any other contact with the same id value  

2. For each contact returned from the search; delete the contact object from 
the database  

8. If contactObj does not have a property id or the value is null or empty, then run 
these sub steps:  

1. Allocate a new id value ensuring the value is unique and not assigned to any 
other existing contact objects  

2. Assign the new id value to the contactObj  

9. Create a new contact object in the database which exactly replicates the contactObj 
supplied  

10. Let result be contactObj (now populated with an accurate ID value, if not supplied 
with one)  
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11. Queue a task to invoke successCB with result as its argument  

 

Parameter  Type  Nullable  Optional  Description  

contactObj  Contact  No  No  
The contact object to update or insert in the 
database  

successCB  ContactSaveCB  No  No  
Function to call when the asynchronous operation 
completes successfully  

failureCB  ContactErrorCB  No  Yes  
Function to call when the asynchronous operation 
fails  

 
remove 

Removes a contact with a specified Id from the persisted contact database. This method 
takes two or three arguments. When called it starts the following save contacts process:  

1. Let contactId be the id value indicated by the method's first argument  

2. Let successCB (success call back) be the callback indicated by the method's 
second argument  

3. Let errorCB (error call back) be the callback indicated by the method's third 
argument  

4. If successCB is null, then throw a TypeError (as defined in WEBIDL)  

5. If contactId is null, or an empty string then throw a TypeError (as defined in 
WEBIDL)  

6. Return, and run the remaining steps asynchronously  

7. Search the database for any other contact with the same id value  

8. If a contact is found with the same id as contactId, then delete that contact from the 
database and then queue a task to invoke successCB  

9. If a contact is not found with the same id as contactId and failureCB is not null and 
has been provided by the caller then, queue a task to invoke failureCB with the 
parameter NOT_FOUND.  

Parameter  Type  Nullable  Optional  Description  

contactObj  DOMString  No  No  
The id of the contact object to delete from the 
database  

successCB  ContactRemoveCB  No  No  
Function to call when the asynchronous 
operation completes successfully  

failureCB  ContactErrorCB  No  Yes  
Function to call when the asynchronous 
operation fails  
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4.2.5.2 Addition of call back / event functions for saving and modifying contacts 

The contacts interface uses the following new call back functions (shown in red):  

 

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] 

interface ContactSaveCB  {        

        void onsuccess(Contact contact); 

}; 

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] 

interface ContactRemoveCB  {        

        void onsuccess(); 

}; 

 

4.2.5.2.1 ContactSaveCB Methods 

onsuccess 

No exceptions. No return value.  

Parameter  Type  Nullable  Optional  Description  

contact  Contact  No  No  The contact saved to the database with a value id value.  

4.2.5.2.2 ContactRemoveCB Methods 

onsuccess 

No parameters. No exceptions. No return value.  

4.2.5.3 Addition of new ContactError values supporting saving and modifying of 
contacts 

The contacts interface uses the following new error values (shown in red):  

[NoInterfaceObject] 

interface ContactError { 

        const unsigned short              UNKNOWN_ERROR = 0; 

        const unsigned short              INVALID_ARGUMENT_ERROR = 1; 

        const unsigned short              TIMEOUT_ERROR = 2; 

        const unsigned short              PENDING_OPERATION_ERROR = 3; 

        const unsigned short              IO_ERROR = 4; 

        const unsigned short              NOT_SUPPORTED_ERROR = 5; 
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        const unsigned short              PERMISSION_DENIED_ERROR = 20; 

        const unsigned short              NOT_FOUND = 404; 

        readonly attribute unsigned short code; 

}; 

4.2.5.4 Change where ServiceContacts Interface is exposed 

The ServiceContacts interface is exposed by the $cdi.pds object within FI-WARE and not by the 

Navigator object as specified by the W3C Draft specification.  

4.2.5.5 Detecting Contacts API Support  

Not all devices have an address book, and therefore not every device will have a contacts API. To 
address this CDI provides a way to determining if the device upon which your code is executing 

has support for the Contacts API. This can be done via $cdi.pds.availability.contacts 

property the following code demonstrates how this might be used: 

    if ( $cdi.pds.availability.contacts ) { 

        // Contacts API is available... 

    } else { 

        // Contacts API is not availabkle... 

    } 

 

 

4.3 Introduction to the Gallery API  

The Gallery API is based on the Webinos Media Content API and on the Tizen Content API. It 
implements the FIWARE.Feature.I2ND.CDI.PersonalDataServices.Gallery feature. This feature is 
a subset of the total functionality provided by bot the Tizen and Webinos implementations. As such 
significant changes have been made from these originating APIs. These changes are outlined 
below.  

4.3.1 Design Goals 

The goals of the API and it's design are to provide simple, straight forward access to media content 
stored on the device. The developer will not need to worry about where on the device such content 
is located, just that the content is available for playback or display.  

4.3.2 Authentication 

This API should only be available to applications (web applications / webapps) which have been 
installed on the device. The installation procedure should verify an applications request to access 
the contact’s APIs and obtain user consent before installing the application. Following this, at 
runtime it can be assumed that the user has granted access for this application to access the API.  
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4.3.3 Faults 

Any faults encountered when invoking the Contacts API will result in an error function being 
invoked. The call back will contain an error code. The reader will find the list of error codes outlined 
below. Additional developer errors, e.g. passing incorrect parameters, will result in an exception 
being thrown.  

4.3.4 Modifications from the Webinos and Tizen Implementations 

There are three key major areas of functionality which are present in the Tizen and Webinos 
implementations and not present in the I2ND, CDI implementaiton. These are detailed below: 1. 
The Tizen and Webinos implementation contained significant functionality for editing or modifying 
media content. This is out of the scope of the CDI Gallery feature and support for this has been 
removed. 2. The Tizen and Webinis implementation contained support for complex media queries. 
These are out of scope for the CDI Gallery feature. 3. The Webinos implementation introduced 
support for pending operations and the ability to cancel operations which were in progress. This 
functionality is not supported in the CDI implementation.  

4.3.5 Gallery API 

Given the significant changes from the base APIs the Gallery API is documented in full below. The 
following IDL outlines the functionality offered by the CDI Gallery API.  

  

  enum MediaItemType { "IMAGE", "VIDEO", "AUDIO", "UNKNOWN" }; 

  

  typedef DOMString MediaItemId; 

  typedef DOMString MediaFolderId; 

  

  [NoInterfaceObject] interface MediaSource { 

  

    readonly attribute boolean available;    

  

 void getLocalFolders(MediaFolderResultCallback resultCallback, 

      ErrorCallbackErrorCallback 

errorCallback ); 

  

 void findItems(MediaItemArraySuccessCallback successCallback, 

  ErrorCallbackErrorCallback errorCallback, 

  MediaFolderId folderId, 

  optional unsigned long? count, 

  optional unsigned long? offset);                   
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 }; 

  

  callback ErrorCallbackErrorCallback = void (DomString error); 

  

  callback MediaItemArraySuccessCallback = void (MediaItem[] items); 

  

  callback MediaFolderResultCallback = void (MediaFolder[] folders); 

  

  [NoInterfaceObject] interface MediaFolder { 

 readonly attribute MediaFolderId id; 

 readonly attribute DOMString title; 

  } 

  

  [NoInterfaceObject] interface MediaItem { 

  

    readonly attribute MediaItemId id; 

  

    readonly attribute MediaItemType type; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString mimeType; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString title; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString itemURI; 

  

    readonly attribute Date? releaseDate; 

  

    readonly attribute Date? modifiedDate; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long? size; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString? description; 

  }; 

  

  [NoInterfaceObject] interface MediaVideo : MediaItem { 
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    readonly attribute SimpleCoordinates? geolocation; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString? album; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString[]? artists; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long duration; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long width;  

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long height;      

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long? playedTime; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long? playCount; 

  }; 

  

  

  

  [NoInterfaceObject] interface MediaAudio : MediaItem { 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString? album; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString[]? genres; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString[]? artists; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString[]? composers; 

  

    readonly attribute DOMString? copyright; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long? bitrate; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned short? trackNumber; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long duration; 
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    readonly attribute unsigned long? playedTime; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long? playCount; 

  }; 

  

  [NoInterfaceObject] interface MediaImage : MediaItem { 

  

    readonly attribute SimpleCoordinates? geolocation; 

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long width;  

  

    readonly attribute unsigned long height;      

  

    readonly attribute MediaImageOrientation? orientation; 

  

  }; 

4.3.5.1 getLocalFolders 

Get a list of the available media folders on the device.  

$cdi.pds.gallery.getLocalFolders(resultCallback, errorCallback); 

This method returns a list of folders which hold media items on the device. Parameters 
 resultCallback : Callback method, invoked when successfully serviced issued query.  
 errorCallback : Callback invoked when an error has occurred.  

 
 
Exceptions 

If either of the callback items are omitted then an exception with the string “ERROR: find 

function parameters are not valid!” will be thrown. The console output will contain 

additional information about the exact error.  

4.3.5.2 findItems 

Find media items in a specified folder  

  

$cdi.pds.gallery.findItems(successCallback, errorCallback, folderId, 

count, offset) 

This method searches the specified folder (folderId) for all media content which matches the 

conditions outlined by the filter specified. If no content items match, or there are no content items 
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on the device the function will call the successCallback function with an array with no item (zero 
length).  

Parameters 
 successCallback : Callback method, invoked when successfully serviced issued query  
 errorCallback : Callback invoked when an error has occurred  
 folderId : the folderId to search for mediaItems.  
 count (optional, can be null): The max number of content items to return. If not specified 

the value 100 is used. If count is zero an exception will be thrown.  
 offset (optional, can be null): Offset in the results set to use. Can be used to implement 

paging. If not specified 0 is used.  
 
 
Exceptions 

If invalid parameters are specified then an exception with the string “ERROR: find function 

parameters are not valid!” will be thrown. The console output will contain additional 

information about the exact error.  
 
 
Example Code 
The following code example illustrates how to the the gallery API to search for audio content from 
the UK artist, "Jamiroquai's" album "Travelling Without Moving".  

  

try { 

  

 $cdi.pds.gallery.getLocalFolders( function( folderList ) { 

  var folderId = null; 

  for(var i = 0; i < folderList.length; i++) { 

   if (folderList[i].title === "Travelling Without 

Moving") { 

    folderId = folderList[i].id; 

    break; 

   } 

  } 

  

  if ( folderId != null ) { 

   doSearchForMusicItems(folderId); 

  }  

 }, function(error) { 

  alert( "Whoops :" + error ); 

 }); 

} catch( exception ) { 

 $("#output").html("An exception occured <br/>" + exception ); 
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} 

  

  

// Call the findItems function and handle the response, with code to 

handle exceptions, and error responses. 

function doSearchForMusicItems(folderId) { 

 try { 

  $cdi.pds.gallery.findItems( 

   function(items) { 

    // success response - construct a string 

(searchResults ) with an unordered list of track details 

    var searchResults = "<ul>"; 

    for (var i = 0; i < items.length; i++) { 

     searchResults += ( "<li> " + 

items[i].trackNumber + ". <a href='" + items[i].contentURI + "'>"); 

     searchResults += items[i].title; 

     searchResults += ( "</a> (" + 

items[i].duration + " seconds)</li>")            

    } 

    searchResults+= "</ul>"; 

    // Assuming the use of jQuery, update an on 

screen DIV with id "output" (not shown in code example) 

    // and update it with contents of the 

searchResults string 

    $("#output").html( searchResults ); 

   }, 

   function(error) { // error callback 

    alert( "Whoops :" + error ); 

  }, 

  folderId); // count and offset excluded      

  

 } catch( exception ) { 

  $("#output").html("An exception occured <br/>" + exception 

); 

 } 

} 
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4.4 Introduction to the File System API  

The FI-WARE File System API is an implementation of the W3C File System APIs. These profile 
read and write access to the devices file system structures. With the exception of changing the 
name space for gaining access to the file system APIs the FI-WARE specifications are identical to 
the W3C specifications.  

4.4.1 Link to File System API W3C Specifications 

The W3C breaks the file system API work down into three specifications. Each covers a distinct 
form of functionality. This FI-WARE specification encompasses all three. The three specifications 
are described below along with links to the W3C originals:  

 FIleAPI 

This specification provides read only access to file objects  

Link to specification – FileAPI, W3C Working Draft 20 October 2011 

 FileAPI: Writer 

This specification provides write access to file objects. This API relies on the FIleAPI 
(above) being present before it can be utilised. 

Link to the specification – FileAPI: Writer, W3C Working Draft 17th April 2012 

 FileAPI: Directories and System 

This specification provides an API to navigate and interrogate the file system structures 
present on the device. It also provides a way for applications to be granted a sandboxed 
section of the user’s local filesystem. This API depends on the FileAPI, and FileAPI: Write 
(both above). Before it can be utilised.  

Link to the specification – FileAPI: Directories and System, W3C Working Draft 17th April 
2012 

4.4.2 Design Goals 

File systems and their representations have been around since the 1960s and are a well-defined 
concept. The design goals here are to align with the W3C specifications as much as possible, to 
help the web application development community by providing a single method of accessing this 
well understood construct.  

4.4.3 Authentication 

This API should only be available to applications (web applications / webapps) which have been 
installed on the device. The installation procedure should verify an applications request to access 
the contact’s APIs and obtain user consent before installing the application. Following this, at 
runtime it can be assumed that the user has granted access for this application to access the 
contacts API.  

4.4.4 Faults 

Any faults encountered when invoking the File System APIs will result in an error function, or 
exception being invoked. The error response will contain an error code.  
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4.4.5 Modifications to the File System API W3C Specifications  

The only modification to the three specifications is the namespace to use when referencing them. 
The W3C specifications use the global namespace. In CDI the name space to use is 

$cdi.pds.fsa, an example would be:  

    $cdi.pds.fsa.LocalFileSystem.requestFileSystem("PERSISTENT", 64*1024, 

                function(fs){ 

                    print("local file system accessed"); 

                    print("got : " + fs.name ); 

                    localFs = fs; 

                }); 

4.4.5.1 File System Access Availability  

CDI includes the ability to check for File System Access support, this is necessary as not every 

system has the ability to provide File System Access. If the $cdi.pds.availability.fsa variable 

is set to true then the File System Access API is available on the system upon which the code is 
executing:  

    function Startup() { 

        if ( $cdi.pds.availability.fsa) { 

            print("FSA is supported!"); 

            // file system access 

            $cdi.pds.fsa.LocalFileSystem.requestFileSystem("PERSISTENT", 

64*1024, 

                function(fs){ 

                    print("local file system accessed"); 

                    print("got : " + fs.name ); 

                    localFs = fs; 

                });             

        } else { 

            print("no fsa support"); 

        }            

    } 

</pre> 
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5 Quality of Experience (QoE) API Specification 

5.1 Introduction to the QoE API  

This section covers all the APIs related to the Quality of Experience. Please check the following 
Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

This document describes the set of APIs for controlling and monitoring the QoE delivered to the 
network flows of an application. Such API enables widget developers to interact with a QoE 
manager (namely the QoE-Engine) to explicitly influence the allocation of network resources. The 
QoE engine is able to combine explicit QoE feedbacks coming from the user, with the QoS level 
provided by the network and other context related information. Such inputs are matched against a 
target QoE level to be achieved, and network resources are adaptively requested in order to 
approximate the target as much as possible. The QoE-Engine is able to request the allocation of 
network resources by interacting with a Mobility Manager (MM). The MM behaves as a proxy 
between the QoE-Engine and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) that is directly responsible of the 
wise allocation of network resources. The API allows the developer to bind an application to the 
QoE framework, and track the evolution in time of the user's satisfaction and network's behaviour. 
It is also possible to control (run, pause or stop) the QoE monitoring, depending on whether the 
QoE of the user needs or not to be tracked.  

5.1.1 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended both for software developers, that are easily enabled to control user's 
QoE, by influencing the behaviour of very low level network bound processes, and also for API 
implementers.The QoE API is described in WebIDL then it is assumed that the reader is familiar 
with the WebIDL description language. Note that QoE APIs are not part of the W3C 
recommendation, but they represent a completely new set of APIs.  

5.1.2 API change History 

Revision 
Date  

Changes Summary  

Mar 1, 2012  

Initial version (Uniroma1 - Andrea Simeoni)  

 Flow binding (start QoE monitoring)  

 Pause/Run the QoE monitoring.  

 Unregister the flow bind (stop the QoE monitoring)  

Apr 23, 2012  

2nd Draft (Uniroma1 - Andrea Simeoni)  

 WebIDL API description  

 Ability to subscribe/unsubscribe for user's Click-Rate (active QoE) tracking.  

 Ability to subscribe/unsubscribe for delivered QoS (passive QoE) tracking.  
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 Flow binding limited to URLs (needs extension to URIs).  

Aug 27, 
2012  

3rd Draft (Uniroma1 - Andrea Simeoni)  

 Support for Mean Opinion Score (MOS)  

Mar 13, 
2013  

1st Working Version (Uniroma1 - Andrea Simeoni)  

 getContext functionality  

 Refinement of the protocol between web application and QoE Engine, by 

defining the Message object  

May 15, 
2013  

2nd Working Version (Uniroma1 - Andrea Simeoni)  

 QoSEngine implementation  

 QoEController implementation  

 Interaction with the Mobility Manager  

5.1.3 How to read this document  

Use this document as a guideline to understand and use the provided API, via the WebIDL 
specification. API implementers can understand mechanisms running behind the QoE interface by 
reading the delailed description that completes the WebIDL.  

5.1.4 Additional resources  

The present open specification is strongly based on the WebIDL language. The WebIDL guide can 
be found at [1]. Architectural information on the QoE functional block can be found in the GE 
architecture deliverable.  

5.2 General QoE API information 

The QoE API provides a useful way for application developers to track and control the QoE 
evolution of the users connected to Future Internet services. This is done by providing a uniform 
JavaScript API on top, and a QoE engine process running at native level, which exposes the API. 
The QoE API doesn't need to access any kind of sensitive or protected information. Therefore its 
use is not tied to any kind of authorization or special permission. The API is strongly based on 
asynchronous operations, and is based on the natural JavaScript callback mechanism.  

 

5.2.1 Design and Implementation  

This section addresses key design and implementation concepts behind the QoE functionality in 
CDI. This section is useful both for QoE API users and developers. According to the FMC notation 
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adopted in FI-WARE, the QoE system embedded on top of a CDI enabled device is described by 
the following picture.  

 

 
The following subsections give a description of all functional blocks depicted in the diagram.  

5.2.1.1 APIHandler  

Starting from the top of the picture the APIHandler can be found. Whenever a web applications 
developer wishes to take control of the user's QoE, he must interface with the APIHandler (client 
side) functional block. The API provided to the developer is the same described in the WebIDL in 
following sections, and can be imported with a double JavaScript import statement. The cdi.js 
specifies and loads the CDI frontend, while the webinos.js is just a dependency for the QoE API 
(note that not all the CDI APIs require webinos.js to work).  

 

 <html> 

  <body> 

     ... 

     <script type='text/javascript' src='webinos.js'></script> 

     <script type='text/javascript' src='cdi.js'></script> 

     ... 

  </body> 

 </html> 

The client side APIHandler lives in the Web Runtime (WebRT), as well as the web application, and 
communicates asynchronously with the server side APIHandler. Such communication channel is 
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bidirectional; and in the top-down direction it transports QoE API calls to be delivered at native 
level; in the bottom-up direction it transports return callbacks asynchronously originated at native 
level, in response to QoE API calls. FI-WARE CDI does not implement its own messaging channel 
and protocol, but exploits APIs provided by the hosting platform (PhoneGap, Webinos, Tizen). 
Whenever a call is generated by the application, it is packed and sent over the channel using the 
JavaScript messaging API provided by the hosting platform (i.e., API calls in webinos are formatted 
into JSON-RPC messages. There is a RPCHandler module showing up an API to pack and send 
JSON-RPC messages to the server side, and receive response callbacks. The messaging API is 
based on the HTML5 WebSockets API).  

The server side APIHandler exploits the API provided by the Native Device Access to relay 
JavaScript calls to the Java layer (i.e., in webinos the server side APIHandler exploits the Java-
Bridge component provided by webinos). Given its twofold nature, the server side APIHandler is 
half written in JavaScript and half written in Java. The JavaScript portion is in charge of mapping 
JavaScript calls to Java calls, using the API provided by the Native Device Access. The Java 
portion of the APIHandler forwards native Java calls to the QoE-Feedback component, using a 
callback based API (obviously asynchronous). Such callback based API has the very same 
signature of the JavaScript API described in the WebIDL below, and then also the same semantic. 
It is worth noting that the Java side of the APIHandler is in charge of starting up the whole QoE-
Engine subsystem when the CDI framework is started. This fact is also highlighted in the FMC 
picture by means of a rounded corners rectangle containing the QoE-Engine process.  

5.2.1.2 QoEFeedback  

This functional block is in charge of interfacing with the application front end, to gather the end user 
expression of Quality of Experience. All QoE API calls pass through the QoEFeedback, that is also 
in charge to update the application Context database. Each interaction of the user with the QoE 
framework is captured by the QoEFeedback and registered into the Context. Communication with 
the application level is done through the Native Device Access API. The main role of the 
QoEFeedback is to explicitly handle user feedback (clicks) to compute a click rate value that 
represents the user's dissatisfaction. To perform this task it has to maintain a strong schedule for 
each monitored application's flow (one click rate for each flow). Once a computation of the user's 
click rate is available (i.e., each 10 seconds), this value is stored into the Context storage, so that it 
can be shared with other components running in the QoE-Engine. This functional block does not 
just provide feedback processing functionality, but also receives Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 
ratings by the application, in accordance with the corresponding WebIDL. Thus the interface 
exposed to the Native Device Access is a subset of the interface described in the WebIDL below, 

is completely asynchronous, and supports the giveFeedback and giveFinalScore 

functionalities.  

5.2.1.3 Context  

This functional block stores in main memory information about the context, making it available to all 
QoE Engine components. Such information includes:  

 Monitored flows.  

 Click rates for each monitored flow.  

 Monitoring status for each monitored flow (PAUSED, RUNNING).  

 Allocated QoS for each monitored flow.  

 Mean Opinion Score (MOS) value for each flow rated in the past  
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This component is thought to be further enriched with other context information (residual battery, 
memory and CPU usage, screen size etc.), that could be useful for the QoE-Controller to assess 
user's target QoE deviation in a more sophisticated way. Such extended context information is not 
difficult to be retrieved, since it can be directly provided by the CDI running system. Given the 
shared nature of the Context, exclusive access must be guaranteed to its records by means of a 
Context Manager (CtxtManager). Its role is to mediate the (read/write) access to the Context. 
CtxtManager offers an asynchronous interface to communicate with the server side APIHandler. 
This interface handles the commands of the JavaScript interface that don't bear user's feedbacks. 

That means all commands except giveFeedback and giveFinalScore. CtxtManager exposes a 

synchronous request-response interface to read/write the status of the Context. This interface is 
Java based and triggers notifications to the QoeFeedback whenever the Context is modified. The 
interface is obviously asynchronous, and is realized in Java by defining a CtxtEventListener 
interface. Up to now the only implementer of such interface is the QoeFeedback Java class, but 
ideally every implementer of the CtxtEventListener interface can be notified of context modification 
events. Events handled by a CtxtEventListener are: bind, unbind, pause, run.  

5.2.1.4 QoSEngine 

Cyclically for each monitored flow (extracted from the Context) this block communicates with the 
Mobility Manager to get the current QoS parameters status for that flow. Such communication 
should return bandwidth, packet-loss, jitter and delay information, but current implementations of 
the Mobility Manager only provide the bandwidth parameter. On the basis of such data, it updates 
the relative flow's context entry. The interface between the QoSEngine and the Mobility Manager is 
synchronous and monodirectional (request-response channel).  

It supports the following functionalities:  

 REQUEST<FLOW_ID;PARAM> given a specific FLOW_ID associated to a monitored 
application's flow, the current value of PARAM is requested; RESPONSE<VALUE> 
provides the requested current value of PARAM. The only PARAM value supported by the 
Mobility Manager is the "bandwidth".  

5.2.1.5 QoEController 

This component assesses for each monitored flow (info coming from Context) if the provided QoE 
is compliant with an expected target value. For each monitored flow, it cyclically extracts Context's 
records, and combines them to assess the perceived user's QoE. If the provided QoE is not 
compliant with the expected QoE target level, a request is submitted to the Mobility Manager to 
leverage network resources for the considered flow. The interface that connects the controller to 
the Mobility Manager is asynchronous-monodirectional.  

The following functionality is supported:  

 CHANGE<FLOW_ID;PARAM;RULE;VALUE> given a specific FLOW_ID associated to a 
monitored application's flow, its QoS PARAM (e.g. bandwidth, delay, jitter, packet loss, etc.) 
should satisfy the RULE (e.g. to be at MAX, to be at MIN, or to follow a REFERENCE) that 
is configured by a VALUE. As an example, CHANGE<FLOW_ID,BANDWIDTH,MIN,1000> 
can be interpreted as the FLOW_ID should have guaranteed a minimum bandwidth of 1000 
Kbit/sec. Current implementations of the Mobility Manager only supports the bandwidth 
parameter.  
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5.2.2 Faults 

Any faults encountered when invoking the QoE API will result in an error function being invoked. 
As already stated the interface is completely asynchronous, that is reflected also in the generation 
of faults. The callback that results from the generation of a fault, will contain an error object that 
brings a well detailed payload. The reader will find more details about errors in the WebIDL 
specification.  

5.3 API operations  

The QoE API is accessible under the window.fiware.cdi.qoe namespace. Alternatively it can be 

accessed through the shorter alias $cdi.qoe. The QoE interface supplies functions for:  

 Bind a flow to the QoE monitoring system  
The binding happens by passing a flow URL to the QoeApiHandler. When a flow is bound 
to the QoE framework, it can be monitored, and QoE feedbacks can be sent by the user 
that is currently consuming the flow.  

 Unbind a flow from the QoE monitoring system  
A monitored flow can be unregistered. The effect of such a call is that the QoE of the 
connection going on the flow's URL cease to be monitored.  

 Give bad QoE feedbacks to the underlying system  
The developer can attach this functionality to a button, or every graphical object the user 
can click. When a feedback is given, the underlying system assumes that the user is not 
happy of the current application session.  

 Pause/Run the monitoring process  
This functionality is accessed to handle situations in which the user is not paying attention 
to the flow (window in background, pause button pressed in a media player etc.).  

 Get context related information about a flow   
The developer can access information about the real time evolution of context parameters 
for a given flow. Such parameters include QoS measures (allocated bandwidth etc.), QoE 
measures (the user's current Click Rate) and other useful management info (flow 
monitoring status, flow registration status etc.).  

 Support for Mean Opinion Score (MOS) rating   
The developer can use this functionality to ask a user to express a summary rating on his 
QoE. The rating will be communicated to the underlying QoE system that will store such 
information to enrich the Context view. Context is further exploited as a knowledge base for 
future QoE assessment and manipulation. Five values can be chosen by the user: 
Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Bad.  

 Select the network controller   
The developer can choose the network controller among different implementations (Mobility 
Manager, OFNIC GEi) in charge of gathering information about network flows and applying 
the QoS rule defined by the QoE Engine. If no network controller is available, the developer 
can disable this feature.  

5.3.1 The QoE API 

After discovery and binding processes the API can be used by the application. The following 
WebIDL reports the API specification.  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface QoeService{ 

    void bindFlow(in DOMString flowURL, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB 

ecb); 
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    void unbindFlow(in int flowID ,in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb); 

    void giveFeedback(in int flowID, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb); 

    void giveFinalScore (in int flowID, in int score, in SuccessCB scb, 

in ErrorCB ecb); 

    void pauseQoeMonitor(in int flowID, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB 

ecb); 

    void runQoeMonitor(in int flowID, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb); 

    void getContext(in int flowID, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb); 

    void setupNetworkController(in int ncType, in DOMString ncAddress, in 

SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb); 

}; 

5.3.1.1 Callbacks 

QoeService interface callbacks comply with the following structures.  

callback SuccessCB = void(in Message msg); 

callback ErrorCB = void(in Message errmsg); 

5.3.1.1.1 Message objects 

Every callback returned by the QoE framework brings a Message object. Message objects are 

javascript dictionaries organized as follows.  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface Message{ 

     readonly attribute int flowID; 

     readonly attribute CtxtDump ctxtdump; 

     readonly attribute BadCallError bcerr; 

}; 

In case of success callbacks relative to bindFlow, unbindFlow, pauseQoeMonitor, 
runQoeMonitor, giveFeedback and giveFinalScore calls, the only information conveyed to the 

developer is the flowID of the interested flow. That means bcerr and ctxtdump are set to 

undefined. Note that a valid flowID is a non zero positive integer. In case of getContext calls the 

ctxtdump field is a valid JavaScript dictionary with the following structure.  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface CtxtDump{ 

    readonly attribute DOMString URL; //url associated to the flow 

    readonly attribute Status status; // flow binding status 

    readonly attribute MonitorStatus monitor; // flow monitor status  

    readonly attribute double AQS;    // Average QoS value in the range 

[0-1]. It is summarizes the network conditions faced by the flow 

    readonly attribute double CR;     // User's measured click rate 

    readonly attribute double D;      // Average delay of flow's packets 

    readonly attribute double PLR;    // Packet loss rate for the flow 
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    readonly attribute double BW;     // Bandwidth allocated for the flow 

    readonly attribute double MOS;    // MOS score expressed by the user 

} 

  

enum Status {"bound","not-bound"}; 

enum MonitorStatus {"running","paused","stopped"}; 

In case of returned error callbacks, the flowID field of the Message is set to zero, the ctxtdump is 

set to undefined, while the bcerr field is a valid JavaScript dictionary with the following structure.  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface BadCallError{ 

   const unsigned short NO_EXISTING_SUBSCRIPTIONS=0;//still to be used 

   const unsigned short INVALID_FLOW_ID=1; 

   const unsigned short STATUS_INCOMPATIBLE_OP=2; 

   const unsigned short BAD_URL=3; 

   const unsigned short UNRECOGNIZED_METRIC=4; //still to be used  

   const unsigned short RATING_EXCEPTION=5; 

   const unsigned short EXISTING_BIND=6; 

   const unsigned short OTHER=7;  

  

   readonly attribute unsigned short code; 

   readonly attribute DOMString message; 

   readonly attribute DOMString code_desc; //literal version of the error 

code (i.e., 'EXISTING_BIND') 

   readonly attribute BadArgument bad_arg; //details on the bad parameter 

that generated the error 

  }; 

  

[NoInterfaceObject] 

interface BadArgument{ 

    readonly attribute DOMString arg_name; //The name of the parameter 

generating the error 

    readonly attribute DOMString arg_value; //The value of the parameter 

generating the error 

} 

5.3.2 bindFlow  

void bindFlow (in DOMString flowURL, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb) 
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When invoked, it communicates to the underlying system that the user's QoE related to a certain 

network flow needs to be monitored.In case of success it asynchronously returns an integer a 

Message object containing an assigned flowID. bindFlow accepts three parameters:  

 DOMString flowURL : The network flow to be monitored is specified by means of a URI.  

 SuccessCB scb : Is asynchronously called in case of success. This callback brings the 

following information:  

o Message msg:  

 msg.flowID: It is the ID assigned by the QoE system to the network flow 

related to URL. This code identifies the flow in the system, and is always 

used to refer the flow when interacting with the QoE framework.  

 msg.bcerr: undefined  

 msg.ctxtdump: undefined  

 ErrorCB ecb: Is asynchronously called in case of error. This callback brings the following 

information:  

o Msg errmsg:  

 msg.flowID:0  

 msg.bcerr: describes the error. err comes with a message field that 

accurately specifies the cause of the error, and brings the following codes:  

 BAD_URI: if an invalid URI is provided.  

 EXISTING_BIND: if the provided URI is already registered.  

 errmsg.ctxtdump:undefined  

5.3.3 unbindFlow  

 void unbindFlow (in int flowID ,in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb) 

When invoked, it communicates to the underlying system to deregister the network flow identified 

by a certain flowID. unbindFlow accepts the following parameters:  

 int flowID : The network flow to be deregistered is specified by means of the ID 

obtained during the flow registration.  

 SuccessCB scb: The function asynchronously called in case of success. This callback 

brings the following information.  

o Message msg  

 msg.flowID: the deregistered flowID.  

 msg.bcerr:undefined  

 msg.ctxtdump:undefined  

 ErrorCB ecb: The function asynchronously called in case of error. This callback brings the 

following information:  

o Message errmsg  

 errmsg.flowID: 0  
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 errmsg.bcerr:is a valid BadCallError object with a possible error codes:  

 INVALID_FLOW_ID: if the ID provided is not handled by the QoE 

framework. This may happen for two reasons: the flow has already 
been unregistered, or the flow was never registered.  

 errmsg.ctxtdump:undefined  

5.3.4 giveFeedback  

 void giveFeedback (in int flowID, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb) 

When called, it communicates to the underlying system that the user is not perceiving an adequate 

level of QoE for the flow identified by flowID. User feedbacks are elaborated by the QoE engine in 

the form of a Click-Rate, computed over a predefined time window (i.e., 10 sec). This method 

accepts three parameters:  

 int flowID : The network flow that the user is feeding back.  

 SuccessCB scb: The function asynchronously called in case of success. This callback 

brings the following information.  

o Message msg  

 msg.flowID: is the ID of the fed back flow.  

 msg.bcerr:undefined  

 msg.ctxtdump:undefined  

 ErrorCB ecb: The function asynchronously called in case of error. This callback brings the 

following information:  

o Message errmsg  

 errmsg.flowID: 0  

 errmsg.bcerr:is a valid BadCallError object with a possible error codes:  

 INVALID_FLOW_ID: if the ID provided is not handled by the QoE 

framework.  

 STATUS_INCOMPATIBLE_OP: if the QoE monitoring of the flow is pause  

 errmsg.ctxtdump:undefined  

5.3.5 giveFinalScore  

 void giveFinalScore (in int flowID, in int score, in SuccessCB scb, in 

ErrorCB ecb) 

When called, it returns a Mean Opinion Score rating to the underlying system. Such rating is 

usually communicated at the end of the user's experience. The QoE system will keep track of the 

MOS rating in the application Context DB. Such information can be exploited to perform better 

QoE assessments.giveFinalScore accepts the following parameters:  

 int flowID: the network flow that the user is rating.  

 int score: is the rating provided by the user, and must be an integer value between [1-5].  
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 SuccessCB scb:: it is asynchronously called in case of success. This callback brings the 

following information:  

o Message msg  

 msg.flowID: is the ID of the rated flow.  

 msg.bcerr:undefined  

 msg.ctxtdump:undefined  

 ErrorCB ecb: Is called in case of error. This callback brings the following information:  

o Message errmsg  

 errmsg.flowID: 0  

 errmsg.bcerr:is a valid BadCallError object with a possible error codes:  

 INVALID_FLOW_ID: if the ID provided is not handled by the QoE 

framework. This may happen for two reasons: the flow has already 
been unregistered, or the flow was never registered.  

 RATING_EXCEPTION: if an out of bound score is provided. Bounds are 

[1-5]  

 errmsg.ctxtdump:undefined  

5.3.6 pauseQoeMonitor  

 void pauseQoeMonitor (in int flowID, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb) 

When invoked, the QoE monitor related to the specified flow is paused. This method can be called 

to manage moments in which the user is not paying attention to the flow (i.e., application is in 

background). This method accepts three parameters:  

 int flowID : The network flow whose monitoring must be paused.  

 StatusSuccessCB scb: Is asynchronously called in case of success. This callback brings 

the following information:  

o Message msg  

 msg.flowID: is the ID of the flow whose monitoring has been paused.  

 msg.bcerr:undefined  

 msg.ctxtdump:undefined  

 ErrorCB ecb: The function asynchronously called in case of error. This callback brings the 

following information:  

o Message errmsg  

 errmsg.flowID: 0  

 errmsg.bcerr:is a valid BadCallError object with possible error codes:  

 INVALID_FLOW_ID: if the ID provided is not handled by the QoE 

framework.  

 STATUS_INCOMPATIBLE_OP: if the QoE monitoring of the flow is 

already paused  
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 errmsg.ctxtdump:undefined  

5.3.7 runQoeMonitor  

void runQoeMonitor (in int flowID, in StatusSuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB 

ecb) 

When called, the QoE monitor is started, or theflowID that was previously paused is resumed. This 

method can be invoked to manage moments in which the user starts again paying attention to the 

flow (i.e., application passes in foreground). This method accepts three parameters:  

 int flowID : The network flow whose monitoring must be started or resumed.  

 StatusSuccessCB scb: Is asynchronously called in case of success. This callback brings 

the following information:  

o Message msg  

 msg.flowID: is the ID of the flow whose monitoring has been started or 

resumed.  

 msg.bcerr:undefined  

 msg.ctxtdump:undefined  

 ErrorCB ecb: The function asynchronously called in case of error. This callback brings the 

following information:  

o Message errmsg  

 errmsg.flowID: 0  

 errmsg.bcerr:is a valid BadCallError object with possible error codes:  

 INVALID_FLOW_ID: if the ID provided is not handled by the QoE 

framework.  

 STATUS_INCOMPATIBLE_OP: if the QoE monitoring of the flow is 

already running  

 errmsg.ctxtdump:undefined  

5.3.8 getContext  

 void getContext (in int flowID, in SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb) 

When called, the QoE monitor returns to the application a snapshot of the overall flow context. This 

method accepts three parameters:  

 int flowID : The network flow whose context must be read.  

 StatusSuccessCB scb: Is asynchronously called in case of success. This callback brings 

the following information:  

o Message msg  

 msg.flowID: is the ID of the flow of interest.  

 msg.bcerr:undefined  
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 msg.ctxtdump:is a valid CtxtDump object, populated as described in the 

WebIDL definition of the CtxtDump interface  

 ErrorCB ecb: The function asynchronously called in case of error. This callback brings the 

following information:  

o Message errmsg  

 errmsg.flowID: 0  

 errmsg.bcerr:is a valid BadCallError object with possible error codes:  

 INVALID_FLOW_ID: if the ID provided is not handled by the QoE 

framework.  

 errmsg.ctxtdump:undefined  

5.3.9 setupNetworkController  

 void setupNetworkController(in int ncType, in DOMString ncAddress, in 

SuccessCB scb, in ErrorCB ecb) 

When called, it configures the network controller used by the QoE engine to manage the network 

resources. This method accepts four parameters:  

 int ncType : The type of network controller to be used. Accepted values are : 0 -> No 

controller , 1 -> Mobility Manager, 2 -> OFNIC GEi.  

 DOMString ncAddress : The address of the network controller, as ip_address:port. This 

field is mandatory for OFNIC GEi.  

 StatusSuccessCB scb: Is asynchronously called in case of success. This callback brings 

the following information:  

o Message msg  

 msg.flowID: 0  

 msg.bcerr:undefined  

 msg.ctxtdump:undefined  

 ErrorCB ecb: The function asynchronously called in case of error. This callback brings the 

following information:  

o Message errmsg  

 errmsg.flowID: 0  

 errmsg.bcerr:is a valid BadCallError object with possible error codes:  

 STATUS_INCOMPATIBLE_OP: if the controller type is not valid.  

 errmsg.ctxtdump:undefined  

5.4 API Usage Example 

This section is meant to provide a representative example about the usage of the QoE interface.  

window.addEventListener("onCDIReady",function(){ 

 var onSuccess = function(msg){ 
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  console.log("Flow ID: "+msg.flowID); 

  console.log("Context Dump info: "+msg.ctxtdump); // This 

field is 'undefined' for every call but getContext() 

  if(msg.ctxtdump != undefined){ 

   console.log("Flow status: "+ msg.status); 

   console.log("Flow monitoring status: "+ 

msg.monitor); 

   console.log("Flow Average QoS: "+ msg.AQS); 

   console.log("Flow Click Rate: "+ msg.CR); 

   console.log("Flow Average Delay: "+ msg.D); 

   console.log("Flow Packet Loss Rate: "+ msg.PLR); 

   console.log("Flow allocated Bandwidth: "+ msg.BW); 

   console.log("Flow MOS score: "+ msg.MOS); 

  } 

  console.log("BadCallError: "+msg.bcerr);        //This 

field is supposed to be 'undefined' in a success callback 

 } 

  

 var onError   = function(errmsg){ 

  console.log("Flow ID: "+errmsg.flowID); // In an error 

callback this field is supposed to be 'undefined' 

  console.log("Context Dump info: "+errmsg.ctxtdump); // 

Again this field shoud be undefined 

  console.log("Error code: "+errmsg.bcerr.code); 

  console.log("Error code description: 

"+errmsg.bcerr.code_desc); 

  console.log("Error message: "+errmsg.bcerr.message); 

  if(errmsg.bcerr.bad_arg != undefined){  

   //Is possible that an error is generated by a wrong 

parameter, in such 

   // case it is specified in the error 

   console.log("Bad arg name: 

"+errmsg.bcerr.bad_arg.arg_name); 

   console.log("Bad arg value: 

"+errmsg.bcerr.bad_arg.arg_value); 

  }  

 } 

  

 var onFoundCb = function(service){ 
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  console.log("Found QoE service: "); 

  console.log("    Service Description: "+ 

service.description); 

  console.log("    Service API "+ service.api); // A URL that 

identifies the QoE API inside the Webinos framework 

  // Configure the network controller 

 $cdi.qoe.setupNetworkController($cdi.qoe.NetworkControllerT

ype.NONE, "", 

  function(ncmsg){ 

   //Bind a flow to the underlying system 

   flowURL="http://cool-streaming-service/huge-

stream.mp4"; 

   $cdi.qoe.bindFlow(flowURL, 

   function(flowbindmsg){ 

   //Run flow monitor (When you register a flow, you 

must run qOmonitoring in order to use the QoE interface) 

   

 $cdi.qoe.runQoeMonitor(flowbindmsg.flowID,onSuccess,onError); 

 //Give feedback 

 $cdi.qoe.giveFeedback(flowbindmsg.flowID,onSuccess,onError); 

 //Give MOS score 

 $cdi.qoe.giveFinalScore(flowbindmsg.flowID,5,onSuccess,onError); 

  //Pause flow monitor 

 $cdi.qoe.pauseQoeMonitor(flowbindmsg.flowID,onSuccess,onError); 

 //Context info retrieval 

 $cdi.qoe.getContext(flowbindmsg.flowID,onSuccess,onError);  

 //Unregister the flow 

 $cdi.qoe.unbindFlow (flowbindmsg.flowID,onSuccess,onError);                             

   },onError) 

  },onError); 

  

 } 

 if($cdi.qoe.availability){ 

 onFoundCb($cdi.qoe.qoeServiceRef); 

 } 

}); 
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6 Mobility Manager API Specification 

6.1 Mobility Manager API  

Please check the Legal Notice  to understand the rights to use FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

6.1.1 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification.  

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL. The Mobility Manager API does not use any 
existing WebIDL API specifications (like the Contacts API or Geolocation API), but it uses only the 
semantics of WebIDL.  

6.1.2 Introduction to the Mobility Manager API  

The Mobility Manager API allows an application or application developer to request a certain level 
of connectivity for a specific connection, in the API description referred to as a flow. The API allows 
to express connectivity requirements on a specific connection that needs to be ensured. The API 
also allows to retrieve information on the current connectivity parameter. The API also provides a 
notification mechanism that allows applications to be notified if a specific connection requirement is 
available.  

The API provides the following functions:  

 Register a connection and request a specific QoS for that connection. This returns an 
identifier that is used to identify the connection for further requests.  

 Unregister a connection in order to stop managing a connection  

 Reading the current QoS allocation of a connection  

 Adapting the connection to the current needs of an application, e.g. request a certain 
minimum of bandwidth  

 Request to be notified if a given connectivity related condition is met, e.g. a given network 
is available  

 Performing seamless handover between different access networks, e.g. switching from a 
mobile network to a specific wifi network without disconnection of ongoing data flows  

 Get information about the networking capabilities of a device  

 Get information about the connectivity status of a device  

6.1.3 Mobility Manager API  

The Mobility Manager API is expressed in WebIDL. The following provides an overview of the 
preliminary API for the CDI’s Mobility Manager Functional Block implementation.  
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6.1.4 Design Goals 

The goal of the Mobility Manager API is to provide an easy mechanism for application developer to 
make use of the network resources when needed by an application. The Mobility manager also 
serves as abstraction layer to the connected network, meaning the developer does not need to 
know about the access network needed to provide the needed QoS.  

The API is stateless, meaning there is no relation to specific API objects. Identification of 
connections is done by passing an identifier of a connection to the API.  

6.1.5 Mobility Manager API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

27 April 2012  Initial Draft of the Mobility Manager API (v0.1 - Fraunhofer - Frank Schulze)  

10 September 
2012  

Adopted comments of the peer review feedback (v0.2 - Fraunhofer - Frank 
Schulze)  

 Changed function names of IMobilityManager and NotifyCB for QoS 
notifications, since they where not clear  

 Added information that WebIDL provides only the semantics of the 
interface definition, not the API itself  

22 April 2013  
Some adaptions of the functionality of the MM due to results of the current 
development process. (v0.3 - Fraunhofer - Frank Schulze)  

21 May 2013  
Some changes according to the review feedback. (v0.4 - Fraunhofer - Frank 
Schulze)  

05 July 2013  Changes in the JavaScript API (v0.5 - Fraunhofer - Frank Schulze)  

05 July 2013  
Added JavaScript Methods to start and stop MM Service (v0.6 - Fraunhofer - 
Frank Schulze)  

07 April 2014  

Final release (v1.0 - Fraunhofer - Frank Schulze)  

 Added documentation about different Callback objects  

 Added two new API methods (getDeviceConnectivity, 
getInterfaceAvailability)  

 Added source code example.  

 Revised almost the complete API description formattings.  
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6.1.6 Authentication 

The Mobility Manager uses a network API of the S3C GE for some QoS functionalities. The device 
will be identified using the Mobile Subscriber Identifier (IMSI) of the device or, in case of IMS only 
services, the IP Multimedia Public Identity (IMPU) may be used. No authentication is used.  

NOTE: The Mobility Manager API uses the Mobility Manager Service which needs root-
permissions for the full functionality. However, it is only necessary for seamless handover between 
different access networks. Most of the functionality will also be available without root permissions.  

6.1.7 The Mobility Manager API 

6.1.7.1 API Method Definitions 

[NoInterfaceObject] interface MMService{ 

        void startQosSession( 

                      in DOMString source_ip,  

                      in DOMString source_port,  

                      in DOMString destination_ip,  

                      in DOMString destination_port,  

                      in DOMString protocol,  

                      in DDOMStringin SuccessCB scb,  

                      in ErrorCB ecb 

        ); 

  

        void modifyQosAllocation( 

                      in DOMString flow_id,  

                      in DOMString parameter, 

                      in DOMString value, 

                      in SuccessCB successCB, 

                      in ErrorCB errorCB     

        ); 

  

 void endQosSession( 

                      in DOMString s_id,  

                      in SuccessCB successCB, 

                      in ErrorCB errorCB 

        ); 

  

 void getQosStatus( 
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                      in DOMString flow_id, 

                      in DOMString parameter, 

                      in QosParameterResultCB successCB, 

                      in ErrorCB errorCB 

        ); 

  

        void startMmService( 

                     in SuccessCB successCB, 

                     in ErrorCB errorCB 

        ); 

  

        void handoverToWifi( 

                     in DOMString ssid,  

                     in SuccessCB successCB, 

                     in ErrorCB errorCB 

        ); 

  

        void handoverToTGPP( 

                     in SuccessCB successCB, 

                     in ErrorCB errorCB 

        ); 

  

        void stopMmService( 

                     in SuccessCB successCB, 

                     in ErrorCB errorCB 

        ); 

  

  

        void getInterfaceAvailability( 

                     in InterfaceAvailabilitySuccCB successCB, 

                     in ErrorCB errorCB 

        );       

  

  

        void getDeviceConnectivity( 

                     in CurrConnectivitySuccCB successCB, 
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                     in ErrorCB errorCB 

        );       

}; 

6.1.7.2 Callback Objects 

The following are the callback objects used by the Mobility Manager Service API.  

6.1.7.2.1 ErrorCB 

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] 

interface ErrorCB  {         

         void onError (DOMString error); 

}; 

6.1.7.2.2 SuccessCB 

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] 

interface SuccessCB  {         

         void onSuccess (DOMString result); 

}; 

6.1.7.2.3 CurrConnectivitySuccCB 

[NoInterfaceObject]  

interface CurrConnectivitySuccCB{   

   readonly attribute boolean isMobileNetworkConnected; 

   readonly attribute DOMString rssiMobileNetwork; 

   readonly attribute DOMString mobileIpAddress; 

   readonly attribute DOMString networkOperatorName; 

   readonly attribute DOMString mobileNetworkType; 

   readonly attribute boolean isWifiConnected; 

   readonly attribute DOMString wifiIpAddress; 

   readonly attribute DOMString wifiSSID; 

   readonly attribute DOMString isMobileNetworkConnected; 

   readonly attribute DOMString wifiLinkSpeed; 

   readonly attribute DOMString rssiWifi; 

}; 

The InterfaceAvailabilitySuccCB callback object provides information about the network 

interfaces of the device. It has the following parameters: Method parameters:  

 boolean isMobileNetworkConnected: True if the mobile network interface has IP 

connectivity  
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 DOMString rssiMobileNetwork: The signal strength of the mobile network signal 

represented as RSSI  

 DOMString mobileIpAddress: The IP address of the mobile network interface  

 DOMString networkOperatorName: Determines if the device supports Bluetooth Low 

Energy profile  

 DOMString mobileNetworkType: The network type for current mobile data connection. 

Possible values are  

o HSDPA  

o EDGE  

o GPRS  

o CDMA2000  

o HSPA  

o HSPA+  

o EHRPD  

o LTE  

o CDMA2000 (Ev-DO Rel.0)  

o CDMA2000 (Ev-DO Rel.A)  

o CDMA2000 (Ev-DO Rel.B)  

o iDen  

o UNKNOWN.  

 boolean isWifiConnected: If the WiFi interface has IP connectivity  

 DOMString wifiIpAddress: The IP address of the WiFi interface  

 DOMString wifiSSID: The SSID of the connected WiFi network  

 DOMString wifiLinkSpeed: The speed of the WiFi link  

 DOMString rssiWifi: The signal strength of the WiFi signal represented as RSSI  

6.1.7.2.4 InterfaceAvailabilitySuccCB 

[NoInterfaceObject] 

interface InterfaceAvailabilitySuccCB{   

   readonly attribute boolean hasWifi; 

   readonly attribute boolean hasBluetooth; 

   readonly attribute boolean hasBluetoothLE; 

   readonly attribute boolean hasMobileData;   

} 

The InterfaceAvailabilitySuccCB callback object provides information about the network 

interfaces of the device. It has the following parameters: Method parameters:  

 boolean hasWifi: True if the device has got a Wi-Fi network interface  
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 boolean hasBluetooth: determines if the device has a bluetooth module  

 boolean hasBluetoothLE: determines if the device supports Bluetooth Low Energy profile  

 boolean hasMobileData: True, if the device has mobile data capabilities  

6.1.7.2.5 QosParameterResultCB 

[NoInterfaceObject] 

interface QosParameterResultCB{   

   readonly attribute DOMString flowId ; 

   readonly attribute DOMString parameterName ; 

   readonly attribute DOMString paramterValue ; 

} 

The QosParameterResultCB callback object provides information about the status about a specific 

QoS parameter. It has the following parameters: Method parameters:  

 DOMString flowId: The id of the flow that the parameter belongs to  

 DOMString paramterValue: The value of the parameter  

 DOMString parameterName: The name of the parameter  

6.1.7.3 QoS Management 

6.1.7.3.1 startQosSession 

The startQosSession method registers a connection, also called flow. A flow consists of two 

endpoints and the transport protocol used. In case of a successful registration, this method will 
return a flow id inside the success callback. This flow id can be later use to further manage the flow 

(modifyQosAllocation, getQosStatus, endQosSession).  

void startQosSession(DOMString source_ip, DOMString source_port, 

DOMString destination_ip, DOMString destination_port, DOMString protocol, 

SuccessCB scb, ErrorCB ecb); 

Method parameters:  

 DOMString source_ip: IP address of the first endpoint of the connection to be managed or 

monitored  

 DOMString source_port: IP port of the first endpoint  

 DOMString destination_ip: IP address of the second endpoint  

 DOMString destination_port: IP port of the second endpoint  

 DOMString protocol: Transport protocol used (can be either tcp or udp)  

 SuccessCB scb: The callback object that is used in case of successful registration of the 

flow. The callback object will contain the flow id, which will later be necessary to modify the 
flow  

 ErrorCB ecb: The callback object that is used in case of an error while registering the flow  
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6.1.7.3.2 modifyQosAllocation 

This method can be used to manage the QoS of a flow by describing requirements for a specific 
connection parameter.  

void modifyQosAllocation(DOMString flow_id, DOMString parameter, 

DOMString value, SuccessCB successCB, ErrorCB errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 DOMString flow_id: The identifier of the flow received when registering the flow.  

 DOMString parameter: he connection parameter that should be modified. Currently only 

"upStreamSpeedRate" and "downStreamSpeedRate" are supported as parameter.  

 DOMString value: The new value for the specified parameter. For the two parameter 

"downStreamSpeedRate" and "upStreamSpeedRate" this value will be in Bit/s.  

 SuccessCB scb: The callback object that is returned upon successful request to the S3C 

GE. It will contain no meaningful information.  

 ErrorCB ecb: The callback object that is used to indicate an error while trying to modify the 

QoS of the given flow.  

6.1.7.3.3 endQosSession 

This method unregisters a flow, meaning disabling the management of this flow.  

void endQosSession(DOMString s_id, SuccessCB successCB, ErrorCB errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 DOMString flow_id: The identifier of the flow received when registering the flow.  

 SuccessCB scb: The callback object that is used in case of a successful unregistration of 

the flow. It will contain no meaningful information.  

 ErrorCB ecb: The callback object that is used in case of an error unregistering the flow 

with the given ID.  

6.1.7.3.4 getQosStatus 

This method can be used to get information about a specific QoS parameter of a given flow.  

void getQosStatus(DOMString s_id, DOMString parameter, 

QosParameterResultCB successCB, ErrorCB errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 DOMString flow_id: The identifier of the flow received when registering the flow.  

 DOMString parameter: The name of the parameter, whose value should be retrieved. 

Currently only "upStreamSpeedRate" and "downStreamSpeedRate" are supported as 
parameter.  

 QosParameterResultCB scb: The callback object will contain the flow id, parameter name 

and value of the parameter.  

 ErrorCB ecb: The callback object that is used in case of an error.  
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6.1.7.4 Device Connectivity Management 

6.1.7.4.1 startMmService 

This method starts the Mobility Manager service as background service. The service needs to be 
started to do handover between different access networks, to get connectivity information and to 
connect to the EPC component of the S3C GE in order to receive network policies.  

void startMmService(SuccessCB successCB, ErrorCB errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 SuccessCB scb: The callback object that is used in case of a start of the Mobility Manager 

Service. It will contain a status message that indicates a successful start of the service.  

 ErrorCB ecb: The callback object that is used in case of an error.  

6.1.7.4.2 handoverToWifi 

This method can be used to let the device connect to a specific Wi-Fi network. The Wi-Fi network 
needs to be already provisioned on the device, in order to connect to it.  

void handoverToWifi(DOMString ssid, SuccessCB successCB, ErrorCB 

errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 DOMString ssid: The identifier of th Wi-Fi network  

 SuccessCB scb: The callback object that is used in case of a succesful handover.  

 ErrorCB ecb: he callback object that will be used in case of an unsuccessful handover.  

6.1.7.4.3 handoverToTGPP 

This method can be used to trigger a handover from Wi-Fi network to a mobile network. In case of 
an Android device the choice of the mobile network is only done by the phone itself.  

void handoverToTGPP(SuccessCB successCB, ErrorCB errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 SuccessCB scb: The callback object that is used in case of a succesful handover.  

 ErrorCB ecb: he callback object that will be used in case of an unsuccessful handover.  

6.1.7.4.4 stopMmService 

Stops the Mobility Manager service.  

void stopMmService(SuccessCB successCB, ErrorCB errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 SuccessCB scb: The callback object that will be used in case of a successful stop of the 

service.  

 ErrorCB ecb: The callback object that will be used in case of an error while stopping the 

service.  

6.1.7.4.5 getDeviceConnectivity 

This method collects connectivity parameter of the device.  
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void getDeviceConnectivity(CurrConnectivitySuccCB successCB, ErrorCB 

errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 CurrConnectivitySuccCB scb: This callback object will be used to return the connectivity 

information  

 ErrorCB ecb: This callback object will be used in case of an error while getting connectivity 

information  

6.1.7.4.6 getInterfaceAvailability 

This method evaluates the network interface capabilities of the device.  

void getInterfaceAvailability(InterfaceAvailabilitySuccCB successCB, 

ErrorCB errorCB); 

Method parameters:  

 InterfaceAvailabilitySuccCB scb: he callback object that will be used in case of 

successful execution. This object will contain the network interface capabilities of the device  

 ErrorCB ecb: This callback object will be used in case of an error while getting the 

capability information  

6.1.8 Example Application Code 

<script type="text/javascript" src="cdi.js">//load CDI API</script>  

<script type="text/javascript" charset="utf-8"> 

$cdi.init(); //initialize CDI API 

</script> 

<script> 

$(document).ready( 

 function() { 

  var registerFlow = function(source_ip, source_port, 

dst_port, protocol) { 

   $cdi.mm.registerFlow( 

   source_ip,  

   source_port,  

   dst_port,  

   protocol,  

   function(result) { 

    console.log("Registered flow with id: "+ 

result); 

   },  

   function(error){ 
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    console.log("ERROR: " + error.data); 

   } 

   ); 

  } 

  

  var unregisterFlow = function(sid) {  

   $cdi.mm.unregisterFlow( 

    sid,  

    console.log("Success"),  

    function(error) { 

     console.log("ERROR: " + error.data); 

    } 

   ); 

  } 

  

  var getQosStatus = function(sid, paramtername) { 

   $cdi.mm.getQosStatus( 

    sid,  

    parameterName,  

    function(result) { 

     console.log(result.flowId + ", " + 

result.parameterName+ ", " + result.paramterValue); 

    },  

    function(error) { 

     console.log("ERROR:" + error.data); 

    } 

   ); 

  } 

  

  var getQosAllocation = function (sid, paramterName, 

parameterValue){ 

   $cdi.mm.modifyQosAllocation( 

    sid,  

    parameterName,  

    parameterValue,  

    function(result) { 
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     console.log("Success"); 

    },  

    function(error) { 

     console.log("ERROR:" + error.data); 

    } 

   ); 

  } 

  

  var handoverToWifi = function(ssid) { 

   $cdi.mm.handoverToWifi( 

    ssid,  

    function(result) { 

     console.log(result); 

    },  

    function(error) { 

     console.log("ERROR:" + error.data); 

    } 

   ); 

  } 

  

  var handoverTGPP = function() { 

   $cdi.mm.handoverToTGPP( 

    function(result) { 

     console.log("success"),  

    }, 

    function(error) { 

    console.log("Error handing over to TGPP: "+ 

error.data); 

    } 

   ); 

  } 

  

  var startMmService = function() { 

   $cdi.mm.startMmService( 

    function(result) { 

     console.log("Started MM service"); 
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    }, 

    function(error) { 

     console.log("Could not start MM 

Service: "+ error.data); 

    } 

   ); 

  }    

  

  var stopMmService = function() { 

   $cdi.mm.stopMmService( 

    function(result) { 

     console.log("Stopped MM service"); 

    },  

    function(error) { 

     console.log("Could not stop MM 

Service: "+ error.data); 

    } 

   ); 

  } 

  

  var getDeviceConnectivity = function() { 

   $cdi.mm.getDeviceConnectivity( 

    function(result) { 

     console.log(" * Is Mobile Network 

Connected: "+result.isMobileNetworkConnected); 

     console.log(" * RSSI Mobile Network: 

"+result.rssiMobileNetwork); 

     console.log(" * Mobile IP Address: 

"+result.mobileIpAddress); 

     console.log(" * Network Operator Name: 

"+result.networkOperatorName); 

     console.log(" * Mobile Network Type: 

"+result.mobileNetworkType); 

     console.log(" * Is Wifi Connected: 

"+result.isWifiConnected); 

     console.log(" * Wifi IP Address: 

"+result.wifiIpAddress); 

     console.log(" * WiFi SSID: 

"+result.wifiSSID); 
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     console.log(" * WiFi Link Speed: 

"+result.wifiLinkSpeed); 

     console.log(" * RSSI WiFi: 

"+result.rssiWifi); 

    },  

    function(error) { 

     console.log("Could not get 

connectivity parameters: "+ error.data); 

    } 

   );  

  } 

  

  var getInterfaceAvailability = function() { 

   $cdi.mm.getInterfaceAvailability( 

   function(result) { 

    console.log("Has WiFi: "+result.hasWifi); 

    console.log("Has Bluetooth: 

"+result.hasBluetooth); 

    console.log(" * Has Bluetooth Low Energy 

profile: "+result.hasBluetoothLE); 

    console.log(" * Has Mobile Data: 

"+result.hasMobileData); 

   },  

   function(error) { 

    console.log("Could not get connectivity 

parameters: "+ error.data); 

   } 

  ); 

 } 

}); 

  

</script> 
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7 Distributed Compute API Specification 

7.1 Distributed Compute API Introduction  

This section covers all the APIs related to Distributed Compute functional block.  

Connected devices often need to communicate back to the cloud, or to other connected devices to 
share information, workload and synchronise contents. This can involve alot of application specific 
code which is expensive to write and maintain. The Distributed Compute API provides an 
alternative framework for this. Please check the FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice to 
understand the rights to use this FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

7.1.1 How to Read This Document  

Each of the functional blocks covered above are described in WebIDL. Where a Functional Block's 
API is simply a realisation of an existing standards based specification, this document will link 
directly to the relevent standards bodies' WebIDL specification document. This is a prudent step as 
FI-WARE is an integration project, and will by necessity combine already existing API 
specifications. 
 
Non RESTfull API  
This specification outlines an API which is JavaScript based. This is because the API is intended to 
be used by applications running on a device. In this situation we are invoking local services and a 
RESTful interface would add a layer of complicity which is overly complicated and ultimately 
unnecessary.  

7.1.2 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

13th August 2013  Initial API version (v1.0 - Intel - Chris Woods)  

29th November 
2013  

Updated with additional descriptions and diagrams (v2.0 - Intel - Chris 
Woods)  

7.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL.  

7.2 Introduction to Distributed Compute  

The distributed compute API provides a way for developers to share workload (code and data) 
between a number of CDI implementations and between CDI implementations and servers. The 
distributed compute API is implemented by the Sisyphus subsystem. Sisyphus is a software 
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middleware which forms a dynamic grid of computing resources, formed from web browsers, and 
node.js servers.  

Sisyphus is a light weight fast way to create modern mobile, and cloud based distributed 
applications. It allows developers to write JavaScript based applications which can be distributed 
and executed over the grid of machines. It uses the Promise metaphore.  

Further Information on Promise. At the time of writing the W3C are at the early stages of 
developing a Promise specification. The Promise specification used in the Distributed Compute 
API is based directly on the Q implementation from Kris Kowal.  

7.2.1 Sisyphus Structure  

The Sisyphus middleware has three major elements; servers, clients and gateways.  

 

7.2.1.1 Identifying an Element  

Each element has a JavaScript JSON object which provides metadata to describe its self. This 
metadata always includes a GUID (Globally Unique IDentifier). The GUID is specific to the 
element.  

The GUID is generated by the element in isolation, it is not allocated by a central service. The 
length of the GUID is enough for us to assume that there will not be a clash. The GUID will change 
when a node is restarted. It provides runtime identification only. The remaining metadata is not 
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hardcoded and can be defined by the user of Sisyphus. This metadata can be any valid JSON 
construct.  

7.2.2 Specifying an Element’s Role  

When an element starts it is allocated a role, this is one of three possible choices:  

1. Client; this role is usually performed by elements which will only ever “call home” to a 
gateway / server node. This elements will never accept incoming connections. They will 
only make connections to another Sisyphus element.  

2. Server; this role is usually performed by a working virtual machine in the cloud. This role 
will only ever accept incoming connections. It will never create a connection to another 
Sisyphus element.  

3. Gateway; this role allows a Sisyphus element to accept incoming connections and make 
outgoing connections to other Sisyphus elements. Additionally the gateway element will 
forward messages between connected elements, by doing so it provides addressing 
translation between elements.  

7.2.3 How Sisyphus Works  

Each element in Sisyphus is aware of every other element. Load balancing and scheduling are 
handled by the individual elements separately. A developer submits task to Sisyphus, this consists 
of a function, and a set of meta-data. The function will be executed by the Sisyphus gird, and the 
metadata describes where on the grid the function should be executed.  

If the programmer supplied meta-data contains a GUID then the task will be routed directly to the 
specific node identified by the GUID for execution. If the programmer does not supply a GUID then 
Sisyphus will automatically allocate a node using any additional, programmer specified meta-data 
as guidance. As an example, consider the following:  

A developer writes a CDI application that takes a photo using a phone’s camera and then uploads 
that to a database. In the past the developer would write a camera application, define an interface 
for communicating with the server, write a server & client interface handler, and then write the 
server code which accepts the request and stores it in the database.  
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With Sisyphus, this task is simplified. Now the developer writes a function which takes a photo, and 
a second function which stores the photo in a database. The developer submits both functions as 
tasks to the Sisyphus grid. The photo task is tagged with meta-data so that it must execute on the 
phone, then database task is tagged with meta-data which simply indicates that is must execute on 
a Sisyphus node which has access to a database. Database access, in our example is signalled 

with the meta-data “{DatabaseAccess:true}”. Once the database task is submitted to the 

Sisyphus node running on the phone, the Sisyphus node with determine that it cannot handle the 
task and will route it to a node on the grid with matching metadata.  

7.2.4 Developer Usage  

This API provides the following Interface (WebIDL): 

dictionary NodeType { 
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 byte CLIENT = 1, 

 byte GATEWAY = 2, 

 byte SERVER = 3 

}; 

  

[Constructor (Object extendedData, NodeType nodeType)] 

interface MetaData { 

 readonly attribute DOMString guid; 

 attribute DOMString url; 

 attribute Object extended; 

  

}; 

  

interface Sisyphys { 

 readonly attribute MetaData myMetaData; 

 attribute long incomingJobThreshold; 

  

 caller void congifureAsClient(Object extended, DOMString? 

extraHosts[], optional SocketIoClient? socketioclient); 

 caller void updateMyMetaData(Object extended); 

  

 caller Promise task(SisyphusFunction funct, MetaData 

destinationMetadata, optional Any? payload); 

 caller void fireTask(SisyphusFunction funct, MetaData 

destinationMetadata, optional Any? payload); 

 caller void fireTaskToAllMatching(SisyphusFunction funct, MetaData 

destinationMetadata, optional Any? payload); 

 caller void notifyOnKnownHostChanges(HostsFunction funct); 

} 

  

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] 

interface SisyphusFunction { 

 Any onExecute(Any payload, MetaData originatingMetaData); 

} 

  

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] 

interface HostsFunction { 
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 Any onExecute(MetaData hosts[]); 

} 

  

$cdi.sis implements Sisyphus; 

$cdi.sis.MetaData implements MetaData; 

$cdi.sis.NodeType implements NodeType; 

7.2.4.1 MetaData  

Each CDI device is considered a "node". Each node has a MetaData object which uniquely 
identifies and describes the CDI instance. MetaData for the local device can always be accesses 

via the myMetaData attribute of Sisyphus:  

 var localMetaData = $cdi.sis.myMetaData 

MetaData  

dictionary NodeType { 

 byte CLIENT = 1, 

 byte GATEWAY = 2, 

 byte SERVER = 3 

}; 

  

[Constructor (Object extendedData, NodeType nodeType)] 

interface MetaData { 

 readonly attribute DOMString guid; 

 attribute DOMString url; 

 attribute Object extended; 

  

}; 

7.2.4.1.1 Attributes  

 guid of type DOMString, readonly The guid (string) identifying the node instance. No 

Exceptions  
 url of type DOMString The URL (string) identifying the location by which the node can be 

accessed. extended of type Object An Object which contains user defined content. This 

object forms part of the metadata identifying the node.  

7.2.4.1.2 Addressing a task  

An actual device instance will have non-null values for each of the three properties identified 

above; guid, url, extended. However it is not necessary to specify them all in order to send a 

task to and end point.  

Addressing a task to a specific end point  
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It is possible to address a task to be executed on a specific end point. This can be done by created 
a metadata object with a specific GUID.  

Addressing a task to matching subset  

It is possible to address a task to be executed a node who's extended metadata matches just that 

extended metadata you supply. In this way it is not necessary to specify the guid, or url of the 

destination node.  

7.2.4.1.3 Examples of MetaData  

Creating MetaData is easy and straight forward. For instance imagine we wanted to create a chat 
application. Each CDI node represents a person in the chat application, each node needs a name. 

To do this we set the local node's extended metadata, using the congifureAsClient function:  

$cdi.sis.congifureAsClient( { member_of_chat_application: true, 

chat_name: "Peter" }, arrayOfServers ); 

 

Later on the user changes their chat name from "Peter", to "Susan". To do this we then signal 
using the function: 

$cdi.sis.updateMyMetaData( { member_of_chat_application: true, chat_name: 

"Susan" } ); 

 

During the course of the conversation the user wishes to send a private message directed only to a 
user who has the name "Phil". To do this we must create a MetaData item addressed directly a 
user called "Phil":  

var toPhil = new $cdi.sis.MetaData({ member_of_chat_application: true, 

chat_name: "Phil" } ); 

  

// now to send the task (representing the message) to Phil: 

$cdi.sis.task( chatFunction, thePrivateMessage, toPhil ).then(function() 

{ console.log("message received by Phil"); }); 

 

 

7.2.4.2 Sisyphus  

 $cdi.sis implements Sisyphus; 

7.2.4.2.1 Attributes  

 myMetaData of type MetaData, readonly  

This is an item of MetaData data which identifies the current local node.  
 myMetaData of type long  

Each node has a incoming task queue length. If there are more than this many tasks on the 
queue when a new task arrives at the node (either received from another node, or 
submitted on the current node) then this node will try to off load the task to any other 
suitable node it is aware of. This is a rudementory form of load blancing it. The rules for re-
distributing a task to another node are as follows:  
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1. The task is not addressed directly to the node (the task was not addressed to a 
specific guid).  

2. The metadata to which the task was addressed is a subset of an existing known 
node.  

7.2.4.2.2 Methods  

 congifureAsClient 

This function must be called before all other functions. It configures the local CDI node, by 
specifying some initial extended metadata for it, and allows a developer to specify the 
location of the server connection. The location should be supplied as a URL, "http://" etc. 
Parameters  

o extended: Object describing the local CDI node's developer specified metadata 

o extraHosts: An array of DOMStrings. Each DOMString is a URL of a host to which 

the client can connect. Optional. 
 

 updateMyMetaData 

This function allows a developer to update the extended metadata of the local CDI node 
with new values.   
Parameters  

o extended: The new user defined metadata the developer wishes to associate with 

this CDI node 

 

 task 

A developer calls this function to submit a single instance of a task for execution. A task 
consists of a function to execute, the metadata describing where the function should 
execute and any data which should be passed to the function. 
TIP: Be careful with Native Functions Be aware that the function specified will be 
serialised, avoid sending native functions directly as these do not serialise, but rather 

produce [Native Code]. Instead wrap native functions in lambda functions. 
TIP: Be careful with Closures Be aware that closures do not apply function. The local 
closure will not be available with he function is eventually executed. Rather the function will 
be executed in the context of the receiving CDI node. This can be of advantage should you 
which to access local functionality remotely, but can cause issues with other types of 
development. An example is processing a large block of data. The block of data will be 
available on your local node, but is not available on any remote node. Therefore if you wish 

to process this data you must send the data with the function. See the payload parameter 

described below. 
Parameters  

o funct: The function to execute remotely. Can be a named function or a lambda 

function. 
o destinationMetadata: A MetaData object describing the destination node to 

execute the function on. 
o payload: Optional. Any data which should be passed to the funct when it is 

executed. 

This function will return a Promise object which will notify the caller when the function has 

been executed remotely. 

NOTE Any value returned from funct will be passed back to the handler in the promise 

then function. For example: 
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$cdi.sis.task(function(val) { 

    return (val*val); 

}, destMetaData, 5) 

.then(function(answer) { 

    console.log(" 5 squared is " + answer ); 

}); 

The variable answer will contain the value 25. 

 
 fireTask 

This function behaves the same as task with the exception that it does not return a 

Promise and provides no notification that the task has been processed. Instead the 

developer is encouraged to embed a second inside the first to form a bounce back 
notification. 
Parameters  

o funct: The function to execute remotely. Can be a named function or a lamda 

function. 
o destinationMetadata: A MetaData object describing the destination node to 

execute the function on. 
o payload: Optiona. Any data which should be passed to the funct when it is 

executed. 

The following is an example of how a bounce back notification can work: 

 $cdi.sis.fireTask(function(val, originatingMetaData) { 

    var answer = (val*val); 

    $cdi.sis.fireTask(function(answer) { 

        console.log(" 5 squared is " + answer ); 

    }, originatingMetaData, answer); 

}, destMetaData, 5); 

The example above does exactly the same functionality as the code example displayed 

above for task. 

 
 fireTaskToAllMatching 

This function will submit mulitple instances of a task, one to every matching destination 

node. Inline with fireTask this function will not provide feedback on the progress of a task. 
Parameters  

o funct: The function to execute remotely. Can be a named function or a lamda 

function. 
o destinationMetadata: A MetaData object describing the destination node to 

execute the function on. 
o payload: Optiona. Any data which should be passed to the funct when it is 

executed. 

The following Example code shows how this functionality may be utilised: 

 var destMetaData = new $cdi.sis.MetaData( { 

implements_my_functionality: true} ); 
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var numberOfResponses = 0; 

  

$cdi.sis.fireTaskToAllMatching(function(val, originatingMetaData) { 

    console.log(val); 

    $cdi.sis.fireTask(function(answer) { 

        numberOfResponses++; 

        console.log("received " + numberOfResponses + " so far";); 

    }, originatingMetaData, answer); 

}, destMetaData, "Hi World"); 

 

 notifyOnKnownHostChanges 

This function allows the developer to be notified when this Sisyphus node's visibility of the 
grid changes; when a new sisyphus node either joins or leaves the grid, when this node 
connects / disconnects with other Sisyphus nodes. Notification is provided via a callback 
function:  
Parameters  

o funct: The function to invoke on this Sisyhus' node's change of visibility of the rest 

of the gird.  

7.2.4.3 Sisyphus Function  

The Sisyphus Function is the function specified by the developer which will be executed remotely.  

7.2.4.3.1 Methods  

 onExecute 

The function to be executed on the remote node.  
Parameters  

o payload any data sent along with the function (see payload above).  

o originatingMetaData a MetaData object describing the originating node which 

submitted the task.  

7.2.4.4 HostsFunction  

The HostsFunction is a callback function specified by the developer, it gets executed when the 
Sisyphus grid changes.  

7.2.4.4.1 Methods  

 onExecute 

The function to be executed on the remote node.  
Parameters  

o hosts an array of MetaData objects, each one representing another node within the 

grid.  
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8 Phone API Specification 

8.1 Phone API Introduction  

This section covers all the APIs related to the Phone Functionality Feature. This includes the 
following functional blocks:  

 Phone Availability  

 Phone Functionality  

o Make a phone call  

Please check the FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.  

8.1.1 How to Read This Document  

Each of the functional blocks covered above are described in WebIDL. Where a Functional Block's 
API is simply a realisation of an existing standards based specification, this document will link 
directly to the relevent standards bodies WebIDL specification document. This is a prudent step as 
FI-WARE is an integration project, and will by necessity combine already existing API 
specifications.  

8.1.1.1 Non RESTfull API 

This specification outlines an API which is JavaScript based. This is because the API is intended to 
be used by applications running on a device. In this situation we are invoking local services and a 
RESTful interface would add a layer of complicity which is overly complicated and ultimately 
unnecessary.  

8.1.2 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

9 December 2012  Initial API Version (v1.0 - Intel - Chris Woods)  

8.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL.  

8.2 Introduction to the Phone API  

The Phone API is designed to provide a developer with the ability to utilize the Phone functionality 
available on the handset. It is not intended to provide fine-grained control over the phone 
functionality.  
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8.2.1 Design Goals 

There is no support for making Phone calls from either W3C, PhoneGap, Tizen, or Webinos. 
Instead CDI provides this support it's self. The design goals are to make this functionality as easy 
to use as possible for the developer, and as safe as possible for the user.  

8.2.2 Authentication 

This API should only be available to applications (web applications / webapps) which have been 
installed on the device. As making a phone call is a chargeable event CDI will prompt the user for 
conformation before making the phone call.  

8.2.3 Faults 

Any faults encountered when invoking the Contacts API will result in an error function being 
invoked. The call back will contain an error code. The reader will find the list of error codes outline 
below.  

8.2.4 Phone API 

The CDI Phone API is documented in the following IDL:  

    enum DialSuccess { 

        "CALL_PLACED", 

        "BAD_NUMBER", 

        "PHONE_IN_USE", 

        "BLOCKED_NUMBER" 

    }; 

  

    [Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] interface PhoneValidCB { 

 void phoneNumberIs(boolean valid); 

    } 

  

    [Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] interface PhoneCallCB { 

 void phoneNumberIs(DialSuccess success); 

    } 

  

    [NoInterfaceObject] interface PhoneDevice { 

        readonly attribute boolean available; 

        void numberIsValid(DOMString number, PhoneValidCB callback); 

        void dial(DOMString number, PhoneCallCB callback); 

    }; 
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    $cdi.phone implements PhoneDevice; 

8.2.4.1 PhoneDevice Methods  

numberIsValid 

Invokes the callback with true if the telephone number supplied is a valid telephone 
number, returns false if it is not:  

1. LET number be the number which must be validated  
2. IF number matches the following EBNF definition for a telephone number, THEN 

invoke callback with true.  

telephone number = [ plus ] { symbol | digit }; 

plus = "+"; 

symbol = " " | "(" | ")" | "."; 

1. IF number does NOT match the given EBNF THEN invoke callback with false.  
 
dial 

This function will call the telephone supplied:  

1. LET number be the number which must be called  
2. IF number is "911", "112" or "999" THEN invoke callback with 

BLOCKED_NUMBER  
3. IF the user agent's phone hardware is currently in use THEN invoke callback with 

PHONE_IN_USE  
4. IF numberIsValid ( number ) returns false THEN invoke callback with 

BAD_NUMBER  
5. IF condition 2,3,4 have not been satisfied THEN place the phone call with the 

underlying operating system or available APIs and invoke the callback with 
CALL_PLACED  

8.2.4.2 PhoneDevice Attributes  

available 
Is true if the device has hardware capable of making a phone call, returns false if the device 
does not. NB: This does not provide information on the state of the device. The device 
could be out of service range, or the user's Account or SIM card may be disabled / not 
present, etc.  

8.2.5 Example Code  

The following example code shows how this API could be used to place a call:  

/* 

* 

* Assumming: 

*   <input type="textbox" id="phonenumber"/> 
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*   <button onclick="OnCallButtonClick()">Call</button> 

* 

* 

*/ 

  

  

function OnCallButtonClick() { 

  

 var phonenumber = document.getElementById("phoneNumber").value; 

 if ( $cdi.phone.available ) { 

  $cdi.phone.numberIsValid(phonenumber, function(valid) { 

   if ( valid ) { 

    $cdi.phone.dial(phonenumber, 

function(response) { 

     switch(response) { 

      case 

$cdi.DialSuccess.CALL_PLACED: 

       alert("placing your call 

now"); 

      break; 

      case 

$cdi.DialSuccess.BAD_NUMBER: 

       alert("whoops that's a 

bad number"); 

      break; 

      case 

$cdi.DialSuccess.PHONE_IN_USE: 

       alert("phone is already 

being used, sorry"); 

      break; 

      case 

$cdi.DialSuccess.BLOCKED_NUMBER: 

       alert("that number is 

blocked"); 

      break;      

     } 

    }); 

   } else { 
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    alert("sorry, the number you gave is not 

valid"); 

   } 

  }); 

 } else { 

  alert("sorry, there is no phone hardware attached"); 

 } 
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9 Media Consumption API Specification 

9.1 Media Consumption API Introduction  

This section covers all the APIs related to the 
FIWARE.Feature.I2ND.CDI.MediaServices.MediaConsumption. This includes the ability to 
determine the codecs the device can support when it consumes media.  

Please check the FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice  to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.  

9.1.1 How to Read This Document  

Each of the functional blocks covered above are described in WebIDL. Where a Functional Block's 
API is simply a realisation of an existing standards based specification, this document will link 
directly to the relevent standards bodies WebIDL specification document. This is a prudent step as 
FI-WARE is an integration project, and will by necessity combine already existing API 
specifications.  

9.1.1.1 Non RESTfull API 

This specification outlines an API which is JavaScript based. This is because the API is intended to 
be used by applications running on a device. In this situation we are invoking local services and a 
RESTful interface would add a layer of complicity which is overly complicated and ultimately 
unnecessary.  

9.1.2 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

13 December 2012  Initial API version (v1.0 - Intel - Chris Woods)  

9.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL.  

9.2 Introduction to the Media Consumption API  

The Media Consumption API is designed to provide a developer with the ability to understand the 
platform upon which their application is running, by providing them with a list of all of the supported 
playback codecs, and allow them to exercise these codecs to play content for the user.  
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9.2.1 Design Goals 

The API should be simple, informative and flexible. It needs to provide the developer with the 
information they need in a simple interface, but yet be flexiable and open enough to support a 
changing environment where new codecs can be introduced.  

9.2.2 Media Consumption API  

The Media Consumption API is defined below:  

enum SimpleMediaPlaybackState { 

 "IDLE", 

 "PLAYING" 

} 

  

enum PlayBackResult { 

 "SUCCESS", 

 "BAD_URI", 

 "BUSY" 

} 

  

callback PlaybackResultCallback = void (enum PlaybackResult result); 

  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface MediaConsumption{   

 readonly attribute DOMString codecs[]; 

 void play(DOMString uri, PlaybackResultCallback callback); 

 void stop(); 

 enum SimpleMediaPlaybackState status(); 

} 

  

$cdi.media.consumption implements MediaConsumption; 

9.2.2.1 MediaConsumption Attributes  

codecs[] 

An array of DOMStrings, where each entry in the array is a string mime-type representing 
the supported codec.  

9.2.2.2 MediaConsumption Function  

play 

This starts playback of content. The following should be followed: 
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1. LET URI be the uri the developer has requested for playback  

2. LET CALLBACK be the callback the developer has specified to be invoked on 

function completion  

3. IF the URI is not a correctly formatted URI THEN invoke CALLBACK with BAD_URI  
4. IF the user agent (device) is currently playing an item of content THEN invoke 

CALLBACK with BUSY  
5. IF none of the conditions above (2,3) are true THEN start playback of the content 

and invoke invoke CALLBACK with SUCCESS  
stop 

This stops playback of media previously started using the play function.  
1. IF the user agent (device) is busy playing back content THEN stop this playback  

status 

Returns information representing the status of playback on the device:  

1. IF the user agent (device) is current attempting to, or is actually playing back media 
THEN return PLAYING  

2. IF the user agent (device) is not currently attempting to play back any media THEN 
return BUSY  

9.2.2.3 Example Code 

An example showing how to use this API is provided below:  

for( var i = 0; i++ i< $cdi.media.consumption.codecs.length; i++ ) { 

 console.log("supported playback codec: " + 

$cdi.media.consumption.codecs[i]); 

} 

  

if ( $cdi.media.consumption.status() != "IDLE" ) { 

 $cdi.media.consumption.stop(); 

} 

  

var result = 

$cdi.media.consumption.play("http://myexampledomain.com/mediatoplay.mp4")

; 

if ( result === 'SUCCESS' ) { 

 console.log("Playing media now... "); 

} 
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10 Off Device Profile API Specification 

10.1 Off Device Profile API Introduction  

This section covers all the APIs related to the 
FIWARE.Feature.I2ND.CDI.DeviceFeatures.OffDeviceProfileInformation feature. This includes the 
following functionality:  

 Processor Type  

 Input availability  

 Screen size  

 Device Form Factor  

 Current Connectivity  

Please check the FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice  to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.  

10.1.1 How to Read This Document  

Each of the functional blocks covered above are described in WebIDL. Where a Functional Block's 
API is simply a realisation of an existing standards based specification, this document will link 
directly to the relevent standards bodies WebIDL specification document. This is a prudent step as 
FI-WARE is an integration project, and will by necessity combine already existing API 
specifications.  

10.1.1.1 Non RESTfull API 

This specification outlines an API which is JavaScript based. This is because the API is intended to 
be used by applications running on a device. In this situation we are invoking local services and a 
RESTful interface would add a layer of complicity which is overly complicated and ultimately 
unnecessary.  

10.1.2 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

13 December 2013  Initial API version (v1.0 - Intel - Chris Woods)  

10.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL.  
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10.2 Introduction to the Off Device Profile API  

The Device Profile API is designed to provide a developer with the ability to understand the 
platform upon which their application is running. It also allows them to understand the state of the 
platform, including battery status information.  

10.2.1 Design Goals 

The interface which supplies this information should mirror, where possible the interfaces provided 
by the On Device Profile Open Specification .  

The Off Device Profile information should be presented in a way simpathetic to the existing CDI 
APIs, including the Distributed Compute, and the On Device Profile information.  

This design goal implies that:  

1. The Off Device Profile information should be presented an identical formation to that shown 
in the On Device Profile. so that the resulting API will, where possible re-use the existing 
specifications.  

2. The Office Device Profile information will be presented in a format compatible with the 
Distributed Compute open specification.  

10.2.2 Connectivity API  

The Connectivity API is a simplified version of the W3C Network Information API. The Goal of the 
Connectivity API is to provide a cloud service with some information on the network connection 
type currently employed by the connected device. Some connection types are slower than others 
and this give the cloud service an opportunity to adjust it's content accordingly. Given this goal not 
all the functionality implied by the W3C's specification is relevant.  

The Connectivity API is documented below:  

enum NetworkConnectivityType { 

 "WIFI", 

 "CABLE", 

 "CELLULAR_4G", 

 "CELLULAR_3G", 

 "CELLULAR_EDGE", 

 "CELLULAR_GPRS" 

} 

  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface Network {   

 readonly attribute enum NetworkConnectivityType type; 

} 

10.2.2.1 Network Attributes 

type  
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An instance of enum NetworkConnectivityType representing the network connection 
enjoyed by the device.  

10.2.3 Mapping Of APIs  

Each of the Interfaces defined by the On Device Profile Specification shall be re-mapped to a 
single object, for the Off Device Profile. This object will be transmitted to the cloud as an additional 
metadata element during a Distributed Compute communication. The following defines the single 
object, before exploring how this is integrated into the Distributed Compute interface.  

10.2.3.1 Single Device Profile Object  

A single structure containing all the information required is constructed by a CDI device and 
transmitted to the cloud. The structure of this object is defined below:  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface DeviceProfileInfo{   

 readonly attribute CPUInfo processor; 

 readonly attribute Screen screen; 

 readonly attribute FormFactorInfo formfactor; 

 readonly attribute InputDevice input; 

 readonly attribute Network network; 

} 

This single structure is only shared with others when CDI has been directed by the developer (see 
below). Access to this single structure is provided via the MetaData object's extended meta data 
field. The following defines it's presence, when enabled:  

$cdi.sis.MetaData.extended.deviceprofile implements DeviceProfileInfo; 

10.2.3.1.1 DeviceProfileInfo Attributes 

processor 

An implementation of the CPU Info API from the On Device Profile.  

screen 

An implementation of the Screen Size API from the On Device Profile.  

formfactor 

An implementation of the Device Form Factor API from the On Device Profile.  

input 

An implementation of the Input Availability API from the On Device Profile.  

network 

An implementation of the Connectivity API from the Off Device Profile Information.  
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10.2.3.2 Distributed Compute Integration  

The additional information about the CDI device is integrated into the Distribute Compute as a set 
of extended metadata. The following utility functions are provided by CDI to enable share this data 
with other nodes within the Distribute Compute grid.  

This addition function is not deeply embedded by default as there are occasions where the 
developer would not want to share this information, or it has no relevance for the application, and 
transmitting it would just be a waste of resources.  

These utility function is described below:  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface OffDeviceProfile { 

 void Sharing(boolean on); 

 boolean SharingOn(); 

} 

$cdi.device.offdeviceprofile implements OffDeviceProfile; 

10.2.3.2.1 OffDeviceProfile Functions 

Sharing 

A function which turns on sharing of the off device profile extended meta data with the 

Distribute Compute. If the developer supplies true as an argument the sharing will be 

turned on. When the developer supplies false the sharing will be turned off. 

Default (Initial) Setting: By default the off device profile information is not shared.  
SharingOn 

A function which returns the current state of off device profile sharing. A returned value of 

true means that sharing is enabled and other nodes in the grid can see the additional meta 

data. A returned value of false indicates that the additional meta data is not shared, and 

other nodes will not be able to see it. 

Default (Initial) Setting: By default the off device profile information is not shared, and this 

function will, by default, return false.  

10.2.4 Example Code  

The following illustrates how a client device would expose, and a cloud machine can access the 
additional information presented by the CDI client device's off device profile information:  

// turn on sharing... 

if ( ! $cdi.device.offdeviceprofile.SharingOn() ) { 

 $cdi.device.offdeviceprofile.Sharing(true); 

} 

  

// send a task to another node, task is tagged with originating ntoes m 

var promise = sis.task( function(payload, originatingNodeMetaData) { 

 var processor = originatingNodeMetaData.extended.processor; 

 var screen = originatingNodeMetaData.extended.screen; 
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 var formactor = originatingNodeMetaData.extended.formfactor; 

 var input = originatingNodeMetaData.extended.input; 

 var network = originatingNodeMetaData.extended.network; 

  

 var str = "this task came from a node which has :\n"; 

 str += ( " * " + processor.family ); 

 str += ( " * " + processor.model ); 

 str += ( " * screen (" + screen.width + ", " + screen.height + ")" 

); 

 str += ( " * " + formactor.info );  

 str += ( " * " + network.type ); 

 for(var i = 0; i < input.devices.length; i++ ) { 

  str += ( " * " +  input.devices[i] ); 

 }  

  

 //  ... 

  

}, destination, " payload data here "); 
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11 On Device Profile API Specification 

11.1 On Device Profile API Introduction  

This section covers all the APIs related to the 
FIWARE.Feature.I2ND.CDI.DeviceFeatures.OnDeviceProfileInformation feature. This includes the 
following functionality:  

 Battery State Information  

 Available Storage Space  

 Processor Type  

 Input availability  

 Screen size  

 Device Form Factor  

Please check the FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice  to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.  

11.1.1 How to Read This Document  

Each of the functional blocks covered above are described in WebIDL. Where a Functional Block's 
API is simply a realisation of an existing standards based specification, this document will link 
directly to the relevent standards bodies WebIDL specification document. This is a prudent step as 
FI-WARE is an integration project, and will by necessity combine already existing API 
specifications.  

11.1.1.1 Non RESTfull API 

This specification outlines an API which is JavaScript based. This is because the API is intended to 
be used by applications running on a device. In this situation we are invoking local services and a 
RESTful interface would add a layer of complicity which is overly complicated and ultimately 
unnecessary.  

11.1.2 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

11 December 2012  Initial API version (v1.0 - Intel - Chris Woods)  

11.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL.  
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11.2 Introduction to the On Device Profile API  

The Device Profile API is designed to provide a developer with the ability to understand the 
platform upon which their application is running. It also allows them to understand the state of the 
platform, including battery status information.  

11.2.1 Design Goals 

There is support for some of this functionality in specifications from the W3C, and implementations 
from Webinos, Tizen, PhoneGap, and Firefox OS. The goal here is to adhere to the most 
commonly structured, or standardized APIs for each of the functional elements suggested.  

11.2.2 Battery API 

The battery API is based on the Battery Status API W3C Candidate Recommendation 08 May 
2012 interface provided by the W3C. The full specification is provided on the W3C website here: 
http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/CR-battery-status-20120508/  

11.2.2.1 Modifications to the W3C Implementation 

The following modifications have been made to the W3C specification, note that the object 
implementing the Battery Manager API has changed. The Battery manager interface as provided 
by the W3C includes attributes and functions which simply cannot deliver real meaningful data. 

These are the chargingTime and dischargeTime variables and associated watcher functions. 

These attributes were specified to provide the number of seconds until the device is charged, and 
the number of seconds until the device experiences a dead battery respectively. However both are 
impacted by device usage, e.g. if the bas plugged the device in, but and the uses the device it 

would be impossible to calculate the chargingTime. With these real world restrictions in place the 
following functions and attributes have been dropped: Attributes 

 chargingTime  

 dischargingTime  

Functions 

 onchargingtimechange  

 ondischargingtimechange  

The resulting IDL looks as follows:  

[NoInterfaceObject] 

interface BatteryManager : EventTarget { 

    readonly attribute boolean   charging; 

    readonly attribute double    level; 

    [TreatNonCallableAsNull] 

             attribute Function? onchargingchange; 

    [TreatNonCallableAsNull] 

             attribute Function? onlevelchange; 

}; 
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  $cdi.device.battery implements BatteryManager; 

11.2.3 CPU API 

The CPU API is designed to provide some basic information on the CPU in the device. This is 
intended to provide developers with the ability to select future binary modules which may be 
tailored to meet specific CPU characteristics.  

Neither Webinos, Firefox OS, PhoneGap or the W3C provide an API which provide details about 
the CPU module.  

The CPU API is documented below:  

enum ProcessorFamily { 

 "X86", 

 "ARM"  

}; 

  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface CPUInfo {  

 readonly attribute DOMString model; 

 readonly attribute enum ProcessorFamily family; 

} 

  

$cdi.device.cpu implements CPUInfo; 

11.2.3.1 CPUInfo Attributes 

model 

Contains the CPU identification string returned from /proc/cpuinfo.  

family 
Contains an instance of enum ProcessFamily representing the processor family the 
current CPU corresponds to.  

11.2.3.2 Example Code 

The following example code illustrates how to obtain the CPU details:  

var output_string = "This machine is a " + $cdi.device.cpu.family; 

output_string += ". It is running on a " + $cdi.device.cpu.model; 

  

console.log( output_string ); 

Where the console will contain: 
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This machine is a X86. It is running on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2520M CPU 

@ 2.50GHz 

11.2.4 Screen Size API 

The Screen Size API is designed to provide some basic information on the resolution of the 
device's screen. It is based on the W3C specifications for gathering this information. The changes 
are so straight forward that they are presented in their entirety below:  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface Screen {  

 readonly attribute int height; 

 readonly attribute int width; 

} 

  

$cdi.device.screen implements Screen; 

11.2.4.1 Screen Attributes 

height 

Contains the height of the screen in Pixels.  

width 

Contains the width of the screen in Pixels.  

11.2.4.2 Example Code 

The following example code illustrates how to obtain the screen size details:  

console.log("Screen width is " + $cdi.device.screen.width); 

console.log("Screen height is " + $cdi.device.screen.height); 

Where the console will contain: 

 

Screen width is 1028 

Screen height is 768 

11.2.5 Device Form Factor API 

The Device Form Factor API is designed to provide some basic information on the type of device 
currently being used. This allows developers to tailor their experiences to match. The API is 
documented below:  

enum FormFactor { 

 "PC_OR_LAPTOP", 

 "PHONE", 

 "TABLET" 
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} 

  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface FormFactorInfo {   

 readonly attribute enum FormFactor info; 

} 

  

$cdi.device.formfactor implements FormFactorInfo; 

11.2.5.1 FormFactorInfo Attributes 

info 
Contains a enum FormFactor representing the current form factor of the device in use.  

11.2.5.2 Example Code 

The following example code illustrates how to obtain the form factor details:  

console.log( "You are using a " + $cdi.device.formfactor.info ); 

Where the console will contain: 

 

You are using a PC_OR_LAPTOP 

 

11.2.6 Drive Info API 

The Drive Info API is designed to provide some basic information on the number of logical drives 
available and the amount of free space each one contains. This allows developers who produce 
data intensive applications to structure their applications in way which best suits the capabilities of 
the device. The API is documented below:  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface DriveSpaceItem {   

 readonly attribute int totalSize; 

 readonly attribute int occupiedSize; 

 readonly attribute DOMString identifier; 

} 

  

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] interface DriveSpaceDetailsCB 

{ 

 void details(DriveSpaceItem[] drives); 

} 
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[NoInterfaceObject] interface DriveSpaceDetails {   

 void info(DriveSpaceDetailsCB callbackfunction); 

} 

  

$cdi.device.drives implements DriveSpaceDetails; 

11.2.6.1 DriveSpaceItem Attributes 

totalSize 

The total size of the drive in bytes  

occupiedSize 

The number of bytes currently consumed on the drive  

identifier 

A string value representing the drive  

11.2.6.2 DriveSpaceDetails Functions 

info 
An asychronous function which provides a callback function (DriveSpaceDetailsCB) with 
an array of DriveSpaceItems, each one representing one of the logical drives associated 
with the device.  

11.2.6.3 Example Code 

The following example code illustrates how to obtain the form factor details:  

$cdi.device.drives.info( function( drives ) { 

  var totalSpaceAvailable = 0; 

    for(var i = 0; i < drives.length; i++) { 

      totalSpaceAvailable += ( drives[i].totalSize - 

drives[i].occupiedSize ); 

    } 

  console.log("The total space available on this device across all disks 

is " + totalSpaceAvailable + "bytes"); 

}); 

Where the console will contain: 

 

The total space available on this device across all disks is 33554432 

bytes 
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11.2.7 Input Availability API 

The Input Availability API is designed to provide some basic information on the types of input 
device currently available for use. This allows developers to tailor their experiences to match. The 
API is documented below:  

enum InputDevice { 

 "TOUCHPAD_VIRTUAL", 

 "TOUCHPAD_PHYSICAL", 

 "TOUCH_SCREEN", 

 "KEYBOARD_VIRTUAL", 

 "KEYBOARD_PHYISCAL", 

 "JOYSTICK_VIRTUAL", 

 "JOYSTICK_PHYSICAL", 

 "TRACKBALL_VIRTUAL", 

 "TRACKBALL_PHYSICAL", 

 "MOUSE_VIRTUAL", 

 "MOUSE_PHYSICAL" 

 "STYLUS_VIRTUAL", 

 "STYLUS_PHYSICAL" 

} 

  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface InputDeviceDetails {   

 readonly attribute enum InputDevice devices[]; 

} 

  

$cdi.device.input implements InputDevice; 

11.2.7.1 InputDeviceDetails Attributes 

devices[] 
An array of enum InputDevice representing the set of currently available input devices.  

11.2.7.2 Example Code 

The following example code illustrates how to obtain the form factor details:  

for(var i =0 ; i < $cdi.device.input.devices; i++) { 

 console.log("There is a " + $cdi.device.input.devices[i] + " 

device available"); 

} 

Where the console will contain: 
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There is a TOUCH device available 

There is a KEYBOARD device available 
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12 Messaging (SMS) API Specification 

12.1 Messaging (SMS) Introduction  

This section covers all the APIs related to the following features:  

 FIWARE.Feature.I2ND.CDI.Messaging.SMS  

 FIWARE.Feature.I2ND.CDI.Messaging.MessagingInterfaceAvailability  

This includes the ability to know that the current device supports SMS messages and then be able 
to read and respond to received SMSs, and to send SMSs to any recipient.  

Please check the FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice  to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.  

12.1.1 How to Read This Document  

Each of the functional blocks covered above are described in WebIDL. Where a Functional Block's 
API is simply a realisation of an existing standards based specification, this document will link 
directly to the relevant standards bodies WebIDL specification document. This is a prudent step as 
FI-WARE is an integration project, and will by necessity combine already existing API 
specifications.  

12.1.1.1 Non RESTful API 

This specification outlines an API which is JavaScript based. This is because the API is intended to 
be used by applications running on a device. In this situation we are invoking local services and a 
RESTful interface would add a layer of complicity which is overly complicated and ultimately 
unnecessary.  

12.1.2 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

10 April 2014  Initial API version (v1.0 - Intel - Chris Woods)  

12.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers who will use the API, and for those who will 
implement the specification. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with WebIDL.  

12.2 Introduction to the Messaging (SMS) API  

The Messaging (SMS) API is designed to provide a developer with the ability to read the SMS 
inbox on the device, to compose and send new SMSs and finally to respond to new SMSs when 
they arrive.  
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12.2.1 Design Goals 

The API should be simple, informative and flexible. It needs to provide the developer with the 
information they need in a simple interface, but yet be flexible and open enough to support a 
changing environment where new codecs can be introduced.  

12.2.2 Messaging (SMS) API  

The SMS Messaging API is defined below:  

12.2.2.1 MessageReceived  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface MessageReceived{ 

 attribute DOMString from; 

 attribute DOMString date; 

 attribute DOMString message; 

} 

12.2.2.2 MessageReceived Attributes  

from 

This is the telephone number of the sender of the message.  

message 

This is the message as received.  

date 

This is the date that the message was received on (not the date the message was sent).  

12.2.2.3 SMSInbox  

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] interface NewMessageHandler { 

 void newMessage(MessageReceived[] messageReceived); 

}; 

  

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] interface 

RetrievedMessageHandler { 

 void message(MessageReceived messageReceived); 

}; 

  

  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface SMSInbox{ 

 [TreatNonCallableAsNull] 
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  attribute Function newMessageHandler; 

 read only attribute int count; 

 MessageReceived getMessage(int index, RetrievedMessageHandler); 

} 

12.2.2.4 SMSInbox Attributes  

count 

This is the total number of messages in the inbox.  

newMessageHandler 

This is the function which is invoked when a new message arrives. By default this is null. 
When this value is null, no function is invoked. Any functions set as this attribute are 

expected to be functions with the same function signature as NewMessageHandler  

12.2.2.5 SMSInbox Functions  

GetMessage 

This retrieves a message from the inbox.  

1. IF index is less than zero OR index is greater than the total number of messages 

available in the inbox THEN return null  

2. IF index is equal to or greater than zero AND index is less than the total number of 

messages available in the inbox THEN return the MessageReceived which 

represents that message.  

12.2.2.6 MessageToSend  

[Constructor, 

 Constructor(DomSttring to, DomString from)] 

interface MessageToSend{ 

 attribute DOMString to; 

 attribute DOMString message; 

} 

12.2.2.7 MessageToSend Attributes  

to 

This is the telephone number the developer would like to send the message to.  

message 

This is the message the developer would like to send.  

12.2.2.8 MessageToSend Functions  

Constructor 
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Creates a new instance of MessageToSend, setting the internal variables accordingly.  

12.2.2.9 SMSMessaging  

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] interface SendSuccessCB { 

 void messageSent(); 

}; 

  

[Callback=FunctionOnly, NoInterfaceObject] interface SendErrorCB { 

 void messageSendingFailed(int error, DOMString errorString); 

}; 

  

[NoInterfaceObject] interface SMSMessaging{ 

 void send( MessageToSend message, SendSuccessCB, SendErrorCB); 

 read only attribute SMSInbox inbox; 

 read only attribute boolean available; 

} 

  

$cdi.messaging.sms implements SMSMessaging; 

12.2.2.10 SMSMessaging Attributes  

inbox 

The SMSInbox object which allows the developer to inspect received messages and get 

notification when new messages are received. This value is null if SMS handling is not 

supported.  

available 

A boolean value, this value is true if the device supports SMS messaging, otherwise this 

value is false, indicating that SMS support is not available.  

12.2.2.11 SMSMessaging Functions  

Send 

This sends an SMS. The following should be followed: 

1. IF the device reports an unknown error when sending the SMS THEN invoke the 

SendErrorCB with error = 1001, errorString = "ERROR SENDING SMS"  

2. IF the device does not have cellular coverage THEN invoke the SendErrorCB with 
error = 1002, errorString = "ERROR SENDING SMS - NO SERVICE"  

3. IF the device has its cellular device switched off (in Aeroplane mode) THEN invoke 

the SendErrorCB with error = 1004, errorString = "ERROR SENDING SMS - 
THE READIO IS OFF"  
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4. IF the device reports the message being sent is incorrectly formatted or specified 

THEN invoke the SendErrorCB with error = 1003, errorString = "ERROR 
SENDING SMS - NULL PDU"  

 

12.2.2.12 Example Code 

An example showing how to use this API is provided below:  

if ( $cdi.messaging.sms.available == true ) { 

 $cdi.messaging.sms.inbox.newMessageHandler = function(msg) { 

  alert( "New Message [" + msg.from + "] says [" + 

msg.message + "]" ); 

  if ( msg.message === "Hello" ) { 

   var reply = new 

$cdi.messaging.sms.MessageToSend(msg.from, "is it me your looking for?"); 

   $cdi.messaging.sms.send(reply, 

    function() { 

     alert("Hey, don't worry - I got back 

to " + msg.from + " for you!"); 

    }, 

    function(error, errorString) { 

     alert("I couldn't reply, " + error + 

", : " + errorString ); 

    }); 

  } 

 }; 

} else { 

 alert("SMS support is not available on this platform"); 

} 
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13 FIWARE OpenSpecification I2ND CE 
Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.CE 

Chapter  I2ND, 

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  

Cloud Edge 

Owner  TECHNICOLOR R&D FRANCE SNC, Henk Heijnen 

 

13.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic enabler, 
please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-ware.org and 
similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE project.  

 

13.2 Copyright  

 Copyright © 2012 by TECHNICOLOR R&D FRANCE SNC  

13.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice to understand the rights to 
use these specifications.  

13.4 Overview 

This specification describes the Cloud Edge GE, which is located beside the cloud, acting as the 
cloud agent in the end consumer home network. The Cloud Edge, because located at the border 
between the cloud and the home network can be considered from these two view points. The 
description from the cloud view point is given in the Cloud Hosting chapter. We here focus on the 
relation between the cloud edge and the home network.  

The Cloud Edge consists in an unique equipment called "cloud proxy". This equipment is located in 
the consumer home network. The cloud proxy is in charge of ensuring the link between the end 
user (and her/his device, a laptop for instance) and the cloud. It takes benefit of its position in the 
home network to anticipate user needs, in particular in terms of data storage. This is why it may 
store data, quickly available inside the home network. It also takes benefit of its position to 
organize access to home devices and enhance user experience.  

The Cloud Proxy can have 2 main roles:  

1. It can act as a small local datacenter helping supporting in-home applications like NAS (file 
server), video / audio streamer (DLNA/UPnP compatible, for example), home automation …  

2. Its most advanced role is to act as a proxy to cloud based applications. It then can help the 
cloud-based application to overcome the traditional limitations of remotely controlling 
applications such as continuity of service, keeping on with QoS …  
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An illustrative example of the Cloud Proxy helping keeping on with continuity of service is the 
following: a sophisticated cloud-based application can be created in order to provide heating (or 
Airco) home automation to a user. This application could provide a very features-rich environment 
to the user, for example, by providing a link to weather forecast, to energy pricing, to past statistics 
etc… The chosen temperature value can be sent to a local small application running inside the 
Cloud Edge that will regulate the devices even if the link between internet and the home falls down. 
This minimal application may also offer the local user a way to do some simple modifications to the 
setup temperatures without requiring the data link to be restored thus providing a minimal 
continuity of service.  

Another example is related to the help the Cloud Edge can bring to the user in term of QoE 
(Quality of Experience). For example, when someone wants to upload big quantity of data to a 
server (for the illustration, says, numerous pictures to a Picasa-like service), this upload is limited 
by the small upstream bandwidth of ubiquitous ADSL links (typically in the 500kbps range). With 
the increasing size of files (pictures), this can take hours. The Cloud Edge can host a small 
caching application that acts as a local proxy to the remote cloud-based service and that can 
accept the files at the speed of the LAN and subsequently uploads them (with the user being 
offline) at the data link speed. This sort of application could save a substantial quantity of time for 
the user.  

 

 
The Cloud Proxy in the Home Network 

 

In the I2ND chapter, for what regards the cloud proxy, we are focusing on the relation with the 
home network. The cloud proxy is acting as an organizing agent of the home network, in particular 
unifying the access to the data contained in the home network.  

 
The following figure illustrates the concept of cloud proxy.  
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Cloud Proxy concept 

 
The IaaS Cloud-edge Resource Management GE defined in the Cloud Hosting chapter comprises 
those functions that enable to allocate virtual computing, storage and communication resources in 
cloud proxies. However, FI-WARE will not only define and develop the software linked to the IaaS 
Cloud-edge Resource Management GE but also software linked to middleware technologies and 
common facility libraries that will be used in VM images to be deployed in cloud proxies. These 
middleware technologies and common facility libraries are defined and developed with the I2ND 
chapter and described in the following section in more detail.  

13.5 Detailed architecture 

This specification describes the Cloud Edge GE, which is located beside the cloud, acting as the 
cloud agent in the end consumer’s private network.  

The Cloud Edge consists of an equipment called "Cloud Proxy". Its main function is to offer local 
Services hosting capabilities as a complement to the standard Service hosting capabilities 
provided by traditional Cloud infrastructure.  

By Services hosting, we mean, the ability for the Cloud Edge to host various downloadable 
applications. These applications will provide the “services”.  

Services hosted in such Cloud Proxy can benefit of this unique position inside the private network 
area of a consumer to provide new enhanced Services that will have a direct access to the LAN-
located devices (see the previous examples of applications that can provide a better User 
Experience or a continuity of service) . It can leverage on the proximity between the consumer and 
the Service itself to offer Services that require strong connectivity. It can also offer access to 
private capabilities that are hosted or accessible via the cloud proxy (for example sensors or 
private home network storage).  
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The following diagram shows the main components of the Cloud Proxy and the interactions with 
the different potential actors.  

 

The Cloud Proxy offers a single public interface to manage the local service hosting capabilities: 
the Service Platform Management Interface (SPMI).  

13.5.1 Main Concepts 

To use the Service Platform Management interface, you should understand the following concepts:  

 Virtual Appliance: this entity represents the kind of Service that the cloud proxy is able to 
host. It is an operating system and application packaged together that can to run on top of 
the virtualized system supported by the Cloud Proxy.  

 Image: this corresponds to a set of files that compose a virtual appliance and the associate 
metadata that describe requirement and configuration needed for installing this virtual 
Appliance  

 Instance: in our context, it represents the virtual machine that runs the Service. It is an 
instantiation of a Virtual Appliance.  

13.5.1.1 Actors and Roles  

We consider four different types of actors that can interact directly or indirectly with the Cloud 
Proxy.  

 Application Provider (AP): entity that creates applications for any users and deploys them 
on the Cloud.  

 Service Aggregator (SA): entity that is in charge to manage a catalogue of applications that 
are compatible with a set of Cloud Proxies. Its role is to make sure that the proposed 
applications are sufficiently safe and secure to be deployed in any private consumer 
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environment. If it gets all the required agreements and authorizations, it can deploy specific 
applications on a set of Cloud Proxies.  

 Device Administrator (DA): root administrator of the Cloud Proxy Devices. The DA has 
complete control over the Cloud Proxy which includes:  

o The management of the administration rights of all the other users that can connect 
to the Cloud Proxy Service Platform Management system. Note that only one user 
per Cloud Proxy (the ISP client) is supported in release 2. This might be changed in 
R3 depending on the use cases projects requests.  

o The full control of any virtual appliances hosted on the cloud proxy  

 End-User (EU): any user (person) that subscribes and consumes a service that runs on the 
Cloud Proxy. Register EUs have the ability to selects the applications that need to be 
installed and executed on their local Cloud Proxy.  

13.5.1.2 Platform Components 

The Cloud Proxy GE is composed of four main components: the Service Platform Manager, the 
Virtual Environment System, the Resource Monitoring and the Resource Controller.  

SPM: The Service Platform Manager Interface is the REST interface that supports all features offer 
by the Cloud Proxy. It is the single point of connection for any client (DA, SA or EU) that needs to 
control and manage any Virtual Appliances. This module is also in charge of managing the users 
that are allowed to connect and manage the set of images available on the platform.  
VES: The Virtual Environment System is the module in charge of running the system-level 
virtualized commands. In our case, we select LXC (Linux Container) as this virtualization system. 
This choice is govern by the fact that the cloud proxy is targeted to run in any hardware 
environment, from PCs to small embedded systems (e.g. broadband access Gateway). Compared 
to other virtualization framework (ex KVM, XEN, VMWARE) LXC fits perfectly this requirement 
because it is lightweight (very low overhead in term of memory and CPU), fast (ability to start or 
stop any Virtual Appliance in very few seconds), and does not require any specific hardware (i.e. 
no specific processor instructions).  
RM: The Resource Monitoring System is in charge of returning metrics related to the system health 
and resources consumption to the management entities. For example, it will give access to CPU 
load, available memory, data exchanged on the communication devices etc ...  
RC: The Resource Controller System allows the management entities to set up some key 
parameters while the Cloud Proxy is running. For example, limit the available memory or CPU load 
available to one of the running virtual machines.  

Note: the API description document lists the metrics and controls that are available for these last 2 
sub-systems (RC & RM).  

13.5.2 Examples of deployment scenarios 

The service hosting capabilities are managed either directly by the end user consumer or by a third 
party that can deploy a catalogue of application on set of cloud proxies.  

13.5.2.1 Individual on-demand deployment scenario 

Summary: While browsing from his laptop at home, an end-user decides to install an application on 
his local Cloud Proxy. In this example, the installed application is a small web portal accessible 
from the home network.  
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1. A user connects to a web Application and is proposed to install an application into her/his 
private Cloud Proxy  

2. The user accepts and provides to the Web Application the description of the Cloud proxy 
environment. In response to that information, the Web application provides the URL of the 
compatible Virtual Appliance that could run on the consumer’s cloud proxy  

3. The user registers this Virtual Appliance into the Cloud Proxy. The Virtual Appliance is 
downloaded on the system. If this Virtual Appliance is certified by a third party, the Cloud 
Proxy checks the validity of the certificate. Note that for R2, the certification is a simple 
CRC-like calculation.  

4. After reviewing the specific usage’s condition of this Virtual Appliance, the user creates a 
virtual machine based on this Virtual Appliance and starts it.  

5. As soon as the local Service is started on the Cloud Proxy, the web browser redirects the 
user to the local web provided by the new running application.  

13.5.2.2 Large scale deployment scenario 

Summary: A service Aggregator deploys a catalogue of Virtual Appliances on a set of Cloud 
Proxies.  

 
Prior to any transactions, the DA and the SA needs to find a formal authorisation that allows the 
Application Provider (AP) to use the Cloud Proxy owned by the DA.  

1. An AP requests from the SA to deploy a specific service on a set of Cloud Proxies.  

2. The SA checks in its database what are the Cloud Proxies currently available, and among 
them, select only the ones that can support the application of the AP.  

3. As soon as the set of compatible Cloud Proxies is selected, the SA can start to deploy this 
application on those cloud proxies.  

4. Then, each End-User can browse the catalogue of her/his own Cloud Proxy and decide to 
install this application or not.  

5. Once an instance of Virtual Appliance is created, any End-User can start, stop or remove 
the created Service.  

 

13.6 Main Interactions 

In this section, the SPMI operations are described. These operations are classified in the following 
area:  

 Platform features operation: these operations are used to provide generic information about 
the platform itself and the resources that can be shared or offered to virtual applications.  

 Images Features operation: These operations are related to the management of images 
that are available on the cloud proxy.  

 Instances Features operation: These operations are used to manage Instances that runs on 
cloud proxy.  

 Users Features operation: These operation are used to manage the user’s authentication 
and authorization.  
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 Monitoring Feature operation: These operations are used to provide information about the 
state and the behaviour of any Instance.  

13.6.1 Platform Features 

 Platform version: Provide the current version of the Cloud Proxy SW.  

 Platform Description: Provide the general information that describes the platform in term of 
product, hardware and firmware. Used by any client that needs to provide the right image 
for a specified Cloud Proxy.  

 Platform Metrics: Provide basic platform HW information.  

13.6.2 User Features 

 User Create: Create an account for an End-User. Any user that wants to interact directly 
with the Services Hosting Platform (install, uninstall a Virtual Appliance) need to be 
registered. This is performed by the DA, or any local administrator.  

 User Attributes Update: Allow the authorized client to change attributes of a user account.  

 User Delete: Delete a user account.  

Note: for R2, only one user is supported. The implementation of this feature depends on what the 
use-cases projects will require for R3  

13.6.3 Images Features 

 Image Register: Registrar a particular Image into the system so that it is available into the 
local application’s catalogue.  

 Image Detail: Provide detailed description of an image and resources it needs to run on the 
system.  

 Image List: Provide the list of all the available images for a given user.  

 Image Delete: Delete all the files related to an image and remove the application from the 
local catalogue.  

13.6.4 Instances Features 

 Instance Install: create a Virtual Appliance using a registered image  

 Instance Detail: provide detailed description and metrics of a specified Virtual Appliance  

 Instance Uninstall: delete a Virtual Appliance and free all the resources used by this 
instance.  

 Instance List: Provide all available Virtual Appliances created on the Cloud Proxy.  

 Instance Action: Perform a set of actions (start, stop, pause, resume, reboot) on Virtual 
Appliances.  
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13.7 Detailed Specifications  

13.7.1 Open API Specifications 

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to the CDI Generic Enabler. Specifications labeled 
as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from lessons 
learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference implementation planned for 
the current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labeled as "DRAFT" are planned for future 
Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the sake of future users.  

 

 Cloud Edge Service Management API Specification  

 

13.8 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

The Cloud Edge is using several open source technology blocks:  

13.8.1 LxC  

The Cloud Edge is using LxC pseudo-virtualisation for executing remotely downloaded applications  

 More information can be found here: http://lxc.sourceforge.net/  

 For a first approach and more links: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LXC  

13.8.2 Ruby (including libraries)  

Parts of the Cloud Edge are written in Ruby. Although this is a language and not an embedded 
technological block, it must be noticed that many open source librairies are coming with the 
language and are used in the Cloud Edge (database management, XML-RPC and RESTFull APIs 
implementations, various utility APIs etc ...)  

More information here: http://www.ruby-lang.org/en/  

13.8.3 NaDa project (Nano Datacenters) 

NaDa is a FP7 project that paved the way for the Cloud Edge concept.  

More information here: http://www.nanodatacenters.eu/  

13.9 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions internally and 
with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). For a summary of 
terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to FIWARE Global Terms 
and Definitions  
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 Connected Devices: A connected or smart device can be an advanced device located at 
home, such as a set top box and multimedia device (including advanced TVs), PCs, 
storage (NAS like), indoor handset (home/advanced DECT), or game consoles. 
Furthermore, mobile devices, such as mobile/smart phones (GSM/3-4G), tablets, netbooks, 
on-board units, (in-car devices) or information kiosks are connected devices, too. It is very 
likely that new devices will appear and fall into this “smart devices” category during the 
project execution (femto cells, etc.).  

 Cloud Proxy: A device encompassing broadband connectivity, local connectivity, routing 
and networking functionalities as well as service enabling functionalities supported by a 
modular software execution environment (virtual machines, advanced middleware). The 
“Cloud Proxy” or “Home Hub” is powerful enough to run local applications (for example 
home automation related tasks such as heating control or content related ones such as 
Peer to Peer (P2P) or content backup). It will also generally include local storage and may 
be an enabler for controlling privacy as some content or data could be stored locally and 
could be controlled only by the user without having the risk of seeing his/her data controlled 
by third parties under consideration of the overall security architecture.  

 Open Networking: Open networking is a concept that enables network nodes to provide 
intelligent network connectivity by dynamic configuration via open interfaces. Examples for 
provided features are the fulfillment of bandwidth or quality requirements, seamless 
mobility, or highly efficient data transport optimised for the application (e. g., with minimum 
network resource or energy consumption).  

 Network Service: Network Service is a control and policy layer/stratum within the network 
architecture of a service provider. The Network Service provides access to capabilities of 
the telecommunication network, accessed through open and secure Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) and other interfaces/sub-layers. The Network Service 
concept aims at providing stratum that serves value-added services and applications at a 
higher application and service layer and exploits features of the underlying transport and 
technology layer (e. g. via NetIC interfaces).  

FIWARE.Glossary.I2ND.CE  
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14 Cloud Edge Service Management API Specification 

14.1 Introduction 

Please check the Legal Notice  to understand the rights to use FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

14.1.1 Service Platform Management API Core  

The Service Platform API allows managing Virtual Applications running on the cloud Edge. This is 
a RESTful, resource-oriented API accessed via HTTP that uses JSON-based representations for 
information interchange.  

This API provides all the necessary methods to enable management of both the catalogue of 
Services (called Images) available on the platform and the Instances (Virtual Application) that can 
be installed on the device.  

14.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for Software Developers, Cloud Operators and Reimplementers.  

 For the Software Developpers and Reimplementers, this document provides a full 
specification of how to interoperate with Cloud Edge Platforms that implement the Service 
Platform Management API.  

 For the Cloud Operators, this specification indicates the interface to be provided in order for 
clients to interoperate with Cloud Edge Platform to provide the described functionalities. To 
use this information, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the Generic 
Enabler service Cloud Edge General Description.  

14.1.3 API Change History  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

March 31st, 2012  1st version, XML-RPC compatible (limited availability)  

April 30th, 2012  RESTFull API, subset of the functionalities; UBUNTU platform (v1.0)  

March 12th, 2013  embedded platform (v2.2)  

June 14th, 2013  added "reset" in "action on platform" (v2.3)  
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14.1.4 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will support 
certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful API 
Specifications.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see Cloud Edge General 
Description.  

14.1.5 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE API specification 
website at [1]. For more details about the Cloud Edge Service that this API is based upon, please 
refer to Cloud Hosting. Related documents, including an Architectural Description, are available at 
the same site.  

14.2 General Service Platform Management API Information 

14.2.1 Resources Summary 

 The Cloud Proxy Management API exposes a set of commands on the Cloud Proxy GE 
that enables the management of the virtual appliances. This is done through manipulating 
different objects, like:  

 images: represent Services that could be installed on the Cloud Edge  

 instances: represent the Virtual Applications that could run on the Cloud Edge  

 users: represent actors that are registered in the Cloud Proxy and that are allowed to 
interact with Cloud Edge Management Platform.  

 platform: regroup the info that describes the Cloud Edge.  

 forwarding rules: represent some forwarding rules that needs to be apply on the Cloud 
Edge to manage the reachability of the Virtual Appliance.  

14.2.2 Authentication 

Each Http request against the Service Platform Manager of the Cloud Edge requires the inclusion 
of specific authentication credentials. This is achieved by using Http Basic Authentication scheme.  

14.2.3 Representation Format 

The Service Platform Management API supports JSON-based representation.  

14.2.4 Representation Transport 

The resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTPS protocol . 
Each message is based on HTTP 1.1 requests carried on top of a SSL connection. The header of 
each message contains a specified User-agent, a specified Host, a Content-Type header set as 
“application/json” and a Content-Length set to correct length of the message.  
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Example of a typical Header Message of standard request:  

GET /cloudedge/version HTTP/1.1 

Authorization: Basic c21pdGhqOnNlY3JldA== 

User-Agent: curl/7.22.0 libcurl/7.22.0 OpenSSL/1.0.1 zlib/1.2.3.4 

libidn/1.23 librtmp/2.3 

Host: myserver.example.com:8080 

Accept: application/json 

Content-type: application/json 

14.2.5 Resource Identification 

The resource identification used by this API is based on the URI scheme described by HTTP 
protocol specification as defined by IETF RFC-2616 ( https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt )  

14.2.6 Links and References 

Some responses may contais reference to other resources managed by the Cloud Edge. Those 
links are represented as a standard URL tagged with the word “link” (see example below)  

Example of links provided in an operation response:  

{ 

 "instances": [ 

   { 

     "id": 237, 

     "image": { 

       "id": 61, 

       "name": "test", 

       "link": "https://myhome.example.com/cloudedge/images/61" 

     }, 

     "link": "https:// myhome.example.com /cloudedge/instances/237" 

   } 

 ] 

} 

14.2.7 Versions 

The API version that is currently running on cloud proxy is accessible by issuing a an HTTP get 
request on the following URI : /cloudege/platform/version (for details refer to the description in API 
Operation chapter). API versions follow a simple pattern: x.y with y being a minor version mainly 
for internal purpose and x a ‘major’ version which indicates a major change in the API (such as 
signature change or other incompatibility).  
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14.2.8 Faults 

Here are the faults that a Cloud Proxy service can return:  

Fault Element  Associated Error Codes  

computeFault  500, 400  

serviceUnavailable  503  

unauthorized  401  

forbidden  403  

badRequest  400  

overLimit  413  

badMediaType  415  

badMethod  405  

itemNotFound  404  

buildInProgress  409  

serverCapacityUnavailable  503  

backupOrResizeInProgress  409  

resizeNotAllowed  403  

notImplemented  501  

14.3 API Operations 

In this section we go in depth for each operation. In order to provide comprehensive view of the 
API operations, the functionalities are organized per group of functionalities.  

14.3.1 Platform Functionalities 

14.3.1.1 Get Platform Resources 

Verb URI  Description  
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GET  /cloudedge/platform  List the capabilities, versions and resources available on the platform  

Normal Response Code: 200  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, …), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), 
badRequest (400), badMethod (405) This operation does not require a request body  

Here is the list of typical information that is detailed in the response body:  

Type  SubType  Description  

name  
 

Provides the name of the platform  

version  major  
Retrieve the full version information about the running Cloud Edge Service 
software.  

 
minor  

 

cpu  
 

Provides the type of CPU that is running in the platform  

ram  
 

Amount of installed memory (in Megabytes)  

disk  
 

Amount of installed disk space (in Megabytes)  

metrics  cpuUsage  Current CPU usage (%)  

 
ramUsage  Current RAM usage (Megabytes)  

 
diskUsage  Current disk usage (Megabytes)  

 
networkIn  total received data from poweron (bytes)  

 
networkOut  total transmitted data from poweron (bytes)  

Example: get platform resources Response:  

{ 

 "platform": { 

  "name" : "Dti716" 

  "version" : { 

   "major" : 1, 

   "minor" : 3 

  } 

  "ressources" : { 

   "cpu": "i686" 
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   "ram" : 512, 

   "disk" : 4096 

  } 

  "metrics" : { 

   "cpuUsage" : 38, 

   "ramUsage" : 384, 

   "diskUsage" : 2048, 

   "networkIn" : 65786578, 

   "networkOut" : 8689756 

  } 

} 

14.3.2 Images 

14.3.2.1 List Images 

Verb URI  Description  

GET  /cloudedge/images  
Return the list of all image (IDs, names, links) available in the Cloud 
Proxy associated to the User account.  

Normal Response Code: 200  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, …), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), 
badRequest (400), badMethod (405)  

Example: List Instances Response:  

 

{ 

 "images": [ 

   { 

     "id": 278, 

     "name": "fliker++", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/images/278" 

   }, 

   { 

     "id": 45, 

     "name": "osgi", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/images/45" 

   } 
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 ] 

} 

14.3.2.2 Get Images Details 

Verb URI  Description  

GET  /cloudedge/images/id  Returns details on the specified ("id") image.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

 
Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, …), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404)  

 
Specify the server ID as id in the URI.  

 
This operation does not require a request body.  

This operation returns the details of a specific server by its ID.  

Example: Get image detail Response:  

{ 

 "image": { 

     "id": 237, 

     "name": "test", 

     "uuid": "7feb24af-fc38-44de-bc38-04defc3804de", 

     "description": "test server", 

     "status": "ACTIVE", 

     "created_by": 78945 

     "created_at": "2012-06-25T15:23:33+02:00", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/images/237" 

   } 

} 

14.3.2.3 Create Image 

Verb URI  Description  

POST  /cloudedge/images  Registers a specified image into the system.  

Normal Response Code: 202  
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Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, …), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), 
badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404)  

 

This operation registers an image into the cloud proxy. This operation makes this Service available 
on the local catalogue and being ready to be installed. The following table describes the required 
and optional attributes that you can specify in the request body:  

Name  Description  Required  

imageRef  The image reference for the desired image (specify a full URL)  yes  

name  The image name. Choose any name you want  yes  

 
Example: Register image Request  

{ 

 "image": 

   { 

     "name": "test", 

     "imageRef": “http://www.example.com/images/test.tar”, 

   } 

} 

 

Example: Register image Response  

{ 

 "image": { 

     "id": 237, 

     "name": "test", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/images/237" 

   } 

} 

 
The Cloud Edge Virtual Machine image is composed of:  

 A manifest file  

 A rootFS image  

Example of manifest file: <- in "test.tar" in the previous example  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<manifest 

 uuid="7feb24af-fc38-44de-bc38-04defc3804de" 
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 label="test" 

 description="test server" 

 rootfs="rootfs-openssh.tar.gz">     <- this is the rootFS file name 

</manifest> 

14.3.2.4 Delete Image 

Verb URI  Description  

DELETE  /cloudedge/images/id  Deletes the {id} image.  

 

Normal Response Code: 204  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503),  

unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404), 
buildInProgress (409)  

 

This operation deletes the specified image from the system.  

Specify the image ID as id in the URI.  

Images are immediately removed.  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

14.3.3 Instances 

14.3.3.1 List Instances 

Verb URI  Description  

GET  /cloudedge/instances?image=imageid  
List IDs, names and links for all Instances associated 
to the User credential.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405)  

If additional query parameter is provided in the URI, then select only the subset of those instances 
that match the defined criteria. Currently, only a filter based on image is implemented; this filter is 
expecting a valid image Id.  

Example: List Instances Response:  

 

{ 
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 "instances": [ 

   { 

     "id": 237, 

     "name": "test-instance-237", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/instances/237" 

   }, 

   { 

     "id": 238, 

     "name": "osgi-instance-238", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/instances/238" 

   } 

 ] 

} 

14.3.3.2 Get Instance Details 

Verb URI  Description  

GET  /cloudedge/instances/id  Get details on the {id} instance.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

 

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404)  

 

Specify the server ID as id in the URI.  

This operation does not require a request body.  

 

Example: Instance Details Response:  

{ 

 "instance":  { 

     "id": 237, 

     "name": "test-instance-237", 

     "status": "running", 

     "metrics" : { 

      "cpuUsage" : 12, 

      "ramUsage" : 28, 
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      "diskUsage" : 35, 

      "networkIn" : 157865, 

      "networkOut" : 589756 

     } 

     "image": { 

       "id": 61, 

       "name": "test", 

       "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/images/61" 

     }, 

     "created_by": "smithj", 

     "ip": "10.0.3.2", 

     "created_at": "2012-06-25T15:23:33+02:00", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/instances/237" 

   } 

}  

14.3.3.3 Action On Instance 

Verb URI  Description  

POST  /cloudedge/instances/id/action  
Do action (start, stop, reboot, pause, resume) on the {id} 
instance.  

Normal Response Code(s): 202  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404), badMediaType 
(415), buildInProgress (409)  

In the Request body specify the type of action you want to do followed by attributes (if needed)  

 
This operation does not return a response body.  

Example: Action Start request:  

{ 

           “start” : null 

} 

 

Example: Action Stop request:  

{          

           “stop” : null 
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} 

14.3.3.4 Action On Platform 

Verb URI  Description  

POST  /cloudedge/platform/action  do action on platform (reboot or reset).  

Normal Response Code(s): 202  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404), badMediaType 
(415), buildInProgress (409)  

In the Request body specify the type of action you want to do followed by attributes (if needed)  

Specific attributes: none  

 
This operation does not return a response body.  

Example: reboot request:  

{ 

           "reboot" : null 

} 

Example: reset request:  

{ 

           "reset" : null 

} 

note: reset deletes the installed VMs and is mostly intended to be used during debug phases while 
reboot simply restarts the system (keeping the VMs).  

14.3.3.5 Create an Instance 

Verb URI  Description  

POST  /cloudedge/instances  Create an instance.  

Normal Response Code(s): 202 Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), 
serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod 
(405), itemNotFound (404), badMediaType (415)  

 
To create a new instance, the only required attribute that need to be specified is the imageRef. 
This imageRef represent the image {id} from which the instance is created.  

Example: Instance Create Request:  

{ 
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           "instance" : { 

                       "imageRef" : 62 

           } 

} 

 
Example: Instance Create Response:  

{ 

 "instance": { 

     "id": 238, 

     "name": "osgi-instance-238", 

     "status": "stopped", 

     "image": { 

       "id": 62, 

       "name": "osgi", 

       "link": 

"https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/instances/images/62" 

     }, 

     "ip": "10.0.3.3", 

     "created_at": "2012-09-14T18:13:22+02:00", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/instances" 

   } 

} 

14.3.3.6 Delete an Instance 

Verb URI  Description  

DELETE  /cloudedge/instances/id  Deletes the specified {id} instance.  

Normal Response Code: 204  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404), buildInProgress 
(409)  

 
This operation deletes the specified instance from the system.  

Specify the instance ID as id in the URI.  

Instances are immediately removed.  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  
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14.3.4 Forwarding rules 

14.3.4.1 List forwarding rules 

Verb URI  Description  

GET  /cloudedge/fwrules?instance=instanceId  
Retrieve the list of Port forwarding rules. If 
instance_id specified then provide only the rules 
attached to an instance .  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405)  

If additional query parameter is provided in the URI, then select only the subset of those instances 
that match the defined criteria. Currently, only a filter based on instance is implemented. This filter 
is expecting a valid instance Id.  

Example: List fwrules Response:  

{ 

 "fwrules": [ 

   { 

     "id": 237, 

     "instance_id": 54, 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/fwrules/237" 

   }, 

   { 

     "id": 238, 

     "instance_id": 59, 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/fwrules/278" 

   } 

 ] 

} 

14.3.4.2 Get Forwarding Rules Details 

Verb URI  Description  

GET  /cloudedge/fwrules/id  Get details of the forwarding rule {id].  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  
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Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404)  

Specify the forwarding rule ID as id in the URI.  

This operation does not require a request body.  

Example: Forwarding rule Details Response:  

{ 

 "fwrule":    { 

     "id": 237, 

     "port_to": 22, 

     "port_from": 7022, 

     "instance": { 

       "id": 61, 

       "name": "test", 

       "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/intances/61" 

     }, 

     "created_at": "2012-06-25T15:23:33+02:00", 

     "updated_at": "2012-09-12T17:16:38+02:00", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/fwrules/237" 

   } 

} 

14.3.4.3 Create a Forwarding Rule 

Verb URI  Description  

POST  /cloudedge/fwrules  Creates a forwarding rule.  

Normal Response Code(s): 202  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404), badMediaType 
(415)/  

 
The following list describes the required attributes that you can specify in  

the request body:  

Name Description  

instanceRef  
The instance reference for the desired image for your server instance. Specify as an 
ID. To get a list of available instances, see “List Instances”  
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port_to  the public port on the instance where the traffic should be sent.  

Example: Forwarding rule Create Request:  

{ 

 "fwrule":    {        

       "instanceRef": 238, 

       "port_to": 22, 

 } 

} 

Example: Forwarding rule Create Response:  

{ 

 "fwrule":    { 

     "id": 77, 

     "port_to": 22, 

     "port_from": 7020, 

 } 

} 

 

14.3.4.4 Delete a Forwarding Rule 

Verb URI  Description  

DELETE  /cloudedge/fwrules/id  Deletes the {id} forwarding rule.  

Normal Response Code: 204  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation deletes forwarding rule from the system.  

Specify the forwarding rule ID as id in the URI.  

Forwarding rule are immediately deleted from the system.  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  
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14.3.5 Users 

14.3.5.1 List Users 

Verb URI  Description  

GET  /cloudedge/users?role=rolename  Retrieve the list user registered on the system.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405)  

If a "role" query parameter is provided in the URI, then this select only the subset of those users 
that match the defined criteria. This filter is expecting a valid role, either  

 "admin": basically get all the rights  

 "provider": remote agent that is allowed to get a full visibility on the platform, manage 
images proposed on the platform. These type of users are exclusively administered by the 
“admin” agent.  

 "guest": local agent that can install any instances from the local catalogue and manage 
them (start, stop, delete).  

 "local_admin": local agent that have the full control of all appliances running on the system. 
This agent can also administer “guest” users (create or delete guest accounts)  

Example: List Users Response:  

{ 

 "Users": [ 

   { 

     "id": 237, 

     "name": "root", 

     "role": "admin", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/users/237" 

   }, 

   { 

     "id": 242, 

     "name": "smithj", 

     "role": "user", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/users/242" 

   }, 

   { 

     "id": 253, 

     "name": "telecom", 
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     "role": " provider", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/users/253" 

   } 

 ] 

} 

14.3.5.2 Get User Detail 

Verb URI  Description  

GET  /cloudedge/users/id  Retrieve the account details for the {id} user.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405)  

Example: Get User detail Response:  

{ 

 "User": { 

     "id": 237, 

     "name": "root", 

     "role": "admin", 

     "email": "jsmith@www.example.com" 

     "created_at": "2012-05-00T15:23:00+02:00", 

     "updated_at": "2012-07-12T17:10:38+02:00", 

     "link": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/users/237" 

   } 

} 

14.3.5.3 Create an User 

Verb URI  Description  

POST  /cloudedge/users  Create an user.  

Normal Response Code(s): 202  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404), badMediaType 
(415)  

The following table describes the required and optional attributes that you can specify in the 
request body:  
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Name  Description  Required?  

username  The username or unique id used to login on the API server  yes  

role  The role specified for the desired image for this user  yes  

email  email @ to be used if the password needs to be reset  no  

 
Example: Create User Request:  

{ 

 "User": { 

     "username": " jsmith ", 

     "role": "admin", 

     "email": "jsmith@www.example.com" 

   }, 

} 

Example: Create User Response:  

{ 

 "User": { 

     “id”:123 

     "link": ": "https://cloudedge.myhome.net/cloudedge/users/123", 

   }, 

} 

14.3.5.4 Update user 

Verb URI  Description  

POST  /cloudedge/users/id/action  Reset the password or change any information for an user.  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404), badMediaType 
(415),  

In the Request body specify the type field you want to update.  

This is can be used either to modify some characteristics of an account (for example, the mail 
address) or to reset a password.  

This operation does not return a response body.  

Example: email Update Request:  
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{ 

 “email” : "jmith@gmail.com" 

} 

Example: password Reset Request:  

{ 

 “password” : "reset” 

} 

14.3.5.5 Delete User 

Verb URI  Description  

DELETE  /cloudedge/users/id Delete the {id] user.  

Normal Response Code: 204  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, ...), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation deletes a user from the system.  

Specify the user ID as id in the URI.  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

14.3.6 Metrics 

There is no formal metrics API, it is up to the user to develop a virtual machine that could handle 
this task accordingly to his/her specific needs.  
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15 FIWARE OpenSpecification I2ND NetIC 
 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.NetIC 

Chapter  I2ND, 

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  

[4 different instantiations of the NetIC GE can be found in the 
FI-WARE catalogue: VNP, Altoclient, OFNIC, and VNEIC ] 

Owner  

ALCATEL-LUCENT DEUTSCHLAND AG, ALCATEL-
LUCENT ITALIA S.P.A., NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS 
TELEKOMMUNIKACIOS KERESKEDELMI ES 
SZOLGALTATO and UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDI DI ROMA 
"LA SAPIENZA", 

15.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic enabler, 
please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-ware.org and 
similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE project.  

15.2 Copyright 

 Copyright © 2012-2014 by ALCATEL-LUCENT DEUTSCHLAND AG, ALCATEL-LUCENT 
ITALIA S.P.A., NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS TELEKOMMUNIKACIOS KERESKEDELMI 
ES SZOLGALTATO and UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDI DI ROMA "LA SAPIENZA".  

15.3 Legal Notice 

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

15.4 Overview 

Network Information & Control (NetIC) is intended to provide abstract access to heterogeneous 
open networking devices. It exposes network status information and it enables a certain level of 
programmability within the network (depending on the type of network and the applicable control 
interface). This programmability may also enable network virtualization, i.e., the abstraction of the 
physical network resources as well as their control by a virtual network provider.  

Potential users of NetIC interfaces include network service providers or other components of FI-
WARE, such as cloud hosting. Network operators, virtual network operators and service providers 
may access (within the constraints defined by their contracts with the open network infrastructure 
owners) the open networks to both retrieve information and statistics (e.g. about network 
utilization) and also to set control policies and optimally exploit the network capabilities.  

15.4.1 General Note 

In order to avoid too verbose text, in this description we typically use the term "NetIC GE" or simply 
"NetIC" to refer to "an implementation of the NetIC GE Open Specifications" (e.g., "an 
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implementation of the NetIC GE Open Specifications"). Note that the notion of GE is abstract and 
actually can refer to one of the following:  

 "GE Open Specifications" which contain all information required in order to build 
components which can work as implementations of GEs.  

 a "GE Implementation" which refers to components in a given product that implement a 
given GE Open Specification and therefore may claim that they are "compliant with the GE 
Open Specifications".  

You may refer to the set of terms and definitions provided here.  

15.4.2 Target Usage 

The Network Information and Control (NetIC) Generic Enabler provides to FI-WARE chapters as 
well as usage area applications and services the means to optimally exploit the network 
capabilities via a dedicated interface and API. NetIC exposes related network state information to 
the user of the interface as well as offers a defined level of control and management of the 
network.  

The beneficiaries of the interface include content providers, cloud hosting providers, context 
providers/brokers, and (virtual) network providers/operators, all of whom may need to understand 
and manipulate the network between them and their clients. They might want to set up flows/virtual 
networks to their clients and they may want to control such flows/virtual networks in order to 
respect pre-defined Service Level Agreements (SLAs), for example in terms of provided Quality of 
Service (QoS). There are several use cases for the NetIC Generic Enabler, for example the 
following:  

 A cloud hosting provider has a couple of data centre locations. In order to distribute the 
allocation of virtual machines (VM) and applications to the various locations, the cloud 
hosting provider should know about the characteristics of the paths between the locations 
(e.g., delay, available capacity). To get this information, the cloud hosting provider can 
request from the network provider (regularly or per scheduled event) the characteristics of 
the paths between the data centers of the cloud hosting provider. The requested 
information will be provided via the NetIC interface. In addition, when dealing with migration 
of virtual machines and applications across data centers, the cloud hosting provider may 
request a temporary virtual private connection to be setup with a certain quality of service 
being guaranteed during the time of migration.  

 To deliver a service to a client, a service provider may need a certain minimum link quality, 
e.g., for a high-definition live video streaming service. If the client is willing to pay for this, 
the service provider will request via NetIC from the network provider the setup of a virtual 
connection with certain quality characteristics between the server and the client. NetIC will 
do so if capacity is available. Note that to improve the quality of experience and to ensure 
that capacity is available when needed, a NetIC implementation may support Service Level 
Agreements (SLA) in providing connectivity. Those agreements identify the client of the 
NetIC instantiation (e.g. the video streaming service provider) and guarantee that capacity 
will be available (with parameters described in the specific SLA) for that client on demand 
(the connectivity request must refer to the SLA). The network provider may offer the 
capacities being ‘unused but reserved by SLA’ to other clients as a best effort connectivity.  

 A network service provider wants to implement new business models based on the "pay-
as-you-go" paradigm, setting up a specialized service for a group of clients. The specialized 
service is built orchestrating the network resources dynamically. A virtual network (optical 
or packet based) is required that connects servers, network elements and the involved 
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clients, potentially running customized protocols. The service provider can request via 
NetIC from the network provider a virtual network between the involved endpoints, possibly 
also with some specified constraints (quality characteristics, isolation against other virtual 
networks, energy efficiency metrics) defined.  

 A service provider wants to set up a specialized service for a group of clients. For this they 
need a virtual network connecting some servers and the involved clients, potentially running 
customized protocols. The service provider can request via NetIC from the network provider 
a virtual network to be setup between the involved endpoints, possibly also with some 
specified quality characteristics and isolation against other virtual networks.  

 A cellular service provider wants to run its business on top of a virtual network which is able 
to “breathe” (to be re-configured as demand changes) since loads during idle and busy 
hours differ significantly. Benefits include reduced expenses (CAPEX is turned into pay-per-
use OPEX), reduction of energy consumption and management flexibility. Today mobile 
traffic is typically mapped into static MPLS tunnels, and the infrastructure providing these 
tunnels is owned by the cellular service provider, too.  

A fundamental challenge for the implementation of NetIC is that the network functionality is 
typically distributed over different elements potentially implemented internally in different ways (in 
multi-vendor environments). Also, the interfaces have to take into account the constraints of 
different providers (in multi-network service scenarios) as well as legal and regulatory 
requirements. These problems have been solved in the past by different standardized control plane 
solutions. This readily available functionality could be re-used by NetIC in order to provide a 
smooth evolution path rather than introduce a disruptive revolution. NetIC instances may be 
deployed by the different involved parties (e.g. virtual network providers/creators, and virtual 
network operators/users running a business on top). As a consequence, several instances of NetIC 
with different scopes may have to work together to deal with a request from e.g. a service provider 
or an application. Each might cover a different part of the network, for instance in the horizontal 
direction (i.e., type of access, there might be TV cable networks, (V)DSL networks or even local 
radio networks) or in the vertical direction (i.e., ownership or virtual network structures, there might 
be several local networks which are integrated by an country-wide service provider).  

As already outlined in the I2ND architecture overview, the communication between a service 
provider and a NetIC GE instantiation will run via or is supervised by an S3C GE instantiation 
(operated by a network provider or even a network infrastructure provider). For, e.g., security- or 
accounting relevant actions, the S3C GE instantiation will perform additional cross-checks before 
forwarding the action to NetIC, furthermore it will also care for accounting and billing issues in the 
context of applicable Service Level Agreements (SLA).  

It should be noted that the capabilities a specific NetIC implementation can offer depend on the 
capabilities of the underlying network.  

15.5 Basic Concepts 

15.5.1 Northbound Interface 

The northbound interface is intended to expose network status information and to enable a certain 
level of programmability within the network (depending on the type of network and the applicable 
control interface). This programmability may also enable network virtualization, i. e., the abstraction 
of the physical network resources as well as their control by a virtual network provider. Depending 
on the purpose (e.g. only information provision or control of network) the interface will have 
different characteristics.  
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It should be noted that the exposition of specific capabilities via the northbound interface depends 
on the capabilities and the technology of the underlying network. The following sections describe in 
more detail which capabilities can be exploited with the different function blocks. More details can 
be found also in section 'Main Interactions' below.  

15.6 NetIC Architecture 

The block diagram below shows the main functional modules of NetIC. It should be noted that the 
presence of a given module in a specific NetIC instantiation depends on the network being 
controlled by this instantiation.  

 
NetIC GE Functional Block Diagram 

The following sections give a brief overview on the functional modules and their interfaces.  

15.6.1.1 NetIC API 

The NetIC API is the conceptual north-bound interface of the NetIC GE. It exposes the internal 
module interfaces to the outside world such that applications, or other GEs, can access the 
modules that are present in the specific NetIC instantiation.  
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15.6.1.2 Network Element Virtualizer 

The Network Element Virtualizer allows integrating a generic network element into NetIC GE. By 
mean of NetIC API physical resources of a given network element are exposed in terms of fully 
manageable network resources, such as links and paths, to be used by other applications and 
generic enablers. The actual management of the instantiated network element is relaying on its 
own management interface being a text-based one as for example for the case of TL1, XML and 
CLI or a binary one as for SNMP protocol.  

15.6.1.2.1 NetIC API Handler 

The NetIC API handler provides a RESTful web service interface to NetIC for communicating with 
the management system interface of a given network element. Tasks are including:  

 managing communication throughout the NetIC interface  

 implementing the basic primitives of the NetIC interface (synchronization, provisioning, 
monitoring, restore)  

 forwarding management requests received at NetIC interface to the network element 
Command Processor  

 receiving messages and notifies from the network element Event Processor to be sent via 
the NetIC interface  

15.6.1.2.2 Network Element Management System 

Command Processor 

The Command Processor is required to implement management requests over logical network 
resources at NetIC interface. On purpose it has to  

 establish and maintain a management session with the actual instance of a network 
element including all aspects related to secure and logged access to network element  

 translate a management request into a device specific management session that in general 
may include more than one device specific command. As a matter of fact a single 
management operation at NetIC interface may consist of more than one SNMP and/or TL1 
commands at network element interface  

 take care of partially implemented management requests and in particular to roll-back 
policies in case the actual instance of the network element is not able to complete the 
requested management session  

 provide feedback at NetIC interface compiling reports for fulfilled management requests or 
denial details for refused ones  

Event Processor 

The Event Processor is responsible to notify at NetIC interface events related to network resources 
exposed by the Network Element Virtualizer. These events have to be synthesized by listening at 
the given network element instance by  

 establishing and maintaining a management session with the actual instance of the network 
element including all aspects related to secure and logged access to the actual network 
element  

 listening at TL1 events and SNMP traps from the actual network element  

 mapping a device specific event to a network resource event  
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 propagate a network resource event throughout NetIC interface  

15.6.1.3 Topology Information Module 

The Topology Information Module provides abstract information about  

 nodes in a network  

 address ranges associated with nodes  

 communication costs between nodes  

The Topology Information Module is provided as a set of function calls (C library) which will provide 
easy-to-use access to network information at the level of detail useful to applications (e. g., for 
application-level load balancing). Offering a library facilitates the integration of NetIC functionality in 
applications (e. g., FI-WARE Generic Enablers or applications, Use Case Project software). The 
initial implementation of the library is developed for Linux/Unix-based applications.  

The present instantiation of the Topology Information Module assumes the presence of an ALTO 
server being able to provide information about the network of interest.  

15.6.1.3.1 API Handler 

The API Handler is the frontend of the Topology Information Module towards applications. It 
validates the incoming information requests, assigns the outgoing information elements and 
initiates the appropriate actions in the Data Processor.  

15.6.1.3.2 Data Processor 

The Data Processor analyzes the incoming requests and aligns them with the capabilities of the 
attached ALTO server. Then it requests the appropriate information elements from the ALTO 
server and aggregates the received information in an appropriate way to provide the required 
information.  

15.6.1.3.3 ALTO Protocol Handler 

The ALTO Protocol Handler terminates the ALTO protocol used for the communication with the 
ALTO server of the network of interest. The development of this functional sub block benefits from 
an ALTO client design provided by the EU FP7 project MEDIEVAL.  

15.6.1.4 Virtual Network Provider (VNP) 

15.6.1.4.1 NetIC handler 

This functionality acts as a proxy for requests/responses exchanged between VNO(s) (Virtual 
Network Operators) and the VNP (Virtual Network Provider). The NetIC handler processes 
requests (and related responses) arriving via the open NetIC interface and forwards them to the 
appropriate internal function block:  

 on-demand connectivity requests are forwarded to the Virtual Network Controller,  

 requests related to scheduled connectivity requests are forwarded to the Scheduler, and  

 queries about network status and monitoring requests are forwarded to the Performance 
Management.  

This functionality also processes notifications (and related responses) sent to VNO(s) via the open 
NetIC interface. It includes:  
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 notifications from Topology function block about network errors (those affecting active 
connections and where VNP could not recover the error),  

 notifications regarding performance management.  

15.6.1.4.2 Management interface handler 

This functionality provides an interface (via a GUI or any proprietary management interface) to 
setup and manage the environment of the VNP.  

For the controlled network it allows the physical topology to be defined, including:  

 the list of nodes the VNP controls (these are OpenFlow switches),  

 the list of external nodes to which the VNP provides connectivity (peers),  

 the list of links the VNP controls (these include both the internal and external links of the 
controlled network),  

 the parameters of the controlled nodes (capabilities, e.g. supported technology, physical 
links), and  

 the parameters of the external and internal links (e.g. bandwidth, granularity).  

For the served virtual network operator(s) it allows the definition of:  

 the identity of the served Virtual Network Operator (ID, access point), and  

 the SLAs (e.g. provided Maximum Bit Rate (MBR), Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR)).  

15.6.1.4.3 SLAs 

This is a storage place for Service Level Agreements (SLA) data. Usually, the stored information is 
the result of related negotiations with, e.g., Virtual Network Operators (VNO) being served by the 
Virtual Network Provider (VNOP).  

15.6.1.4.4 Topology 

This functionality is responsible for:  

 creating the virtual network representation(s). The virtual network representation is created 
based on the physical network representation and the SLA on a per VNO basis (the virtual 
network representation can be different for each VNO),  

 updating virtual network representation(s) (either by regularly checking for changes in 
physical topology and SLAs or after receiving a notification from management interface 
handler),  

 informing Virtual Network Controller on virtual network representation changes;  

 answering Virtual Network Controller queries on network topology and network 
representation.  

15.6.1.4.5 Real (physical) network representation 

This is a passive system that stores all parameters of the controlled network. The stored data is 
(over)written by management interface handler functionality and read by the topology functionality.  

15.6.1.4.6 Virtual network representation 

This is a passive system that stores virtual network representations shown to each VNO. It is 
managed by the topology functionality.  
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15.6.1.4.7 Performance management 

This functionality manages network information related tasks. It is responsible for:  

 storing counters, triggers, (Key) Performance Indicators, event subscriptions received from 
VNO(s),  

 notifying VNO(s) about requested events, and  

 monitoring network state.  

Counters 

This is a storage place for counters, performance indicators and event subscriptions requested by 
each VNO.  

15.6.1.4.8 Virtual Network Controller (VNC) 

The virtual network controller acts as a centralized controller for the underlying physical network. 
The virtual network controller  

 receives on-demand connectivity setup / modification /removal requests from VNO(s) 
through the NetIC handler functionality and from the scheduler functionality,  

 changes network control rules according to the connectivity requests (note that 
"connectivity request" can mean the setup, modification, and removal of a connection),  

 sends the updated control rules to the underlying physical network through the physical 
infrastructure handler functionality,  

 updates the active connections and network state parameters if necessary after successful 
control rule change,  

 updates network state parameters according to the notifications received from physical 
network through the physical infrastructure handler functionality, and  

 attempts to change control rules to keep affected connections alive by changing 
connectivity paths upon error notification from the physical network  

15.6.1.4.9 Network state parameters 

This is a storage place for values / parameters provided by the physical network to the VNP 
(Virtual Network Provider). It is updated by the VNC (Virtual Network Controller) functionality and 
monitored by the performance management functionality.  

15.6.1.4.10 Scheduler 

The scheduler functionality receives scheduled connectivity requests from VNO and maintains the 
"scheduled connections" storage according to these requests, and whenever it is necessary to 
setup / change / remove a connection according to the stored "scheduled connections", it instructs 
VNC accordingly (same request sent as in case of on-demand connectivity requests).  

15.6.1.4.11 Scheduled connections 

This is a storage place for scheduled connections (endpoints, connection parameters, timing 
parameters).  

15.6.1.4.12 Active connections 

This is a storage place for active connections (endpoints, connection parameters, connection ID).  
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15.6.1.4.13 Physical infrastructure handler 

This functionality acts as a proxy for requests/responses exchanged between VNC and the 
controlled physical network.  

The possible instances for an open network are for the different versions of OpenFlow 1.0, 1.1, 1.2. 
(see https://www.opennetworking.org/sdn-resources/onf-specifications/openflow).  

15.6.1.5 OpenFlow Network Module 

The OpenFlow Network Module is an OpenFlow controller able to fulfill requests coming from the 
users of the NetIC API. In particular it is able to accomplish the following types of requests (using 
the mechanisms provided by the network frontend protocol):  

 Synchronize - used to retrieve available network resources.  

 Create - used to create a virtual resource based on physical or virtual network resources.  

 Destroy - allows the deletion of the virtual resources already created.  

 Monitor - provides information about current status and utilization of a given network 
resource.  

15.6.1.5.1 API handler 

The API handler has the role to map NetIC API commands into the OpenFlow Network Module. To 
this aim, it exposes a RESTful web service to the NetIC API side. NetIC commands received on 
the HTTP interface, are sent to specific sub-modules that effectively implement the required NetIC 
functionalities (synchronize, monitor, create, destroy).  

15.6.1.5.2 Core 

This module directly provides to OpenFlow Network Module components an API to exchange 
OpenFlow messages with the network. It also implements an event dispatching functionality to 
notify components of events raised by the network, or raised by other components. OpenFlow 
Network Module components find events to be a powerful way of communication, as it is possible 
to include a certain amount of information in each event.  

15.6.1.5.3 Network Controller 

This module fulfils requests of creation and deletion of virtual path resources. In particular, it is able 
to install virtual paths between any two nodes of the network with certain bandwidth requirements. 
To achieve routing functionalities, this sub-module needs to be aware of the network topology, and 
the load of the links as well. The topology information is accessed directly from the topology cache. 
The communication with the link load sub-module is performed by posting events in the core 
scheduler.  

15.6.1.5.4 Topology Extractor 

This module exposes synchronization functionality. The topology discovery sub-module is in 
charge of discovering network links and nodes. This sub-module periodically sends link layer 
discovery protocol (LLDP) messages in broadcast through the overall network. Whenever a new 
link is detected the core sub-module generates an event that is dispatched to topology discovery. 
Network entities without forwarding capabilities, (e.g. border hosts) might announce their presence 
in the network by periodically sending LLDP messages. On the basis of network nodes and links 
discovered, the topology is inferred and stored in a Topology Cache, which is basically a table 
updated dynamically.  
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15.6.1.5.5 Statistics Extractor 

This module exposes monitoring functionalities. In particular it is able to estimate the level of link 
utilization of OpenFlow switches in the network. The link load sub-module relies on two protocols to 
acquire network links statistics: OpenFlow and simple network management protocol (SNMP). Link 
load queries all the network nodes, that have a SNMP agent deployed, to retrieve the SNMP 
variables(e.g. sent/transmitted bytes). These statistics are preferred over OpenFlow statistics, 
because they contain more information and are more accurate. The nodes without SNMP agent 
are queried by means of the functionalities provided by the core sub-module, which retrieves 
statistics counters of the OpenFlow switches. Information about all available nodes and the links 
interconnecting them is retrieved from the Topology Cache. The collected statistics are stored in a 
link load cache. They can be accessed by the API handler when monitoring requests are received 
from the NetIC API layer. The link load cache is also accessed by the routing sub-module, in order 
to guarantee the bandwidth of the requested paths.  

15.6.1.5.6 SNMP 

SNMP sub-module provides basic functionalities that permit to send and receive SNMP messages. 
These messages are exchanged between the OpenFlow Network Module and the network entities 
by means of the same communication channel that is used for OpenFlow messages, i.e. the 
Network Frontend.  

15.6.1.5.7 Access Control 

Access Control sub-module provides an access control list scheme in order to differentiate the 
privileges of the various users of the NetIC API. The fundamental concepts are Users, Roles, 
Resources, and Capabilities. The NetIC API commands are mapped to a list Resources and each 
Resource needs a set of Capabilities in order to be accessed. There is predefined (default) set of 
immutable Roles each of them with default a set of Capabilities. Additional mutable roles might be 
created, edited, or deleted by the 'Administrator Role' with custom sets of Capabilities. Each User 
of the NetIC API belongs to one or more Roles. In order to access a certain Resource a User 
should belong to at least one Role covering all the required Capabilities of the Resource. 
Capabilities of different Roles a User might belong to cannot be combined to access a Resource.  

Access Control sub-module relies on a persistent storage system which might be a relational 
(MySQL or PostgreSQL) or non-relational (MongoDB) database.  

15.6.1.6 Network Frontend 

The Network Frontend is the network-specific and technology-specific representation of the 
network interfaces accessed by the functional modules.  

15.7 Main Interactions 

Users have two different ways to access the functions of NetIC, depending on the modules present 
in the selected NetIC instantiation.  

 A message-based interface (request/response, REST based) is provided by an 
information and control entity instance responsible for a particular network. This interface 
flavor will be used for detailed information gathering about network internals (like node/port 
status, link load, etc.) and control of network elements (e.g. activate or deactivate 
nodes/ports, setting up routing information). This interface is currently envisaged for NetIC 
implementations implementing the Virtual Network Provider, the Network Element 
Virtualizer or the OpenFlow Network Module.  
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 A library-based interface offers access to coarse-grained network information, i.e. a 
subset of NetIC. Offering a library facilitates the integration of NetIC functionality in 
applications (e. g., FI-WARE Generic Enablers or applications, Use Case Project software). 
The library will focus on providing easy-to-use access to network information at the level of 
detail useful to applications (e. g., for application-level load optimization). This simplification 
of use also implies that not all functions of a NetIC instance can be accessed. The 
implementation of the library is initially done for Linux/Unix-based applications. This 
interface is currently envisaged for NetIC implementations implementing the Topology 
Information Module.  

Depending on the authorization level, a customer is allowed to perform different actions. A proper 
authorization level might be acquired from the network operator by negotiating the NetIC GE usage 
terms by using the S3C GE. If required, the REST based message interface will use HTTP based 
security mechanisms to ensure secure communication and authentication between NetIC client 
and NetIC GE instantiation.  

15.7.1 Message-based Interface 

This interface is currently envisaged for NetIC implementations implementing the Virtual Network 
Provider, the Network Element Virtualizer or the OpenFlow Network Module. The Message-based 
Interface is well-suited when accessing a controller of a well-defined network. It can expose status 
information from the underlying network and it enables a certain level of programmability of the 
underlying network. The interface is usually not directly used by applications serving end user 
needs but by applications acting as virtual network operators. As a consequence, only a quite 
limited number of users will interface to a given network at the same time. The interface permits 
the utilization of the network resources as services. The network physical resources are abstracted 
into Uniform Resource Identifiers, according to a defined hierarchy. Moreover the operations 
exposed by the interface permit the manipulation of such resources with the common commands 
defined by the RESTful paradigm based on HTTP such as GET, POST, DELETE, and PUT. The 
resources themselves are conceptually separate from the representations that are returned to the 
client. For example, the server does not send its database, but rather JSON formatted records of 
information. Each request sent to the Message-based Interface is self-descriptive, i.e. it contains all 
the information needed to process the message. The main functionalities offered by the Message-
based Interface are the following:  

 Synchronization: It is used to retrieve the available network resources and also 
information about their configuration. The users of the interface can synchronize both 
physical and virtual resources. Typical HTTP verb used is GET(URI).  

 Provisioning: Allows the configuration of network resources. The configuration might 
comprise physical or virtual resources of the network. The corresponding HTTP verb is 
POST(URI,Metadata).  

 Monitoring: Allows the retrieval of monitoring information collected from the network 
regarding failures and performance statistics. The requested information might be gathered 
in near real time from the network, stored in a cache inside the controller and provided at 
the instant of the request. Typical HTTP verb used is GET(URI).  

 Release: Allows the release of already configured network resources, bringing them back 
to their default configuration. The HTTP verb utilized in these type of commands is 
POST(URI).  

 Create: allows creation of virtual network resources based upon existing physical or virtual 
resources. Generally the URI of the new resources is decided by the server, so the HTTP 
verb utilized is POST(URI,Metadata). The HTTP response, upon successful creation, shall 
contain the URI of the created virtual resource. The virtual resources created might be 
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further manipulated and configured with provision commands. Typical virtual resources 
might be new virtual paths or monitoring tasks.  

 Destroy: allows destruction of virtual network resources. The HTTP verb adopted for these 
group of commands is DELETE(URI).  

Applying the REST paradigm (which uses a stateless representational format) it is very difficult to 
implement callback events in a natural way. As a consequence, in this release the NetIC 
instantiations handle events via information polling. This fact does not limit the functionalities of the 
NetIC GE, it only shifts the callback difficulty to the client application. Other alternatives like ATOM 
Publishing Protocol (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc5023.txt) or RSS (http://www.rssboard.org, 
http://www.rssboard.org/rss-specification) might be for further study in later releases.  

For the current release of FIWARE, NetIC will not provide a javascript library to ease potential 
users to access the API. Instead, certain NetIC GE instantiations (Openflow Network Module) will 
offer a web based GUI developed in javascript to enable users to ‘browse’ the web services offered 
by the related NetIC GE instantiation.  

15.7.1.1 Network Information 

The commands sent through the message-based interface can trigger actions that need only 
processing inside the NetIC sub-modules if the information requested is available locally. The 
diagram below depicts a sequence of messages in case of a request that needs only local 
information to be processed. This type of request generally belong synchronize messages about 
available network resources and also monitoring commands about network statistics, which are 
typically stored in local caches and updated periodically. By doing so, the commands that require 
reading resources are processed rapidly by the NetIC instance and the responses are sent faster.  

 
Network Information Processing Flow Diagram 

15.7.1.2 Network Control 

Network control functionalities trigger functions that require further exchange of messages with the 
network managed. The next diagram depicts a sequence of messages that involves not only NetIC 
local sub-modules but also messages exchange with network entities. From the diagram one can 
note that the network entities involved might be one or several. These interactions are typically 
generated by provision, release, create, and destroy commands. Depending on the number of 
entities involved, the rate of the communication channel with network entities and the extension of 
the network, these type of commands can be time consuming.  
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Network Control Processing Flow Diagram 

15.7.2 Library-based Interface 

This interface is currently envisaged for NetIC implementations implementing the Topology 
Information Module. The Library-based Interface is well-suited when accessing more coarse-
grained network information. In this case it might have to be evaluated first from which source the 
requested information should be retrieved best, the selected source might even redirect the 
request again. As the available information might be well-suited for the needs of a wide range of 
applications, a single installation of a Generic Enabler might easily create a bottleneck, even if the 
requested information is retrieved in the end from a wide variety of sources. This bottleneck can 
easily be avoided if each interested application integrates the appropriate function calls which in 
turn flexibly can get their information from the appropriate information sources.  

15.7.2.1 Needed Parameters 

The library-based interface hides most of the functionality of the network data retrieval and 
processing from the application. By this, the information which is required to be provided by the 
calling application to the library functions is limited to its absolute minimum.  

Currently, the following parameters are needed:  

 The URL of the service directory of the ALTO server, which is intended to provide the 
network information.  

 The IP addresses of the potential data source servers and data destination servers.  

It should be noted that if one or more of the involved servers are located in a private network (with 
private IP addresses) and the ALTO server is in the public IP network, the related public IP 
address(es) of the related intermediate NAT server(s) must be given to ensure proper results.  

15.7.2.2 Supported Functionalities 

Before using the Library-based Interface, it has to be initialized. Correspondingly, a 'close' 
functionality is provided to release allocated resources. Any function call to the Library-based 
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Interface except 'initialization' may only be issued after a successful 'initialization' function call. No 
function call to the Library-based Interface except 'initialization' may be issued after a successful 
'close' function call.  

 Initialization: During this process the URL of the given ALTO server is checked, a 
connection is set-up to the ALTO server and the ALTO service directory is retrieved. The 
service directory is checked for services suitable to support the calculation of network 
connection costs.  

 Close: All resources allocated during the initialization process are released.  

Currently, the Library-based Interface supports the following functionalities:  

 Get best source: For a given set of source IP addresses and a given destination IP 
address (usually, this would be the IP address of the server the calling application is 
running on), the best suited address out of the given set of source IP addresses is 
evaluated and returned to the calling application.  

 Get best sink: For a given set of destination IP addresses and a given source IP address 
(usually, this would be the IP address of the server the calling application is running on), the 
best suited address out of the given set of destination IP addresses is evaluated and 
returned to the calling application.  

 Get abstract location: For a given IP address the corresponding abstract location, which is 
a unique name of a group of addresses, is returned.  

 Compare abstract location: For two given IP addresses the corresponding abstract 
locations are compared.  

15.7.2.3 Error Reporting 

During operation of a library function, errors may occur. They can be categorized in four classes:  

1. Application errors: The calling application provides wrong information, as a non-valid 
ALTO server URL or an invalid server IP address.  

2. ALTO protocol errors: The ALTO server may respond to a request with non-readable 
answers or annotates services in the service directory which cannot be invoked.  

3. HTTP Errors: A HTTP connection (which is used to carry the ALTO protocol) cannot be 
established or times out.  

4. General processing errors: This class summarizes other errors, like e.g. memory 
allocation failures due to a lack of sufficient resources of the computer the application is 
running on.  

To report the error to the calling application, all API functions return an error structure element.  

15.8 Basic Design Principles 

15.8.1 Rationale 

The NetIC Generic Enabler will provide access to network status information to its users. Interfaces 
available today are already able to provide specific information, but the interface highly depends on 
the specific network technology. The aim of NetIC is to define a set of general functions to access 
network status information in a technology independent way, overcoming the heterogeneity of 
today’s solutions.  

As the NetIC API is not intended to be directly accessed by end users (for obvious security 
reasons, it is very unlikely that network infrastructure providers will allow end users direct access to 
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even abstracted network resources) but for access by virtual or real network operators or service 
providers, WebRTC is not regarded as being directly relevant for NetIC API. Instances using 
WebRTC will most probably interface with related gateway functions (operated e.g. by a network 
operator or a service provider) which in turn might access the NetIC API to allocate a certain QoS. 
Such gateway functions might be part of e.g. S3C GE instantiations.  

15.8.2 Implementation agnostic 

There are several standard technology and implementation dependent interfaces to control and 
manage specific networks. To overcome this heterogeneity, the objective of the NetIC Generic 
Enabler is to provide a generic interface to control and manage open networks. The interface shall 
be technology and implementation independent.  

15.9 Detailed Specifications 

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications labeled as 
"PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from lessons learned 
during final interactions of the development of a first reference implementation planned for the 
current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labeled as "DRAFT" are planned for future 
Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the sake of future users.  

15.9.1 Open API Specifications 

As already outlined in the section Main Interactions, there are two different flavors of the NetIC API 
and consequently two different Open API specifications.  

 NetIC Restful API Specification  

 NetIC Library API Specification  

15.9.2 Other Relevant Specifications 

There are no relevant external specifications.  

15.10 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

The message-based interface of the NetIC GE is based on RESTful Design Principles. The related 
technologies and specifications are:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 JSON and XML data serialization formats  

Some NetIC implementations exploit the capabilities of OpenFlow:  

 OpenFlow is an open interface for remotely controlling the forwarding tables in network 
switches, routers, and access points. Based on this low-level interface researchers or other 
users can design, build and test custom networks and algorithms with innovative high level 
properties. For example OpenFlow enables development and testing of algorithms for 
energy-efficient networks, optimized resource management, new wide-area networks, etc.  

 Specifications and other informative documents such as a White Paper can be found here  
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Some NetIC implementations make use of the TL1 interface:  

 The TL1 interface is a widely used management interface in telecommunications. 
Depending on their underlying network, some NetIC implementations use this interface to 
pass messages between the NetIC Generic Enabler and the Network Elements (NEs)of the 
underlying network.  

 Operations domains such as surveillance, memory administration, access and testing 
define and use TL1 messages to accomplish specific functions between the GE and the 
NE.  

 TL1 is defined in Telcordia Technologies (formerly Bellcore) Generic Requirements 
document GR-831-CORE which can be found here  

Some NetIC implementations make use of the ALTO interface:  

 The 'Application Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO)' IETF Working Group defines an 
interface through which an application can request guidance from the network, e.g. which 
can be used for service location or placement  

 The ALTO protocol is intended to provide applications with information to enable them for a 
guided choice among several application endpoints in a network. ALTO enables fixed and 
mobile service providers to inform application clients about endpoints costs, in terms of e.g. 
routing costs or hop count. Selection of application endpoints is therefore enhanced with 
respect to traditional systems such as Geo-DNS.  

 The ALTO working group does not define the mechanisms used for deriving network 
topology/infrastructure information or preference. This task is left to other already existing 
or still to be created services.  

 Specifications and other informative documents can be found here  

15.11 Terms and Definitions 

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will help carry out discussions internally and with 
third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). For a summary of terms 
and definitions managed at an overall FI-WARE level, please refer to FIWARE Global Terms and 
Definitions.  

 Connected Devices: A connected or smart device can be an advanced device located at 
home, such as a set top box and multimedia device (including advanced TVs), PCs, 
storage (NAS like), indoor handset (home/advanced DECT), or game consoles. 
Furthermore, mobile devices, such as mobile/smart phones (GSM/3-4G), tablets, netbooks, 
on-board units, (in-car devices) or information kiosks are connected devices, too. It is very 
likely that new devices will appear and fall into this “smart devices” category during the 
project execution (femto cells, etc.).  

 Cloud Proxy: A device encompassing broadband connectivity, local connectivity, routing 
and networking functionalities as well as service enabling functionalities supported by a 
modular software execution environment (virtual machines, advanced middleware). The 
“Cloud Proxy” or “Home Hub” is powerful enough to run local applications (for example 
home automation related tasks such as heating control or content related ones such as 
Peer to Peer (P2P) or content backup). It will also generally include local storage and may 
be an enabler for controlling privacy as some content or data could be stored locally and 
could be controlled only by the user without having the risk of seeing his/her data controlled 
by third parties under consideration of the overall security architecture.  
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 Open Networking: Open networking is a concept that enables network nodes to provide 
intelligent network connectivity by dynamic configuration via open interfaces. Examples for 
provided features are the fulfillment of bandwidth or quality requirements, seamless 
mobility, or highly efficient data transport optimised for the application (e. g., with minimum 
network resource or energy consumption).  

 Network Service: Network Service is a control and policy layer/stratum within the network 
architecture of a service provider. The Network Service provides access to capabilities of 
the telecommunication network, accessed through open and secure Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) and other interfaces/sub-layers. The Network Service 
concept aims at providing stratum that serves value-added services and applications at a 
higher application and service layer and exploits features of the underlying transport and 
technology layer (e. g. via NetIC interfaces).  

 OpenFlow: open interface for remote controlling network nodes with switching capabilities.  
 Nox: OpenFlow network controller- NOX is an open source project developed in C++ and 

Python. Specifically, it’s a platform for building network control applications for Openflow 
networks. NOX was initially developed at Nicira Networks side-by-side with OpenFlow. 
Nicira donated NOX to the research community in 2008, and since then, it has been the 
basis for many and various research projects in the early exploration of the SDN space.  

 TL1: Transaction Language 1 - this is a machine-to-machine protocol defined by Telcordia 
(GR-831-CORE), which is used by some NetIC implementations to interface to switches in 
the underlying network.  

 NEV: Network Element Virtualizer - this is a glue technology for optical network elements 
which is used by some NetIC implementations.  
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16 NetIC Restful API Specification 

16.1 Introduction to the NetIC_Restful_API_1 API  

16.1.1 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

16.1.2 NetIC_Restful_API_1 API Core  

The NetIC_Restful_API_1 API is intended to access network status information and to allow a pre-
defined level of programmability within the network. This programmability may also enable network 
virtualization, i. e., the abstraction of the physical network resources as well as their control by a 
virtual network provider. This is a RESTful, resource-oriented API accessed via HTTP that uses 
JSON-based representations for information interchange.  

It should be noted that the exposition of specific capabilities via the northbound interface depends 
on the capabilities and the technology of the underlying network. Users of the API will be able to 
explore the functionalities, by navigating this API in a RESTful fashion.  

16.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers, network operators and reimplementers.  

 For the software developpers and reimplementers, this document provides a full 
specification of how to interoperate with networks that implement this API.  

 For the network operators, this specification indicates the interface to be provided in order 
to allow applications and (virtual) network service providers to access the described 
functionalities.  

16.1.4 API Change History  

This version of the API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most recent 
changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

January, 2013  Initial version  

March, 2013  Uniroma Contribution  

January, 2014  Uniroma Contribution  

April, 2014  Uniroma Contribution  
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16.1.5 How to Read This Document  

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the REST architecture style. Within the document, 
some special notations are applied to differentiate some special words or concepts. The following 
list summarizes these special notations.  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent code or logical entities, e.g., HTTP method 
(GET, PUT, POST, DELETE).  

 An italic font is used to represent document titles or some other kind of special text, e.g., 
URI.  

 Variables are represented between brackets, e.g. {id} and in italic font. The reader can 
replace the id with an appropriate value.  

16.1.6 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE API specification 
website at <link to the url>. For more details about the NetIC GE that this API is based upon, 
please refer to FIWARE.I2ND.NetIC Open Specification.  

16.2 General NetIC_Restful_API_1 API Information 

16.2.1 Resources Summary 

This API exposes a set of commands on the NetIC GE that enables information retrieval from and 
some level of control of the underlying network. This is done through manipulating different objects, 
like:  

 Network  

 Node  

 Port  

 Link  

 Path/VirtualPath  

 Monitoring task  

The picture below gives an overview of the different URI that can be used in the API.  
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16.2.2 Authentication 

Each HTTP request against the NetIC RESTful API requires the inclusion of specific authentication 
credentials. The specific implementation of this API may support multiple authentication schemes 
(OAuth, Basic Auth, Token) and will be determined by the specific provider that implements the 
GE. Please contact with it to determine the best way to authenticate against this API. Remember 
that some authentication schemes may require that the API operate using SSL over HTTP 
(HTTPS).  

16.2.3 Representation Format 

NetIC Restful API supports at least JSON for delivering any kind of resources, it may also support 
XML, simple text, and HTML output format. The request format is specified using the Content-Type 
header and is required for operations that have a request body. The response format can be 
specified in requests using the Accept header. Note that it is possible for a response to be 
serialized using a format different from the request (see example below).  

If no Content-Type is specified, the content is delivered in the format that was choosen to upload 
the resource.  

The interfaces should support data exchange through multiple formats:  

 text/plain - A linefeed separated list of elements for easy mashup and scripting.  

 text/html - An human-readable HTML rendering, of the results of the operation as output 
format.  

 application/json - A JSON representation of the input and output for mashups or JavaScript-
based Web Apps  

 application/xml - A XML description of the input and output.  

16.2.4 Representation Transport 

The resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTP protocol. 
Each message is based on HTTP/1.1 requests. The header of each message contains a specified 
user-agent, a specified host, a content-type header set as “application/json” and various other 
header fields as the ones reported in the example below.  

GET /netic.v1/doc HTTP/1.1 

'origin': 'http://localhost', 

'accept-language': 'en-US,en;q=0.8', 

'accept-encoding': 'gzip,deflate,sdch', 

'host': 'localhost:2222', 

'accept': 'application/json, text/javascript, */*; q=0.01', 

'user-agent': 'Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.22 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/25.0.1364.172 Safari/537.22', 

'accept-charset': 'ISO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.3', 

'connection': 'keep-alive', 

'content-type': 'application/json' 
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'referer': 'http://localhost/' 

16.2.5 Resource Identification 

The resource identification used by this API is based on the URI scheme described by HTTP 
protocol specification as defined by IETF RFC-2616 ( https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt )  

16.2.6 Paginated Collections (Optional) 

In order to reduce the load on the service, we can decide to limit the number of elements to return 
when it is too big. This section explain how to do that using for example a limit parameter (optional) 
and a last parameter (optional) to express which is the maximum number of element to return and 
which was the last element to see.  

For everyone's convenience, it would be useful that the information returned would have a atom 
"next" links with the information for the next data. Optional we could have a atom "previous" link to 
return to the previous values.  

These operations will have to cope with the possibility to have over limit fault (413) or item not 
found fault (404).  

16.2.7 Efficient Polling with the Changes-Since Parameter (Optional) 

In this case we can specify the parameter changes-since in a GET method in order that the 
response will give us only the changed information from the previous request specified through a 
dateTime format ISO 8601 (2011-01-24T17:08Z).  

16.2.8 Limits 

We can manage the capacity of the system in order to prevent the abuse of the system through 
some limitations. These limitations will be configured by the operator and may differ from one 
implementation to other of the GE implementation.  

16.2.8.1 Rate Limits 

These limits are specified both in human readable wild-card and in regular expressions and will 
indicate for each HTTP verb which will be the maximum number of operations per time unit that a 
user can request. After each unit time the counter is initialized again. In the event a request 
exceeds the thresholds established for your account, a 413 HTTP response will be returned with a 
Retry-After header specifying the instant of time, in format ISO 8601, after which the client can 
attempt to try again.  

See OpenStack Compute API for more details.  

 

Response status code 413 : Request entity too large 

************** Response: *************** 

{"displayError": "The server can not perform this operation.",  

 "error": "User and/or total limis exceeded",  
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 "limits": { 

     "remaining_PUT": 2,  

     "remaining_DEL": 2,  

     "remaining_GET": 0,  

     "remaining_POST": 2,  

     retryAfter": "2013-04-19T13:40:19Z+0000" 

     } 

 } 

16.2.8.2 Absolute Limits 

In this case, absolute values are specified, e.g. maximum total amount of RAM (MB), always within 
a deployment. See OpenStack Compute API for more details.  

16.2.8.3 Determining Limits Programmatically 

We can use GET verb with the /limits URI in order to obtain all this information.  

Verb URI Description  

GET  /limits Returns the current limits for your account  

This operation must return Normal response code(s), e.g. 200 or 203 and will have to manage 
some possible errors like compute fault, service unavailable, unauthorized operation, forbidden, 
bad request, bad method or operation over limit.  

This operation will not need a request body but we have to specify the response body in the 
appropriate representation information format (XML and/or JSON). See OpenStack Compute API 
for more details.  

16.2.9 Versions 

The version of the NetIC API is embedded in the server root path e.g.  

https://localhost/netic.v1/doc 

16.2.10 Extensions 

In this section we should indicate which are the extensions that we could use in the API in order to 
allow the extensibility of our API. This allows the introduction of new features in the API without 
requiring an update of the version and also allows the introduction of vendor specific functionality. 
Applications could recover this information through the following request. Note that this is a 
versioned request — that is, an extension available in one API version may not be available in 
another.  

Verb URI Description  
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GET  /extensions List of all available extensions  

Normal Response Code(s): 200, 203  

Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, …), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), overLimit (413)  

This operation does not require a request body. Each extension is identified by two unique 
identifiers, a namespace and an alias. Additionally an extension contains documentation links in 
various formats.  

Extensions Response: JSON  

 

{ 

    "extensions":[ 

        { 

            "name" : "FIWARE Extension", 

            "namespace" : "https://forge.fi-

ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/NetIC_RESTful_API_Specifi

cation", 

            "alias" : "Uniroma1", 

            "updated" : "2013-03-04T10:45:03+01:00", 

            "description" : "Adds the capability to create Monitoring 

Tasks in the network" 

        } 

 

    ] 

} 

 
Extensions may also be queried individually by their unique alias. This provides the simplest 
method of checking if an extension is available as an unavailable extension will issue an 
itemNotFound (404) response.  

Verb URI Description  

GET  /extensions/{alias} Get details about a specific extension  

Normal Response Code(s): 200, 203  

 
Error Response Code(s): computeFault (400, 500, …), serviceUnavailable (503), unauthorized 
(401), forbidden (403), badRequest (400), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), itemNotFound (404)  

And the response in JSON would be the following  

 

{ 
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    "extension" : { 

        "name" : "FIWARE Extension", 

        "namespace" : "https://forge.fi-

ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/NetIC_RESTful_API_Specifi

cation", 

        "alias" : "Uniroma1", 

        "updated" : "2013-03-04T10:45:03+01:00", 

        "description" : "Adds the capability to create Monitoring Tasks 

in the network" 

    } 

} 

16.2.11 Faults 

For the set of faults that NetIC API can return, see Synchronous Faults and Asynchronous 
Faults in OpenStack Compute API specification.  

16.3 API Operations 

In this section we go in depth for each operation. The API operations are divided into three groups 
of functionalities: {Synchronize, Monitor, Virtualpaths}. The next subsections will provide an insight 
of all the possible commands of each group.  

16.3.1 Synchronize 

Synchronize commands allow the users of the NetIC API to retrieve information about network 
topology, node configuration, port status, etc.  

16.3.1.1 List network 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/synchronize/network  Get list of nodes and virtual paths.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation does not require a request body.  

Example  

https://localhost:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/synchronize/network 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  
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    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "Paths": [],  

        "Nodes": [ 

            1,  

            2,  

            3 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.1.2 List node 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/synchronize/network/no

de/{node_ID}  
Retrieve all available information about the node 
with id: node_id  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation does not require a request body.  

Example  

https://localhost:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/synchronize/network/node/1 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "Port_Names": [ 

            "eth2",  

            "br0",  

            "eth1" 

        ],  

        "Port_Index": [ 

            2,  

            65534,  

            1 
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        ],  

        "Num_Buffers": 256,  

        "Actions": 4095,  

        "Num_Tables": 255 

    } 

} 

16.3.1.3 List port 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/synchronize/netwo

rk/node/{nID}/port/{pID}  
Retrieve all available information about the port with id: 
nID located in the node with id: pID  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation does not require a request body.  

 
Example  

https://localhost:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/synchronize/network/node/1/port/2 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "Active": true, 

        "Config": 0,  

        "State": 0,  

        "Speed": 0,  

        "links": [ 

            0 

        ] 

    } 

} 
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16.3.1.4 List link 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/synchronize/network/node/{nI

D}/port/{pID}/link/{lID}  
Retrieve the peer node and port connected to 
link with id: lID  

 
Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  

 
This operation does not require a request body.  

Example  

https://localhost:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/synchronize/network/node/1/port/1/l

ink/0 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "node": 2,  

        "port": 1 

    } 

} 

16.3.2 Virtualpath 

Available in FI-WARE Release 2.3  

16.3.2.1 List all virtualpaths 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/virtualpath  List all created virtual paths in the network.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation does not require a request body.  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/virtualpath 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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Response status code 200 : OK 

************** Response: *************** 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "Paths": [ 

            "7a8b", 

            "dc6b" 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.2.2 Create 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /netic.v1/OFNIC/virtualpath/create  Create a new virtual path in the network.  

 

Parameter  Meaning  Importance  Notes  

nw_src  
IP address of the 
source 
of the flow  

Mandatory parameter  
Dotted notation, e.g. 
192.168.1.1  

nw_dst  
IP address of the 
destination 
of the flow  

Mandatory parameter  
Dotted notation, e.g. 
192.168.1.2  

duration  
Duration of the virtual 
path  

Mandatory parameter  Unit in seconds  

bandwidth  
Required bandwidth of 
the virtual path  

Mandatory parameter  Unit is in kbps  

set_arp  

Set to 1 or 0 if arp path 
is 
to be set or not 
respectively  

Mandatory parameter  
 

bidirectional  Set to 1 or 0 if the Mandatory parameter  
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reverse virtual 
path is needed or not, 
respectively  

dp_src  Source node ID  

Mandatory if hosts don't 
announce 
their link layer info with 
LLDP  

Unsigned int of 64 bits  

dp_dst  Destination node ID  

Mandatory if hosts don't 
announce 
their link layer info with 
LLDP  

Unsigned int of 64 bits  

first_port  
Port id in the source 
node  

Mandatory if hosts don't 
announce 
their link layer info with 
LLDP  

Unsigned int of 16 bits  

last_port  
Port id in the 
destination node  

Mandatory if hosts don't 
announce 
their link layer info with 
LLDP  

Unsigned int of 16 bits  

dl_src  
Mac address of the 
Host 
that generates the flow  

Optional if the LLDP is 
not announced 
and the user wants to set 
the arp path  

Colon separated notation 
e.g. a6:8a:d7:63:1e:49  

dl_dst  
Mac address of the 
Host 
that receives the flow  

Optional if the LLDP is 
not announced 
and the user wants to set 
the arp path  

Colon separated notation 
e.g. a6:8a:d7:63:1e:49  

transport_type  
Type of transport 
protocol  

Optional  UDP or TCP  

tp_src  
Transport protocol 
source port  

Optional  Unsigned int of 16 bit  

tp_dst  
Transport protocol 
destination port  

optional  Unsigned int of 16 bit  

Example  

 

POST https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/virtualpath/create 

nw_src = 192.168.10.2 

nw_dst = 192.168.20.2 
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duration = 6 

bandwidth = 3 

set_arp = 1 

bidirectional = 1 

dp_src = 1 

dp_dst = 3 

first_port = 2 

last_port = 2 

dl_src = a6:8a:d7:63:1e:49 

dl_dst = c6:10:36:4a:20:7f 

 

Response status code 200 : OK 

************** Response: *************** 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "reversPath": "7a8b",  

        "directPath": "dc6b" 

    } 

} 

16.3.2.3 Get info about a virtual path 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/virtualpath/{PathID}  
Retrieve all available information about the virtualpath 
with id :PathID  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation does not require a request body.  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/virtualpath/7a8b 

 

Response status code 200 : OK 

************** Response: *************** 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "DestIP": "192.168.20.2",  

        "TimeRemaining": 46,  

        "Nodes": [ 

            1,  

            2,  

            3 

        ],  

        "SourceIP": "192.168.10.2",  

        "Bandwidth": 30 

    } 

} 

 

16.3.2.4 Remove a virtual path 

Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  /netic.v1/OFNIC/virtualpath/{PathID}  
Removes an already created virtualpath with path id: 
PathID.  

Normal Response Code(s): 204  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

Example  

DELETE https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/virtualpath/a481 

 

Response status code: 204 

16.3.3 Monitor 

Monitor group of commands provides the APIs to retrieve collected network statistics about ports of 
network nodes as well as to create new monitoring tasks. A monitoring task means that the NetIC 
GE start the monitoring of a flow in a certain node of the network for a certain period of time with a 
certain polling frequency. Parameters collected are amount of bytes transmitted per unit of time 
and number of packets transmitted per unit of time. The Monitor commands are explained below.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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16.3.3.1 Get port statistics 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/statistics/node/{nID}/port/{pID}  
Retrieve all available statistics about port with id: pID 
in node with id: nID  

 

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

 
Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics/node/1/port/2 

 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0, 

    "displayError": "No error", 

    "result": { 

        "Tx_bytes": 340, 

        "Rx_bytes": 60, 

    } 

} 

16.3.3.2 List all monitoring tasks 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/statistics/task  List all monitoring tasks already created in the network.  

 

 
Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

 
Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics/task 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "MonitorIDs": [ 

            "fae9fd57", 

            "1ffe3945" 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.3.3 Create new monitoring task 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /netic.v1/statistics/task/create  Create a new monitoring task.  

 

Parameter  Meaning  Importance  Notes  

PathID  ID of the path to be monitored  Mandatory parameter  4 digit hex number  

dpid  
ID of the node on which the 
path should be monitored  

Mandatory parameter  Unsigned int of 64 bits  

duration  Duration of the monitoring task  Mandatory parameter  Unit in seconds  

frequency  
How many times per minute 
the node will be polled  

Mandatory parameter  Unsigned int of 16 bits  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

POST https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics/task/create 

PathID = a481 

dpid = 1 

duration = 60 

frequency = 1 
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{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "MonitorID": "fae9fd57" 

    } 

} 

16.3.3.4 Get monitoring task statistics 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics/task/{MonitorID}  
Retrieve the collected statistics from this 
monitoring task with id: MonitorID  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics/task/fae9fd57 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "Byte_per_s": 714,  

        "Packet_per_s": 1 

    } 

} 

16.3.3.5 Delete monitoring task 

Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  /netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics/task/{MonitorID}  
Remove the already created monitoring task 
with id: MonitorID  

Normal Response Code(s): 204  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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Example  

DELETE https://127.0.0.1:2222/netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics/task/fae9fd57 

 

Response status code: 204 

16.3.4 Access Control 

16.3.4.1 Get the list of all Resouces 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/res  Get a list of all the resources of the web server  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415) Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/res 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "res": [ 

            { 

                "Path": "/netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics",  

                "IDs": [ 

                    "6",  

                    "16" 

                ],  

                "Caps": [ 

                    "STAT",  

                    "GET" 

                ] 

            },  

            { 

                "Path": "/netic.v1/OFNIC/statistics/task",  

                "IDs": [ 

                    "7",  

                    "17" 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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                ],  

                "Caps": [ 

                    "STAT",  

                    "GET" 

                ] 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.4.2 Get capabilities of a resource 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/res/{id}/caps  
Get a list of all capabilities needed to access a 
certain resource. (Use : instead of / as a delimiter)  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

GET 

https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/res/netic.v1:OFNIC:statisti

cs:task/caps 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "caps": [ 

            { 

                "Cap": "STAT" 

            },  

            { 

                "Cap": "GET" 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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16.3.4.3 Add capability requirement to resource 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/res/{id}/caps/{id}  Add a capability requirement to a resource.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415) Example  

POST 

https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/res/netic.v1:OFNIC:statisti

cs:task/caps/STAT 

{ 

    "action": "Selected capability added to the selected resource",  

    "res": "netic.v1:OFNIC:statistics:task",   

    "newcap": "STAT",  

    "result": "SUCCESS" 

} 

16.3.4.4 Remove capability requirement from a resource 

Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/res/{res_id}/caps/{cap_

id}  
Remove a capability from a 
resource.  

Normal Response Code(s): 204  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415) 
This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

Example  

DELETE 

https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/res/netic.v1:OFNIC:statisti

cs:task/caps/STAT 

{ 

    "action": "Selected capability deleted from the selected resource 

set",  

    "res": "netic.v1:OFNIC:statistics:task",  

    "cap": "STAT",  

    "result": "SUCCESS" 

} 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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16.3.4.5 Get all Roles 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role  Get all available roles.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "roles": [ 

            { 

                "Name": "Admin" 

            },  

            { 

                "Name": "Demo" 

            },  

            { 

                "Name": "No Access" 

            },  

            { 

                "Name": "Readonly" 

            },  

            { 

                "Name": "route" 

            },  

            { 

                "Name": "StatManager" 

            },  

            { 

                "Name": "Superuser" 

            } 

        ] 
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    } 

} 

16.3.4.6 Remove an editable role 

Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/{role_ID}  Remove an existing editable role.  

Normal Response Code(s): 204  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

Example  

DELETE https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/route 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "role": "route",  

        "result": "Role successfully removed" 

    } 

} 

16.3.4.7 Get capabilities of role 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/{role_ID}/caps  Get a list of all capabilites owned by the role.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/StatManager/caps 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "caps": [ 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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            { 

                "Cap": "DELETE" 

            },  

            { 

                "Cap": "GET" 

            },  

            { 

                "Cap": "POST" 

            },  

            { 

                "Cap": "STAT" 

            },  

            { 

                "Cap": "SYNC" 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.4.8 Add capability to role 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/{role_ID}/c

aps/{cap_name}  
Add a capability to the set of capabilities of an 
Editable Role.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

POST 

https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/StatManager/caps/SYNC 

{ 

    "action": "Selected capability added to the selected editable role",  

    "newcap": "SYNC",  

    "role": "StatManager",  

    "result": "SUCCESS" 

} 
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16.3.4.9 Remove capability from role 

Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/{role_ID}/caps/{

cap_name}  
Delete a capability from an editable 
Role set.  

Normal Response Code(s): 204  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

Example  

DELETE 

https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/StatManager/caps/STAT 

{ 

    "action": "Selected capability deleted from the selected editable 

role",  

    "cap": "STAT", 

    "role": "StatManager",  

    "result": "SUCCESS" 

} 

16.3.4.10 Create a new Role 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/create/{new_role}  Add a new editable role.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

POST https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/role/create/RouteMgr 

{ 

    "action": "New editable role added to the database",  

    "default capability": "GET",  

    "role": "RouteMgr",  

    "result": "SUCCESS" 

} 
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16.3.4.11 Get all editable roles 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/editableroles  Get all available editable roles.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/editableroles 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "roles": [ 

            { 

                "Name": "StatManager" 

            },  

            { 

                "Name": "RouteMgr" 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.4.12 Get the list of all Capabilities 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/caps  Get a list of all defined capabilities.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/caps 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 
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        "caps": [ 

            { 

                "Admin": 1,  

                "Demo": 0,  

                "Readonly": 0,  

                "Name": "RESERVED",  

                "Description": "Capability to access reserved areas, like 

the Control Panel" 

            },  

            { 

                "Admin": 1,  

                "Demo": 1,  

                "Readonly": 1,  

                "Name": "GET",  

                "Description": "Capability to access resources which 

require method GET" 

            },  

            { 

                "Admin": 1,  

                "Demo": 1,  

                "Readonly": 0,  

                "Name": "ROUTE",  

                "Description": "Capability to access the routing 

resources" 

            },  

            { 

                "Admin": 1,  

                "Demo": 0,  

                "Readonly": 0,  

                "Name": "DELETE",  

                "Description": "Capability to access resources which 

require method DELETE" 

            },  

            { 

                "Admin": 1,  

                "Demo": 1,  

                "Readonly": 0,  
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                "Name": "POST",  

                "Description": "Capability to access resources which 

require method POST" 

            },  

            { 

                "Admin": 1,  

                "Demo": 1,  

                "Readonly": 0,  

                "Name": "SYNC",  

                "Description": "Capability to access the sync resources" 

            },  

            { 

                "Admin": 1,  

                "Demo": 1,  

                "Readonly": 0,  

                "Name": "STAT",  

                "Description": "Capability to access the stat resources" 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.4.13 Get the list of all users 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user  Get the list of all registered users.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "users": [ 
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            { 

                "username": "admin" 

            },  

            { 

                "username": "demo" 

            },  

            { 

                "username": "routeDemo" 

            },  

            { 

                "username": "test" 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.4.14 Remove a user 

Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user/{username}  Delete a user.  

Normal Response Code(s): 204  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

Example  

DELETE https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user/test 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "result": "User succesfully removed",  

        "user": "test" 

    } 

} 
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16.3.4.15 Get the set of user's roles 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user/{username}/role

s  
Get a list of all roles possessed by a 
user.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user/admin/roles 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "roles": [ 

            { 

                "Role": "Admin" 

            }, 

            { 

                "Role": "Superuser" 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.4.16 Add role to user 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user/{username}/roles/{role_ID

}  
Add a role to the specified 
user.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

POST 

https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user/demo/roles/StatManager 

{ 
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    "action": "Selected role added to the selected user",  

    "role": "StatManager",  

    "user": "demo",  

    "result": "SUCCESS" 

} 

16.3.4.17 Remove a role from user 

Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  
/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user/{username}/roles/{r

ole_ID}  
Remove a role from the specified 
user.  

Normal Response Code(s): 204  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

This operation does not require a request body or return a response body.  

Example  

DELETE 

https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/user/demo/roles/StatManager 

{ 

    "action": "Selected role deleted from the selected user",  

    "role": "StatManager",  

    "user": "demo",  

    "result": "SUCCESS" 

} 

16.3.4.18 Get all user roles 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/userroles  Get the list of all user roles.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200 OK Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), 
badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), 
serviceUnavailable (503), badMediaType (415)  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/controlpanel/userroles 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  
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    "result": { 

        "user_roles": [ 

            { 

                "User": "admin",  

                "Roles": [ 

                    "Admin" 

                ] 

            },  

            { 

                "User": "netic",  

                "Roles": [ 

                    "Readonly",  

                    "Demo" 

                ] 

            },  

            { 

                "User": "demo",  

                "Roles": [ 

                    "Readonly" 

                ] 

            },  

            { 

                "User": "routeDemo",  

                "Roles": [ 

                    "Readonly" 

                ] 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.5 StaticFlow 

StaticFlow functionalities allows to manipulate the configuration of the network acting on the 
configuration of each OpenFlow switch.  
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16.3.5.1 List all installed static flow 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/staticflow  Get a list of currently installed static flow paths.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation does not require a request body.  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/staticflow 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "flowIDs": [ 

            "57aa4567",  

            "946d7397" 

        ] 

    } 

} 

16.3.5.2 Create 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /netic.v1/OFNIC/staticflow/create  Install a new static flow in the network.  

 

Parameter  Meaning  Importance  Notes  

flow_name  Name of the static flow  Mandatory parameter  
Alphanumeric, 
e.g. sflow1234  

nw_src  
IP address of the source 
of the flow  

Mandatory parameter  
Dotted notation, 
e.g. 192.168.1.1  

nw_dst  
IP address of the destination 
of the flow  

Mandatory parameter  
Dotted notation, 
e.g. 192.168.1.2  
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dp_id  Node ID  
ID of the switch 
where you want to 
install the flow rule  

Unsigned int of 64 
bits  

duration  Duration of the static flow rule  Mandatory parameter  Unit in seconds  

inport  Input port of the flow's packets  Mandatory parameter  
Unsigned int of 16 
bits  

outport  Output port of the flow's packets  Mandatory parameter  
Unsigned int of 16 
bits  

queue  

Set to 0 if the QoS queues being 
not used, set to queue ID to 
forwarding packets using the 
specified QoS queue  

Mandatory parameter  
 

bidirectional  
Set to 1 or 0 if the reverse static 
flow is needed or not, respectively  

Mandatory parameter  
 

Example  

 

POST https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/staticflow/create 

 

flow_name = test 

nw_src = 192.168.10.2 

nw_dst = 192.168.20.2 

dp_id = 1 

duration = 100 

inport = 1 

outport = 2 

queue =  

bidirectional = 1 

 

Response status code 200 : OK 

************** Response: *************** 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "direct_flow": "946d3594",  
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        "inverse_flow": "57aa7510" 

    } 

} 

16.3.6 Get static flow information 

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /netic.v1/OFNIC/staticflow/{flow_ID}  Retrieve static flow information.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  

This operation does not require a request body.  

Example  

GET https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/staticflow/57aa9461 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": { 

        "outport": 1,  

        "inport": 2,  

        "queue": "",  

        "switch": 1,  

        "cookie": 6225775940663018745,  

        "duration": 10000,  

        "ID": "57aa9461" 

    } 

} 

16.3.7 Delete static flow 

Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  /netic.v1/OFNIC/staticflow/{flow_ID}  Remove a previously created staticflow.  

Normal Response Code(s): 200  

Error Response Code(s): identityFault (400, 500, …), badRequest (400), unauthorized (401), 
forbidden (403), badMethod (405), overLimit (413), serviceUnavailable (503), itemNotFound (404)  
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This operation does not require a request body.  

Example  

DELETE https://127.0.0.1/netic.v1/OFNIC/staticflow/57aa9461 

 

{ 

    "resultCode": 0,  

    "displayError": "No error",  

    "result": {} 

} 
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17 NetIC Library API Specification 

17.1 Introduction to the NetIC_library API  

17.1.1 Legal Notice 

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

17.1.2 NetIC_library API Core  

17.1.2.1 Status of the API Description 

This API description is a preliminary version and may change without any notice. Further, the 
functions described here may not be available in further software implementations.  

17.1.2.2 Background  

The NetIC_library API is well-suited when accessing more coarse-grained network information 
about a network, e.g. nodes in a network, address ranges associated with nodes or communication 
costs between nodes. Following this focus, the API is primarily intended for (but not limited to) use 
with the Topology Information Module in NetIC GE.  

The API is designed as function library to support the specific needs of the underlying information 
retrieval: When implementing the Topology Information Module, it might have to be evaluated first 
from which source the requested information should be retrieved best, the selected source might 
even redirect the request again. As the available information might be well-suited for the needs of a 
wide range of applications, a single installation of a Generic Enabler might easily create a 
bottleneck, even if the requested information is retrieved in the end from a wide variety of sources. 
This bottleneck can easily be avoided if each interested application integrates the appropriate 
function calls which in turn flexibly can get their information from the appropriate information 
sources.  

17.1.2.3 Introduction and Preliminaries  

The NetIC_library API comprises a set of function calls which allow access to preprocessed 
information about an underlying network and its status.  

The current implementation of the NetIC_library API focuses on the support of the Altoclient 
Generic Enabler instantiation (GEi) implementing the Topology Information Module in NetIC GE. 
As this GEi uses the ALTO protocol, proper functionality of the NetIC_library API relies on the 
presence of an ALTO server attached to the network management of the network of interest.  

17.1.3 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended mainly for software developers. This document provides a full 
specification of how to use the function calls being part of the library incorporating the NetIC_library 
API.  
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In order to use this specification, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the 
NetIC Generic Enabler.  

17.1.4 API Change History  

This version of the NetIC_library API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most 
recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

April 29, 2013  Initial version  

January 31, 2014  Software version 2.0.0  

April 30, 2014  Software version 2.5.0  

17.1.5 How to Read This Document 

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the C programming and has basic knowledge of the 
ALTO protocol and IP networking.  

17.1.6 Additional Resources 

You can download the most current version of this document here. For more details about the 
Topology Information Module as part of the Network Information and Control (NetIC) Generic 
Enabler can be found here.  

It is the intention of the NetIC_library API to hide most of the functionality of the network data 
retrieval and processing from the calling application. Nevertheless, specifications and other 
informative documents about ALTO can be found here.  

17.2 General NetIC_library API Information  

17.2.1 Altoclient Handle 

All API Functions require an Altoclient handle struct alto_alto. This allows an initialization of several 
Altoclient instances in an application program.  

17.2.2 Altoclient Initialization and Close Functions  

Before using the NetIC_library API, it has to be initialized. Correspondingly, a 'close' functionality is 
provided to release allocated resources.  

It is not allowed to send any other function call than 'initialization' to the NetIC_library API before an 
'initialization' function call has been finished successfully.  
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Correspondingly, it is not allowed to send any other function call than 'initialization' to the 
NetIC_library API after a 'close' function call has been finished successfully.  

 Initialization: The initialization process is done in two steps: First all general objects of the 
Altoclient are generated and connected. In a second step service modules are initialized 
and added. A service module performs a single ALTO service, such as the ALTO endpoint 
property service, for a specific ALTO server. The Altoclient may host several services. 
During service initialization the URL of the given ALTO server or ALTO service is checked 
by establishing a connection to the ALTO server and the ALTO service directory is 
evaluated.  

 Close: All resources allocated during the initialization process are released. The service 
modules which are added in the second step of the initialization processed are closed as 
well.  

Currently, the NetIC_library API supports the following functionalities:  

//Initialization function for the ALTO client 

int alto_init (struct alto_alto *handle, alto_error_t *er) 

  

//Set the options of the ALTO client 

int alto_setopt(struct alto_alto *handle, ALTOoption option, parameter) 

  

/*Initialize an ALTO service. *handle must point to a heap variable, 

otherwise alto_close will fail 

when deallocting the service.*/ 

int alto_serv_serv(struct alto_serv *handle, alto_error_t *er) 

  

//Set options for the ALTO service  

int alto_serv_setopt(struct alto_service *handle, ALTOoption option, 

parameter) 

  

//Add the ALTO service to the ALTO client.  

int alto_serv_add(struct alto_alto *ahandle, struct  alto_service 

*shandle, alto_error_t *er) 

  

//Removes the ALTO service from the ALTO client and closes the service.  

int alto_serv_rm(struct alto_alto *ahandle, struct alto_service *shandle, 

alto_error_t *er) 

  

//Closes the ALTO client and all added ALTO services.  

int alto_close (struct alto_alto *handle, alto_error_t *er) 

There are a number of initialization functions which ease the intialization process and combine a 
number of the commands above. As an example the following function is shown. See the header 
file alto.h (in Altoclient software package) for further functions.  
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/*Easy initialization, if only one ALTO endpoint cost service is demanded 

and except for 

the URI all other options can have the default values. 

server is a valid URI of an ALTO directory. */ 

int alto_init_easy (struct alto_alto *handle, char *server, alto_error_t 

*er) 

17.2.3 NetIC_Library API Options 

The NetIC_Library API options are categorized in two groups. The Altoclient options, which affect 
the client shell, and the ALTO service options, which affect each service used in the Altoclient 
separately. All options start with “ALTOOPT_” to avoid any conflicts during compilation. In the 
following tables, this prefix is omitted for simplicity.  

17.2.3.1 Altoclient Options  

Altoclient options are specified with the function  

int alto_setopt(alto_alto *handle, ALTOoption option, <parameter>) 

The type of parameter depends on option. All available options are listed below. These options are 
attributed to the whole Altoclient.  

Option  Description  Type  
Valid 

Range  
Default  

DEBUG_MODE  Debug mode 
to provide 
additional 
information 
on the consol 
and in the 
Debug File  

int  { 0, 1, 
2}  

0  

DEBUG_LOG_FILE  File pointer 
of a file for 
debug 
information  

FILE*  NULL 
and 
any 
valid 
FILE 
pointer  

NULL (means no 
debug information is 
written to 
DEBUG_LOG_FILE. 
If 
DEBUG_MODE==1, 
the additional debug 
information is sent 
to stdout)  

NUM_SERVICES  Maximum 
number of 

size_t  >0  2  
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ALTO 
Services 
which can be 
initialized.  

INITIAL_COSTARRAY_SIZE  Initial size of 
the costarray 
in number of 
entries. 
Automatically 
increased if 
more 
information 
needs to be 
hold.  

size_t  >0  100  

17.2.3.2 ALTO Service Options 

These options are attributed to every ALTO service registered in the client. ALTO service options 
are specified with the function  

int alto_serv_setopt(alto_service *handle, ALTOoption option, 

<parameter>) 

The type of parameter depends on option. All available options are listed below.  

Option  Description  Type  
Valid 

Range  
Default  

URL  URL of the 
requested 
ALTO service 
(for details see 
below)  

char*  valid URL  NULL  

URL_DIR  URL of the 
ALTO directory 
(for details see 
below)  

char*  valid URL  NULL  

HTTP_TIME_OUT  HTTP time out 
in seconds  

long  >0  5  
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HTTP_REDIRECT  Number of 
HTTP redirects 
followed to 
obtain 
information 
(Zero means 
that no 
redirects are 
followed)  

long  -1 (no 
limit), >=0  

10  

HTTP_BUF_SIZE  Size of the 
buffer 
containing the 
results of the 
http post and 
get requests in 
Bytes  

size_t  >0  10000  

DEBUG_MODE  DEBUG mode  int  {0, 1, 2 }  0  

PROXY  Proxy for the 
ALTO 
communication 
(for details see 
below)  

char*  NULL or 
Proxy 
URL  

NULL 
(system 
settings 
are 
applied)  

NOPROXY  List of URLs 
which do not 
use the proxy 
for the ALTO 
communication 
(for details see 
below)  

char*  NULL or 
Proxy 
URL  

NULL 
(system 
settings 
are 
applied)  

SERVNAME  Alternative 
service name  

char*  NULL or 
any 0 
terminated 
string  

URL of 
the 
service  

VERSION  ALTO Version 
of the service  

enum 
alto_version  

draft15, 
draft25  

draft25  
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PROPERTIES  List of the 
ALTO 
properties of 
the endpoint 
properties 
service. Only 
read and only 
for the endpoit 
property 
service.  

alto_properties*    

ACTUALPROPERTY  Index of the 
actual property  

int*  0 to 
number of 
properties 
-1  

0  

COSTTYPES  List of the 
ALTO cost 
types of the 
endpoint cost 
service. Only 
read and only 
for the endpoit 
cost service.  

alto_costtype_t*    

ACTUALCOSTTYPE  Index of the 
actual cost 
type  

int  0 to 
number of 
cost 
types-1  

0  

NUMCOSTTYPES  Number of 
available cost 
types (read 
only)  

int    

VERIFYPEER  If the URL 
indicates an 
SSL 
connection to 
the server, ==1 
means that the 
peer certificate 
is verified)  

int  0, 1  1  
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VERIFYHOST  If 
VERIFYPEER 
option is set, 
==1 means 
that the name 
in the server's 
certificate is 
checked 
against the 
server's name  

int  0, 1  1  

ADDPEER  If peer 
certificate 
verification 
fails, add the 
server's 
certificate to a 
list of known 
certificates  

int  0,1  0  

CAPATH  Path to the 
known 
certificates  

char*   NULL  

CAINFO  Name of a 
certificate to 
check the 
server against  

char*   NULL  

17.2.3.2.1 URLs for communication with ALTO server 

For each service either the URL of the service itself must be specified (option URL) or the URL of 
the ALTO server directory must be given (option URL_DIR). In the latter case, the URL of the 
service is retrieved from the ALTO directory and registrated during the execution of the 
alto_serv_add function.  

17.2.3.2.2 Use of Proxies 

The use of proxies is controlled with the ALTOOPT_PROXY option. The default is a char* pointed 
to NULL, which means that the system settings are applied. So the environment variable 
http_proxy is used, if it is set. Otherwise the option must be a char* to a zero terminated string 
holding the dotted IP address or the host name. Append :[port] to specify the port number other 
than 8080 which is the default. Any protocol specification as http:// will be ignored. If the proxy 
requires user and password, start the option like user:password@proxy.com. Specifying "" disables 
the proxy and the environment variable http_proxy is ignored. If special URLs must not use a 
proxy, they can be specified using the NO_PROXY option. If NULL is given, the system settings 
are applied, "" means that the system settings are ignored.  
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17.2.4 Functions for Determining the Best Source or Sink Node to Retrieve or 
Post Information  

The NetIC_library API hides most of the functionality of the network data retrieval and processing 
from the calling application. By this, the information which is required to be provided by the calling 
application to the library functions is limited to its absolute minimum. So, only source address and 
the destination addresses must be provided. It should be noted that if one or more of the involved 
servers are located in a private network (with private IP addresses) and the ALTO server is in the 
public IP network, the related public IP address(es) of the related intermediate NAT server(s) must 
be given to ensure proper results.  

Currently, the NetIC_library API supports the following functionalities:  

 Get best source: For a given set of source IP addresses and a given destination IP 
address (usually, this would be the IP address of the server the calling application is 
running on), the best suited address out of the given set of source IP addresses is 
evaluated and returned to the calling application.  

 Get best sink: For a given set of destination IP addresses and a given source IP address 
(usually, this would be the IP address of the server the calling application is running on), the 
best suited address out of the given set of destination IP addresses is evaluated and 
returned to the calling application.  

/* 

 Returns the best source node to refer to. The structure ''sockaddr'' is 

defined in ''/sys/socket.h'' 

 and may contain an IPv4 or an IPv6 address. Port information is ignored.  

 ''source_addr_set'' is a vector of length ''num_source_adds'' containing 

the set of source 

 addresses to choose from.'' ref_addr'' names the address of the 

reference node. The return value points 

 to one of ''source_addr_set'' elements. 

*/ 

  

struct sockaddr *  alto_getbestsource(alto_alto* handle, struct sockaddr* 

source_addr_set, size_t num_source_adds, \ 

   struct sockaddr ref_addr, alto_err* er); 

  

/* 

 Returns the best destination node to refer to. The structure 

''sockaddr'' is defined in ''/sys/socket.h'' 

 and may contain an IPv4 or an IPv6 address. Port information is ignored.  

 ''dest_sink_set'' is a vector of length ''num_sink_adds'' containing the 

set of destination 

 addresses to choose from.'' ref_addr'' names the address of the 

reference node. The return value points 

 to one of ''dest_sink_set'' elements.  
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*/ 

  

struct sockaddr* alto_getbestsink(alto_alto* handle, struct sockaddr* 

dest_sink_set, size_t num_sink_adds, \ 

   struct sockaddr ref_addr, alto_err* er); 

17.2.5 Function to Retrieve Node Properties  

The functions described in this section return information about where a node is placed in the 
network, i.e. to which group of nodes it belongs. ALTO identifes such a group of nodes with its 
name, the 'Provider-defined Identifer' (PID). Such a group usually comprises several nodes which 
share common network related characteristics, e.g., they are located near each other (no 
significant delay or transport cost between them). To retrieve valuable information, at least one 
EPPS service must be initialized in the Altoclient.  

The results are returned using the following data structures:  

/*Structure to hold the results of a endpoint property request to the 

alto client */ 

typedef struct alto_PIDtable { 

 alto_serv* service; 

 char* PID; 

 struct sockaddr addr; 

 struct alto_PIDtable* next_entry; 

} alto_PIDtable; 

  

/* Supporting functions */  

void alto_PIDtable_PIDtable(alto_PIDtable* self); //Constructor 

void alto_PIDtable_close(alto_PIDtable* self); //Destructor 

int alto_PIDtable_print(const alto_PIDtable* table, const char* header); 

//Print on stdout 

int alto_PIDtable_fprint(const alto_PIDtable* table, const char* header, 

//Print on file 

  FILE* stream); 

  

/* Structure to hold the results of a request if two nodes belong to the 

same PID group */ 

typedef struct alto_PIDequal { 

 alto_serv* service; 

 int PIDequal; 

 struct alto_PIDequal* next_entry; 

} alto_PIDequal; 
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/* Supporting functions */  

void alto_PIDequal_PIDequal(alto_PIDequal* self); // Constructor 

void alto_PIDequal_close(alto_PIDequal* self); //Destructor 

int alto_PIDequal_print(const alto_PIDequal* table); //Print on stdout 

int alto_PIDequal_fprint(const alto_PIDequal* table, FILE* stream); 

//Print on file 

As can be seen from the source code above, the data structures are linked lists, which allow the 
following data retrieval functions to return all information if several EPPS services are registrated in 
the ALTO client.  

Currently, the NetIC_library API supports the following functions:  

 alto_getPID retrieves the name of the PID the node belongs to:  

alto_PIDtable* alto_getPID(alto_alto* self, const struct sockaddr* 

node_addr, 

  alto_err* er); 

 alto_equalPID checks if two given nodes belong to the same PID group:  

alto_PIDequal* alto_equalPID(alto_alto* self, const struct sockaddr* 

node_addr0, 

  const struct sockaddr* node_addr1, alto_err* er); 

17.2.6 Error and Status Reporting 

17.2.6.1 Error Concept  

During the execution of a library function several errors or status reports may be generated. The 
Altoclient attempts to perform the requested function, even if multiple errors occur. Then it relies on 
the remaining correct information. This happens for example if the node selection depends on 
several ALTO services and one of them fails. As there are still other services to obtain information 
from, the overall function does not fail, however the error object contains information about the 
malfunctioning ALTO service.  

All API functions return either an int or a pointer. In case of an error, a non-zero value or a NULL 
pointer is returned. In addition, most functions accept an alto_err object, which contains error and 
status information. Instead of an alto_err object also a NULL pointer may be passed to the API 
function, in this case no additional error information is generated.  

The following errors need to be differentiated:  

 Hierarchical errors deal with the fact that a failing subordinate function generates an error 
in the calling function. The error object returned by an API function then contains a function 
error object which references to a lower level error object from the called function. In this 
way it is possible that the error history can be evaluated.  

 Parallel errors occur when a function receives multiple errors during its execution. As an 
example, the ALTO server's answer on an endpoint cost service request is partially not 
readable. Then parallel errors will be given.  
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This concept provides the user with all information about the errors. The errors can be printed on a 
string using the alto_err_print function.  

17.2.6.2 Error Classification  

During operation of a library function, errors may occur. They can be categorized in four classes:  

 Application errors: The calling application provides wrong information, as a non-valid 
ALTO server URL or an invalid server IP address.  

 ALTO protocol errors: The ALTO server may respond to a request with non-readable 
answers or annotates services in the service directory which cannot be invoked.  

 HTTP errors: A HTTP connection (which is used to carry the ALTO protocol) cannot be 
established or times out.  

 General processing errors: This class summarizes other errors, like e.g. memory 
allocation failures due to a lack of sufficient resources of the computer the application is 
running on.  

To report the error to the calling application, all API functions return an error structure element.  

17.2.6.3 Application of the alto_err Object  

The use of the error objects follows the following scheme:  

alto_err  er; 

alto_err_err(&er); 

  

//Call function which uses the error object 

//Do something with the error object, for example print on a string: 

alto_err_print (&er, s, s_size); 

  

alto_err_close(&er); 

The following functions support the error handling:  

//Constructor for empty but valid error object. 

//This function must be called prior to any use. 

void alto_err_err (alto_err *er) 

  

//Destructor for the alto_err object. The destructor must be called 

//even if the tested function indicates no error by its return value. 

void alto_err_close (alto_err *er) 

  

//Prints the error object on a string. s is the string and 

//s_size is the maximum length of the string used. 

char *alto_err_print (alto_err *er, char *s, size_t s_size) 
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18.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic enabler, 
please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-ware.org and 
similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE project.  

 

18.2 Copyright  

 Copyright © 2012 by DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG, FRANCE TELECOM SA, ERICSSON 
AB, FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG DER ANGEWANDTEN 
FORSCHUNG E.V., TELECOM ITALIA S.P.A.  

18.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

18.4 Overview  

All four GEs of I2ND have a different focus but will be interconnected through interfaces and the 
Service Capability, Connectivity and Control (S3C) generic enabler will be the central control and 
management entity/GE. However, to the outside world, each GE has an interface towards the 
network infrastructure as well partly to the FIWARE services, applications and Cloud services. The 
interface format towards the network infrastructure will be handled by the respective GE. The 
Interface towards the Cloud services, FIWARE services and applications should be a common 
interface and is under discussion.  

The interfaces between the GEs will be network oriented and up to now the template of IEEE 802.x 
standards for multiple layer management as described in IEEE 802.11 (Section 10 on Layer 
Management) [1] will be used. The specific layer management was designed to sustain the 
communication between the multiple layers for strict time constraint environments, involved 
through a simple set of primitives. The same format was further used by IEEE for multiple 
standards such as IEEE 802.11a, 802.11g, 802.16, 802.21. This format/template might be a good 
template for the exchanging the necessary information between the GEs. The specific 
implementation of the communication template proposed depends on the specific protocols 
selected for each of the reference points. For the time being, we are considering this template 
format in any cases where we have IP interfaces. An exception is the interface between S3C and 
NetIC and other legacy networks, a specific internal interface of the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) 
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will be used and extended for exchanging the necessary information. The EPC (based on 
OpenEPC)enables prototyping of IP connectivity related features like QoS and charging, mobility 
management, access and security for 3GPP and non-3GPP wireless technologies including 3GPP 
Long Term Evolution (LTE). It supports the new paradigms such as Machine Type Communication, 
Mobile Clouds, and IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS).  

18.4.1 Target usage 

The S3C Generic Enabler is the manifestation of an adaptation layer between the targeted network 
control layer for fixed-mobile-convergence: Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and all possible 
applications and services.  

Driven by the rollout of new wireless access technologies providing only packet transport 
capabilities like the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE), the future massive wireless broadband 
environment is bound to transform into a data dominant environment. In order to respond to the 
requirements of the new environment, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) defined the EPC 
as a new IP connectivity control platform enabling wireless access network diversity (including 
LTE, UMTS, WiMAX, WiFi, etc.) and offering seamless connectivity for the various service 
platforms. It maintains the same central concepts as previous 3GPP architectures, like IMS: policy 
based QoS and charging, subscription based access control, handover support and security, 
offering a scalable alternative to the current deployed 3G only architectures.  

By using all-IP based communication protocols and functionality, the EPC is designed to support 
large number of subscribed devices, their signaling and data exchanges through its flat network 
design. This supports mobility management inside the same or in different access technologies, 
subscription based resource management and accounting along with security support of the 
communication.  

EPC provides a transparent convergent network layer for IP services. From the perspective of a 
service provider, without a modification of the way the services communicate, it enables a high 
degree of satisfaction, by transparently supporting features like access control, QoS assurance, 
seamless mobility between the different access networks, prioritization and security.  

Due to the resource reservation mechanisms, the services have a guaranteed quality of service for 
communication, which is an addition to the typical IP communication and a high added value for 
broadband communication on mobile devices with reduced processing power.  

Due to the transparent mobility feature, the mobile devices maintain the same IP address while 
changing the radio access network used. Additionally, the core network ensures that no data 
packet is lost during mobility. These transparent features of the EPC core network provide 
additional value for the broadband communication, as services do not have to be aware and 
handle any mobility related feature.  

EPC provides also a set of control mechanisms between the service platform and the network 
core. Through these mechanisms, applications can transmit indications on the network resources 
(e.g. bandwidth) that have to be reserved for the specific users at specific moments of time. They 
can also receive upon request information on events happening at the link and network layers e.g. 
the connected device lost connectivity or a handover to another access network occurred. By these 
mechanisms, the applications can be adapted to the current context of the mobile device and to 
offer services customized not only based on the service level user profile, but also to the mobile 
device in use, the mobility pattern and to the surrounding network context.  

Although not yet standardized as not in the main goal of the standard, EPC is able to export a set 
of enablers to the applications, which offer even more flexibility in the service delivered to the 
mobile user. For example, services may use the location of the connected device or even ambient 
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information on the vicinity of the connected device and the subscriber identity of the mobile device, 
in order to further more adapt to the environment conditions and to ensure a more secure 
communication.  

With the deployment of new devices such as sensors and actuators along with the further increase 
in usage of the IP capable mobile devices such as laptops, tablets and smartphones, it is foreseen 
a high increase in signaling and data traffic expanding the overall required resources from the 
network.  

Also new service paradigms are expected to be further developed such as mobile cloud computing 
or machine-to-machine communication which will even more broaden the types of communication 
both as communication patterns, mobility and resources required.  

EPC provides only connectivity service in carrier grade mobile network operator environments. For 
additional basic and value added carrier grade services, 3GPP standardized the IP Multimedia 
Subsystem (IMS), which, using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) provides a basic service 
platform on top of the IP connectivity especially oriented towards multimedia services such as 
voice, video, or messaging.  

However, the EPC was designed with point-to-point human communication as the main service 
paradigm, which will require a new adjustment in customizing the IP connectivity according to the 
momentary needs of a high number of devices using the broad future internet services.  

18.5 Basic Concepts  

S3C aims at providing a unified and scalable control of the connectivity of the devices over 
heterogeneous access networks and core network technologies, transparent to the devices and to 
the services deployed on top. For this, S3C contains automated functionality related to the 
management of the various features related to connectivity such as the usage of the network 
context data and events for triggering resource management, mobility, connectivity management, 
and security operations. Additionally, it provides to the application and services platforms an 
extended service API that enables the configuration and control of the connectivity service with 
different complexity, granularity, and application specific requirement levels.  

The S3C GE will have different interfaces towards other work packages, operators, third party 
operators, other I2ND-GEs and the S3C-assets (e.g. network devices). A service API (S3C API) 
will be defined that can be used by other work packages, use case projects and other third party 
state of the art service platforms and applications. It contains two main different interfaces and 
protocol technologies to interact towards the service providers. One is used for the 
telecommunication services (SIP) and another for the Over-The-Top Web-services (HTTP). This 
HTTP interface includes a Telecom server able to work through SOAP, REST and will provide an 
OneAPI interface. A specific OneA PI enabler for MMS/SMS is there as well. There is an API 
mediation layer to manage HTTP APIs..  

An extension of the OMA Next Generation Services Interface (NGSI) is included in order to provide 
flexible connectivity control for Over-The-Top (OTT) services, including resource reservation and 
access network selection (interface 19 the following figure).  

The connection towards other operator networks (interface 5 in the following figure) is established 
and controlled, such as described D4.3 [10] of the EU Project ETICS (Economics and 
Technologies for Inter-Carrier Services, [11]). They have defined an Abstraction/Intermediate Layer 
especially for the interconnection of operators: ETICS Deliverable D4.2 [2]. The other operators 
may deploy legacy or S3C based network operator control infrastructure.  
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Between the GEs Connected Device Interface (CDI) and Cloud Edge (CE) (interface 13 the figure) 
protocols like Plain IP and OMA Device Management (DM) ([3]) are used. Towards NetIC the 
control-interface from the EPC (a Diameter Gx interface [15]) is in place.  

Within the S3C, it is planned to use plain IP, IMS SIP and the Diameter protocol (through interfaces 
such as the 3GPP Rx for resource reservations ([15]), Sh for subscriber profile management ([16]) 
and Rf for charging correlation ([17])) to interlink with the assets.  

 

 
Overview of the interfaces and features of the S3C GE 

18.5.1 Example Use Case scenario  

The challenge in S3C is remarkable given the requirement for user connectivity coverage in a wide 
range of scenarios. A significant role S3C plays is in the field of eHealth. Where a typical use case 
scenario is an accident of several cars on the highway, in which a number of people have been 
injured. In such a case, people will call the ambulance and contact doctors through voice, video 
conferencing, and augmented reality aiming for highest quality local support. Being on a highway 
the emergency call is most likely to be done by a person in the area of the accident, in this case a 
caller’s location is not a fixed static address, but rather a mobile device somewhere on a mobile 
network. It is also highly expected that the person calling the ambulance is not able to accurately 
describe the place of the accident on the highway. Determining the exact position of the accident is 
a significant aspect in such a scenario because lives, or threatening situations to life, depend on it. 
Given the accurate position of the accident is determined, injured people will be transported to the 
hospital via the ambulance or helicopter. Augmented reality, video conferencing, and voice support 
helps on deciding for the process to select the heavy injured ones and to receive medical records 
in real time.  

 The request is processed via SIP connections and will be handled by “Telecom AS” 
towards the IMS core (For the prototypes the OpenIMS [9] platform is used).  
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 The Positioning Enabler mechanism, used for location-based services, is used for 
determining the location of the mobile device from which the emergency call is originated, 
and hence obtain the exact place of the accident. Moreover, it is used to route the call to 
the ambulance in closest proximity or to the appropriate public safety answering points 
(PSAP), the caller's phone number and fixed location is automatically displayed for quick-
response dispatching.  

 Via the functions “Seamless Connectivity”, “Network Identity Management” and 
“OpenEPC”, the request can be classified as important and will be treated with highest 
service quality through the plain legacy operator network. Or through a request to NetIC, a 
special QoS path can be established for end-to-end interconnection in one single domain. 
The resource reservations as well as the basic reachability and data exchange will be 
maintained transparently while the caller is on move and thus changing the radio 
attachment point to the network, even when changing the access network type for example 
trough connecting to the hospital internal network.  

 Additional communication with less importance will be safely delivered directly to other 
actors, who may be involved in the procedure such as the health insurance companies, the 
car manufacturers and other legal entities. The API mediation layer enables to control the 
user and server interaction here.  

 In the case of an end-to-end connection through several domains, the ETICS interface [11] 
can be used to set-up an end-to-end-QoS path.  

18.5.2 Differentiation between feature groups  

The S3C Abstraction layer/Generic Enabler contains independent features, which will interact to 
each other. The features are grouped into three different classes, depending on the requirements 
that lead to their development.  

 Internal Features – features that enable a scalable and efficient operation of the core 
network, transparent to the applications and services. These features provide a high 
capacity, low delay, secure communication over one or more access networks at the same 
time.  

o SeamlessNetworkConnectivity.SCC  
The Seamless Connectivity Client provides the functionality for tunnel and flow 
management on the mobile client side for devices that connect over multiple radio 
accesses at the same time.  

o SeamlessNetworkConnectivity.FlowController  
This Feature takes decisions on which connection the flow has to use based on 
rules defined at the Flow Controller for devices that connect over multiple radio 
accesses at the same time.  

o SeamlessNetworkConnectivity.SCS  
The Seamless Connectivity Server provides functionalities for tunnel and flow 
management on the network side for devices that connect over multiple radio 
accesses at the same time.  

o OpenEPC.OperatorSA4C  
Operator Security, Authentication, Authorization, Accounting, Auditing and Charging 
& Legal Interception. The feature will support the network internal mechanisms for 
security, AAA, auditing and charging. Through this means the appropriate usage of 
the network is ensured. The specific features rely on the specific network identity of 
the device. Through this identity and through the specific credentials, the device 
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usage of the network is authorized and a binding is created between the current 
attachment point in the network and the services used. Lawful interception will give 
defined authority the restricted and lawful controlled access to network and used 
IDs.  

o OpenEPC.ConnectivityManagementEntity  
Monitoring and controlling the connectivity state of the devices. It helps to support 
the efficient monitoring and the control of network devices. This includes M2M 
equipment addressing, the scalable control of multiple devices pertaining to the 
same entity, such as multiple sensor and actuator devices in the same 
administrative domain or enterprise controlled devices.  

o OpenEPC.ResourceManagement  
This feature will support the overall network resource management including the 
interconnection and information transfer towards the NetIC. The resource 
management functionality enables the external entities to require a specific level of 
resources between different nodes in the network. This may represent mobile 
devices, data centers or any other operator entity able to communicate, as well as 
the entities that enable the communication with the other network operators. Based 
on these requirements, the resource management makes policy decisions and 
generates specific QoS and charging rules. These rules are then installed on the 
data path, guaranteeing that the resources are reserved according to the service 
applications. The installation may be done on plain legacy and operator networks or 
on the open networks controlled through the NetIC Generic Enabler. In case the 
resources cannot be guaranteed, due to a congestion state at the network level, a 
notification is transmitted as response to the resource requirements, enabling the 
connectivity requirements to be adapted to the current status of the network.  

o OpenEPC.ConnectionToAccessNetworks  
OpenEPC connects either directly or through third party radio hardware and 
software to various access networks including LTE, UMTS, GPRS, WiFi, WiMAX, 
CDMA 2000 etc. The Radio Access Networks and the Core Network have to be 
deployed together in order to offer connectivity over a carrier grade operator 
network, simply named "network". Due to this, the standardization of core networks 
and radio access networks contains, in a large amount, the integration features. 
Thus, from an interface-to-networks perspective, the interface between the core 
network and the radio access networks is considered internal.  

o OpenEPC.CoreNetworkMobilityManagement  
This feature includes the transparent vertical handover using Proxy Mobile IP 
(PMIP) or GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) and the correspondent functionality in 
the evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG), Serving Gateway (S-GW) and Packed 
Data Network Gateway (PDN GW). Through this feature, the mobile device will 
receive the same IP address regardless of the radio access network to which it 
connects to being of the same or of different radio technology. Due to this 
connectivity support, the applications do not have to handle any mobility related 
functionality and can regard the mobile devices similar to non-mobile devices.  

o OpenEPC.NetworkEventManagement  
Provides to the core network information related to the changes in status of the 
connectivity of the devices, e.g. loss of connectivity. As part of the considered 
services in this class, the basic reachability through network attachment as well as 
the sessions of the specific services. This functionality is offered to the specific 
applications through the IMS core for SIP based services. It can also be acquired by 
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other non-IMS services using the OpenEPC.NetworkContextDataManagement 
described as part of the External Features underneath.  

 External Features – features exposed to the application and services enabling the 
communication of requirements and events as well as of the actual data transferred 
between the devices and their correspondent nodes  

o SMS+MMS ENABLERS   
The GSMA OneAPI v2 [11] defines a set of RESTful HTTP APIs for various telecom 
services, and among them SMS/MMS-sending APIs. Using such industry-standard 
APIs have the following benefits for developers and publishers:  

 Add network capabilities to their development toolkit.  

 Reduce proprietary integrations to multiple operators.  

 Mashup network APIs into desktop and mobile Web applications.  
The proposed components will implement these APIs, while relying on 
standard SMS-C/MMS-C protocols on the network-side, to ensure maximum 
sustainability of the architecture in a LTE-switching context.  

o NetworkIdentityManagement.IntelligentDeviceIdentification  
As a Service Provider, a SIP Request gets forwarded towards a device, which has 
feasible capabilities regarding the requirements of this request (SDP, Context). Also 
a manual by the end user routing of this request is possible. It is only one public and 
one private identity necessary for the end-user, which means less effort in 
administration on the network provider's side.  

o NetworkIdentityManagement.VirtualIdentities  
A user can have more than one identity towards a service for different purposes and 
accounting mechanisms. The Identity Management has to pick the identity of a 
previous set up selection table and forward the updated SIP request towards the 
service. Future releases can provide also small toggle application on mobile devices 
for a fast switch of the identities in a SIP environment.  

o NetworkPositioningEnabler.PositioningPrivacyMngmt  
To permit the user to dynamically configure her/his privacy measures when being 
positioned by 3rd party entities. Prior to initiation of a third party for a positioning 
request, it is required that it properly identifies itself (via e-mail address or mobile 
phone number) to the Positioning Enabler. The target then either grants permission 
to the third party or declines the positioning request.  

o NetworkPositioningEnabler.PositioningNotification  
As soon as a location event that the client device has previously subscribed for via 
the Positioning Enabler is fulfilled, the Positioning Enabler sends the client a 
notification message.  

o NetworkPositioningEnabler.PositioningRequest  
Enables users to request their position from the Positioning Enabler. The 
Positioning Enabler in return computes the position of a client device from the core 
network, EPC.  

o NetworkPositioningEnabler.PositioningTracking  
The user's position is continuously tracked in the background for determining 
location events, Geofencing. Enables client to subscribe for certain location events 
on the Positioning Enabler. Hence, the Positioning Enabler will continuously track 
the client device in the background via the core network, EPC, creating a geofence.  
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o OpenEPC.ConnectionToApplications  
OpenEPC includes a Diameter interface towards the different application platforms 
for resource reservation and data path event notification as well as a Diameter 
interface towards the Home Subscriber Server for sharing subscription profile 
information between core networks and applications. This Diameter interface is 
wrapped in a HTTP/REST interface enabling applications from both the network and 
the mobile devices to request resource reservations. The wrapper provides network 
specific functionalities by a simplified means; specifically addressing application 
developers. Data path communication is plain IPv4 or IPv6. This feature represents 
the realization of the OpenEPC API as part of the S3C API in form of specification 
and GE reference implementation.  

o OpenEPC.ClientMobilityManagement  
OpenEPC supports policy-based access network discovery and operator assisted 
access selection through an Access Network Discovery and Selection Function 
(ANDSF) in the core network and a client mobility manager for Linux OS based 
mobile devices. An HTTP/REST wrapper interface is part of the OpenEPC API 
towards applications, enabling them to select the preferred access network over 
which the communication should be executed.  

o OpenEPC.NetworkContextDataManagement  
Location, device status, user status/activity, and user role are provided through this 
feature towards applications. It will help to optimize the efficient usage of network 
resources and will support the FI-WARE and usage area services and applications. 
The network context data management is not related directly to any active service 
on the mobile device. Selected information from these functions will be exposed to 
the external entities communicating through an S3C operator network as part of the 
Device Connection and Operator OpenEPC APIs. The exact features depend on the 
use cases requirements while maintaining the subscriber privacy and information 
protection. The information is currently available in the Home Subscriber Server 
(HSS), a common storage entity between EPC and IMS. It is foreseen that the same 
entity will be used for retrieving the data for other services.  

o OpenEPC.InterCarrierManagement  
Management of inter-operation issues. It is/will be defined by the ETICS project. It 
will offer the possibility to complete the end-to-end service connectivity for the case 
in which the communicating parties are pertaining to different operators.  

o Telecom AS.Telecom AS   
As a platform, the TelecomAS enabler currently offers "audio-mixing" for 
conferencing and automated dialog (speech synthesis, voice recognition, Dual-tone 
multi-frequency signaling (DTMF) recognition). The northbound interface uses 
SOAP (order from service logic, service notifications to logic) and the south 
interface works with Session Initation Protocol (SIP) / Real-Time Protocol (RTP). 
SOAP REST is possible but not yet in place directly on this TelekomAS. It is a 
server, not a software. It provides a layer between servers, services, administration 
and users. To servers it acts as a Telco client proxy, to clients it acts as a Telco 
server proxy, to services it exposes an administration interface making it possible to 
create new services, modify and destroy them easily. To the operator it exposes 
also an administration interface.  
Interfaces functionalities: VoIP signaling and media to telecom networks, orders / 
notifications to the service logic, Call Data Records (CDR) (not existing on this 
TelecomAS). The multi-service aspect will involve notions of limitations of a priori 
traffic service (not yet available on this TelecomAS immediately).  
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o API mediation.API mediation   
This API mediation layer belongs to S3C northbound interface. Its role is to 
publish/expose API and to authorize users, manage contract terms and create CDR 
if needed. API mediation layer's south interface interconnects with heterogeneous 
and legacy networks. Northbound interface exposes those networks interfaces to 
HTTP services.   
It enables HTTP services to query and to use the network communication services 
for the specific service delivery.   
It is important to be able to expose networks APIs to the HTTP realm in a managed 
way without the hassle to have to implement a mediation layer in each applications 
or network enabler. Third party providers could use Telco APIs to improve their own 
HTTP services. Network APIs should be easily discovered and used by end users. It 
should also be able to charge easily end users and third parties.  
The API mediation component provides the functionalities needed to manage the 
exposed interfaces to several actors interacting with the network infrastructure.  
The API mediation component deals with publishing, discovering and exposing APIs 
to stakeholders as well as managing some non-functional aspects such as 
provisioning and monitoring. It doesn't create or host APIs nor manage/provision 
customers, but makes it possible for API providers to register new APIs sets to the 
Exposition, QoS and resource management.  

 Special requirements/features – features addressing special requirements from the 
different application areas related to the efficient and scalable data delivery. These features 
can be in a less efficient manner being supported through the internal and external features 
previously described.  

o OpenEPC.Multicast/BroadcastManagement  
To optimize the network resources for information, which do not necessarily be 
handled by unicast connections. Some services are delivered at the same time to 
different users or devices. In this case, a multicast or broadcast delivery will 
optimize the usage of the network resources. This feature depends on the capacity 
of the applications to provide multi-cast groups to which devices may join.  

o OpenEPC.SmallDataPush/Pull  
For limited small information, e.g. sensor data. Small information “packets” might 
not necessarily be transferred through IP packet because of the addressing 
overhead. This feature will offer a scalable solution for a high number of connected 
devices. Such feature is implemented through Simple Messages Service (SMS) 
over 2G, 3G and LTE networks.  

o OpenEPC.NetworkDataCachingAndAggregation  
To optimize network resources and for applications which are time critical, then it 
makes sense to optimize the information close to the terminal for all kind of data 
transfers. It will support locally information delivery to optimize and to reduce the 
end-to-end resource usage for Internet applications. The actual data storage 
pertains to the specific applications. This feature will provide a special data path 
which ends where the data is cached, thus not requiring a loop to the centralized 
locations of the operator core network.  

18.6 Main interactions  

For S3C, we have nine interfaces towards the world (in principle and especially to FI-WARE GEs, 
usage area projects, and other operators) (marked in light green) and two towards the three GEs of 
I2ND (marked in light red). Interface 21 and 22 are interfaces to the central proxy API provided by 
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S3C. However most of the requests will just be forwarded to the interfaces below. Details of how to 
use the interfaces and the proxy will be given within the open specifications.  

 

Northbound Interfaces  

These interfaces will be described in the following:  

 Interface to Network Identity Management (12,13)  

o Description: The Network Identity Management tries to map identities for telco 
providers in a Next-Generation-Network environment, which is based on SIP/IMS 
communication. Therefore it has a SIP interface towards SIP Application Services 
where the enriched SIP Messages be sent to. The customer data is stored in the 
Security.IdM and the NIM retrieves this data over a secured channel to map the 
data into the SIP messages. Next to this, over the OneAPI (JSON) Specification, 
you are able to control third party calls from client to client as well as AS to client.  

o Main Actors: Use Case Projects / Operators / Application / Webservice 

o Data: The transmitted data will be filtered profile data sets from the customer 
database of the Security.IdM. This data will be mapped into SIP messages. For 
device identification, a service is able to get a list of all connected devices of a 
specific subscriber as well as the current capabilities. 

o Prerequisites: There should be an IMS Application Server which can benefit from 
additional P-Header fields, which are described in the Open Specification. Next to 
this, an HTTP Interface for controlling is required to identify and control the user 
agents devices. The subscriber needs IP connectivity, a subscriber identity in the 
IMS network and a User-Agent for the IMS/SIP communication.  

 Interface to Telecom AS (14)  

o Description: The purpose of this Interface is to expose an API making it possible to 
create new Telecom services fast in a few lines. The functionalities and features of 
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interface consist of OneAPI messages that are exchanged between a user 
application and a server. In addition an administrative interface (not represented), 
makes it possible to create services. Creating services is done with small scripts 
such as "create an Interactive Voice Response".  

o Main Actors: Telecom service developers/Use Case Projects.  

o Data: The data that is exchanged over the interface consist of REST API that are 
aligned on the OneAPI syntax  

o Prerequisites: 1) Having the right to use this interface (granted through a registration 
process). 2) The capability to write scripting code able to do HTTP request.  

 Interface to OneAPI SMS/MMS (15)  

o Description: The purpose of this Interface is to offer OneAPI compatible SMS and 
MMS servers. The functionalities and features accessed through this interface 
consist of sending SMS/MMS with a mobile phone to a recipient. This is an exercise 
to provide real OneAPI functionalities to be able to test OneAPI clients. The syntax 
follows this model: Verb, Parameter name, Description, Response.  

o Main Actors: Developers  

o Data: Data is in the following formats: 

 XML (text/xml): if the application accepts header containing XML  

 JSON (application/json): if the application accepts header containing JSON  

 Else : text/plain if the application doesn't accept XML nor JSON) 

o Prerequisites: 1) Having the right to use this interface (granted through a registration 
process). 2) The SMS OneAPI API, allows developers to easily send plain/text SMS 
MT (Mobile Terminating) messages to mobile phones (in a defined operator 
network) in a limited number of countries (FR, UK, BE and RO).  

 Interface to API Mediation (16)  

o Description: This interface enables the interaction of users and third parties with the 
Telecom core network API users. It intercepts queries and answers made by 
applications to network servers such as OneAPI SMS/MMS. A key aspect is that not 
only Apps on user's mobile phone can request network's APIs but third parties, 
offering APIs to end users, might also use this interface when they want to interact 
with the network servers. Main administrative functionalities (the administrative 
interface is not represented) are enabling/forbidding access and accounting API 
usage by users and third parties. A provisioning API for the administrative interface 
is provided that allow administration to manage dynamic access accounts, 
credentials and technical service contracts related to REST/RESTful services 
exposed via API Mediation. 

o Main Actors: Operators, third parties and end users.  

o Data: The data that is exchanged over the interface consists of HTTP queries to 
internal or external servers, we can't specify what is it because the user applications 
and the servers are third parties to the network. Nevertheless those queries and 
answers can, at the moment, only be formulated in HTTP or a protocol that uses 
HTTP as a bearer protocol, such as SOAP, REST, OneAPI, OpenID, OAuth, etc.  

o Prerequisites: 1) Having the right to use this interface is granted through a 
registration process. 2) Using a Web browser (HTTP client).  
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 Interface to Positioning Enabler (17)  

o Description: This interface enables the interaction of users and third parties with the 
Positioning Enabler. Through this interface, the user registration and subscription for 
location events functionalities are accessed. Moreover, privacy management as well 
as user notification and background tracking is controlled via this interface.  

o Main Actors: Use Case Projects, Operators and Applications.  

o Data: The data exchanged over this interface includes user registration data, e-mail 
address (OpenID), accept/reject messages (opt-in) of tracking requests for privacy 
management and notification alerts for fulfillment of location events.  

o Prerequisites: A smartphone with WiFi capabilities is required.  

 Interface to Seamless Network Connectivity (18)  

o Description: This interface enables the access of the rule sets from an external 
service. This means an external service can list/create/change/udpate rules for 
specific applications and user.  

o Main Actors: Operator, Users  

o Data: Decision Rule Sets  

o Prerequisites: The end device should use the Seamless Connectivity Client (SCC) 
to be able to use the enhanced service delivery. If there is no user using the SCC 
nothing can be controlled with this interface.  

 Interface to OpenEPC (19)  

o Description: This interface allows services to transmit their requirements directly 
towards the core network. It provides the means for applications to reserve 
resources and thus to realize the required QoS characteristics. Additionally, it 
provides the means for the applications to indicate the access network over which 
the communication should be executed. Also it provides to the applications an 
interface towards the network context information of the specific subscribers such 
as connectivity status, IP address and access network to which the device is 
connected etc.  

o Main Actors: Over-The-Top application developers from operators, use cases, and 
webservice areas 

o Data: The data exchanged over the interface consists of HTTP queries towards the 
EPC core network wrapper enabling resource reservations, resource reservation 
terminations and access network selection indications. Additionally it includes SQL 
queries towards the HSS in order to determine the momentary subscriber context.  

o Prerequisites: For using the interface a contractual agreement between the operator 
(as the legal entity providing the network through which the device communicates 
including the interface towards the EPC) and the service provider (as the legal entity 
providing the service to mobile devices through the EPC connectivity service) is 
required. It addresses services deployed on IP capable devices connected to carrier 
grade operator networks.  

 Interface for Intercarrier Management (20)  

o Description: The interface will allow the possibility to set-up end-to-end QoS aware 
traffic bundles between different network service provider domains. The end-to-end 
QoS management framework (ETICS management framework) negotiates the end-
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to-end connectivity. The request for the resources reservation is done through this 
interface after successful negotiation.  

o Main Actors: Network Service providers (Operators) and content service providers 
(at the edge of the end-to-end QoS path). Both have to participate in the ETICS 
community  

o Data: QoS parameters (bandwidth, delay, jitter)  

o Prerequisites: The interface allows the set-up of end-to-end QoS paths. Please 
note, we will have traffic/flow bundles not individual flows. The QoS bundle is 
including data flows of IP capable devices that are connected to a carrier grade 
operator network.  

 
Two other GEs of I2ND will communicate through S3C, therefore the S3C is the central GE. The 
interfaces are defined in the following.  

 Interface to CDI (10)  

o Description: This interface allows the CDI enabler to transmit the QoS requirements 
of the applications residing on the mobile device as well as information related to 
the access network preferred for the communication from the perspective of the 
user of the mobile device.  

o Main Actors: CDI GE and S3C GE. This interface is internal to the I2ND 
representing the interaction between the network and the devices related to 
connectivity service. 

o Data: HTTP messages formatted as OMA DM messages for access network 
discovery and selection features and as OMA NGSI REST messages for resource 
reservations,  

o Prerequisites: An S3C enabled carrier grade operator infrastructure and a CDI 
enabled mobile device subscribed for connectivity service to the S3C operator.  

 Interface to NetIC (11)  

o Description: This interface allows S3C to communicate with the underlying transport 
infrastructure from which the backhaul networks are realized of. It enables the 
operator network to transmit to the open network controller of NetIC QoS 
requirements and expects a confirmation whether these resource requirements 
could be fulfilled  

o Main Actors: CDI GE and S3C GE. This interface is internal to the I2ND 
representing the interaction between the carrier grade operator core network (EPC) 
and the open transport network (NetIC)  

o Data: Diameter messages including rules with QoS reservation information as 
specified for the 3GPP Gx interface  

o Prerequisites: An S3C enabled carrier grade operator infrastructure and a NetIC 
enabled transport network of the S3C operator.  
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18.8 Detailed Specifications 

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications labeled as 
"PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from lessons learned 
during last interactions of the development of a first reference implementation planned for the 
current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labeled as "DRAFT" are planned for future 
Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the sake of future users.  

18.8.1 Open API Specifications 

 SMS+MMSEnablers API Specification  

 API_Mediation API Specification  
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 Telecom AS API Specification  

 Network Identity Management API Specification  

 Seamless Network Connectivity API Specification  

 Network Positioning Enabler API Specification  

 OpenEPC API Specification  

 

18.9 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

 Network Identity Manager, Telecom enabler and SMS/MMS Enabler use OneAPI compliant 
APIs: http://oneapi.gsma.com/  

 API mediation and the Network Identity Management uses HTTP based APIs to the Service 
Provider, so it manages any kind of HTTP APIs, including OneAPI.  

 Network Identity Management and API Mediation are based of the functionality of 
http://www.openimscore.org  

 Seamless Network Connectivity based on the connectivity environment provided by 
http://www.openepc.org  

 The Network Identity Management is using the database of the Identity Management of the 
FI-WARE Security Chapter for the predefined user profiles in the SIP environment  

18.10 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions internally and 
with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). For a summary of 
terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to FIWARE Global Terms 
and Definitions  

 

 Connected Devices: A connected or smart device can be an advanced device located at 
home, such as a set top box and multimedia device (including advanced TVs), PCs, 
storage (NAS like), indoor handset (home/advanced DECT), or game consoles. 
Furthermore, mobile devices, such as mobile/smart phones (GSM/3-4G), tablets, netbooks, 
on-board units, (in-car devices) or information kiosks are connected devices, too. It is very 
likely that new devices will appear and fall into this “smart devices” category during the 
project execution (femto cells, etc.).  

 Cloud Proxy: A device encompassing broadband connectivity, local connectivity, routing 
and networking functionalities as well as service enabling functionalities supported by a 
modular software execution environment (virtual machines, advanced middleware). The 
“Cloud Proxy” or “Home Hub” is powerful enough to run local applications (for example 
home automation related tasks such as heating control or content related ones such as 
Peer to Peer (P2P) or content backup). It will also generally include local storage and may 
be an enabler for controlling privacy as some content or data could be stored locally and 
could be controlled only by the user without having the risk of seeing his/her data controlled 
by third parties under consideration of the overall security architecture.  

 Open Networking: Open networking is a concept that enables network nodes to provide 
intelligent network connectivity by dynamic configuration via open interfaces. Examples for 
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provided features are the fulfillment of bandwidth or quality requirements, seamless 
mobility, or highly efficient data transport optimised for the application (e. g., with minimum 
network resource or energy consumption).  

 Network Service: Network Service is a control and policy layer/stratum within the network 
architecture of a service provider. The Network Service provides access to capabilities of 
the telecommunication network, accessed through open and secure Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) and other interfaces/sub-layers. The Network Service 
concept aims at providing stratum that serves value-added services and applications at a 
higher application and service layer and exploits features of the underlying transport and 
technology layer (e. g. via NetIC interfaces).  

 OpenEPC: OpenEPC is a prototype implementation of the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core 
(EPC) – Release 10 – that enables academia and industry researchers and engineers 
around the world to obtain a practical look and feel of the capabilities of the Evolved Packet 
Core. OpenEPC Rel. 3, the current version available, includes all the components of the 
3GPP architecture including the interfaces with various access technologies and service 
platforms.  

 M2M: Machine-to-Machine is a method for interconnect machines to each other to 
exchange their information,e.g. between sensor and actor-networks over an instance which 
is controlling the end points  

 Diameter: Diameter is the successor of the common known RADIUS for centralized AAA 
functionality. It is more secure by using a tcp connectivity than udp and supports more 
functionality  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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19 SMS+MMSEnablers API Specification 

19.1 Introduction to the S3C SMS/MMS API 

19.1.1 SMS/MMS API 

The S3C SMS API are to be developped on the GSMA OneAPI V3 Specifications. It allows you to 
easily send short messages from any application or Web Browser. This implementation of the 
OneAPI SMS API v3 meets the RESTFull specification standards. It can use two different network 
gateways:  

- Another SMS enabler 

- Kannel Open Source SMS gateway (a generic SMS-C gateway) 

The S3C MMS API are to be developped on the GSMA OneAPI V3 Specifications. It allows you to 
easily send short multimedia messages from any application or Web Browser. This implementation 
of the OneAPI MMS API v3 meets the RESTFull specification standards. It can use two different 
network gateways:  

- Another MMS enabler 

- Kannel Open Source SMS gateway (a generic SMS-C gateway) 

19.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for both software developers and reimplementers of this API. For the 
former, this document provides a full specification of how to use the API, ie send and receive 
SMS/MMS. For the latter, this specification provides a full specification of how to provide a code 
fully supporting the protocol described in the GSMA OneAPI portal.  

In order to use this specifications, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the 
appropriate Generic Enabler(s) supporting the API (FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.S3C).  

19.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most recent 
changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

March, 2013  initial version  

April, 17, 2013  moved installation information, added extract of OneAPI specifications  

April, 19, 2013  add MMS specification, added extract of OneAPI specifications  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/mms-restful-netapi
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.S3C
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19.1.4 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will support 
certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful API 
Specifications.  

19.1.5 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE API specification 
website at FIWARE.I2ND.S3C SMS+MMS Enabler Open Specification. For more details about the 
S3C GE that this API is based upon, please refer to FIWARE.I2ND.S3C Open Specification.  

19.1.6 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use FI-WARE Open 
Specifications.  

19.2 General SMS/MMS API Information 

19.2.1 Resources Summary 

Please refer to the GSMA OneAPI V3 Specifications.  

19.2.2 Representation Format 

The SMS/MMS API supports JSON format.  

19.2.3 Resource Identification 

The resource identification used by this API is based on the URI scheme described by HTTP 
protocol specification as defined by IETF RFC-2616 ( https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt )  

OneAPI SMS may be accessed via a RESTful API. A RESTful API utilises HTTP commands 
POST, GET, PUT, and DELETE in order to perform an operation on a resource at the server. This 
resource is addressed by a URI; and what is returned by the server is a representation of that 
resource depending on its current state. HTTP POST, GET and DELETE commands are used in 
OneAPI SMS. The URIs of the resources are:  

 Sending SMS:  

Resource URI http://example.com/smsmessaging/v1/outbound/{senderAddress}/requests HTTP 
Method POST  

 Receiving SMS:  

Resource URI 
http://example.com/smsmessaging/v1/inbound/registrations/{registrationId}/messages HTTP 
Method GET  

OneAPI MMS may be accessed via a RESTful API. A RESTful API utilises HTTP commands 
POST, GET, PUT, and DELETE in order to perform an operation on a resource at the server. This 
resource is addressed by a URI; and what is returned by the server is a representation of that 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
http://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=SMS%2BMMSEnablers_API_Specification
http://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.S3C
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt
http://example.com/smsmessaging/v1/outbound/%7bsenderAddress%7d/requests
http://example.com/smsmessaging/v1/inbound/registrations/%7bregistrationId%7d/messages
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resource depending on its current state. HTTP POST, GET and DELETE commands are used in 
OneAPI MMS. The URIs of the resources are:  

 Sending MMS:  

Resource URI http://example.com/messaging/v1/outbound/{senderAddress}/requests HTTP 
Method POST  

 Receiving MMS:  

Resource URI http://example.com/messaging/v1/inbound/registrations/{registrationId}/messages 
HTTP Method GET  

 
For more detailed specifications please refer to the OneAPI web site.  

19.2.4 Links and References 

Some responses may contais reference to other resources managed by the enabler. Those links 
are represented as a standard URL tagged with the word “resourceURL” (see example below)  

Example of links provided in an operation response (provided by GSMA OneAPI V3 
Specifications):  

"deliveryInfoList" : { 

   "deliveryInfo" : [ 

       { "address" : "tel:+13500000991", 

         "deliveryStatus" : "MessageWaiting" }, 

       { "address" : "tel:+13500000992", 

         "deliveryStatus" : "MessageWaiting" }, 

   ], 

   "resourceURL": "http://example.com/smsmessaging/v1/outbound/ 

       tel%3A%2B12345678/requests/abc123/deliveryInfos" 

   }, 

19.2.5 Limits 

The list of normal response code(s) and the list of error response code(s) is listed by GSMA 
OneAPI V3 Specifications.  

19.2.6 Versions 

The version of the SMS API is embedded in the server root path e.g.  

https://localhost/smsV3/ 

19.2.7 Extensions 

There are no extention available on this enabler.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
http://example.com/messaging/v1/outbound/%7bsenderAddress%7d/requests
http://example.com/messaging/v1/inbound/registrations/%7bregistrationId%7d/messages
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
http://example.com/smsmessaging/v1/outbound/
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
https://localhost/smsV3/
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19.2.8 Faults 

Synchronous and Asynchronous faults are described in GSMA OneAPI V3 Specifications.  

19.3 API Operations 

19.3.1 SMS 

In the following section, we just list the different operations that are allowed by the enabler. These 
operations are listed on the GSMA OneAPI V3 Specifications.  

 Send SMS 

 Query SMS delivery status 

 Start subscription for SMS delivery status 

 Stop subscription for SMS delivery status 

 Receive SMS 

 Start subscription for SMS receipt 

 Stop subscription for SMS receipt 

19.3.2 MMS 

In the following section, we just list the different operations that are allowed by the enabler. These 
operations are listed on the GSMA OneAPI V3 Specifications.  

 Send MMS 

 Query MMS delivery status 

 Start subscription for MMS delivery status 

 Stop subscription for MMS delivery status 

 Receive MMS message list 

 Receive full MMS message (content) 

 Start subscription for MMS receipt 

 Stop subscription for MMS receipt 

19.4 Technical Specifications 

19.4.1 Architecture Overview 

The enabler is designed to be called from any Javascript client that can send HTTP requests 
following the specifications of GSMA OneAPI V2 SMS and MMS Rest sepcifications. On the 
following picture one can see a Javascript Client. This is not a part of the enabler, but illustrates 
one of the possibilities of use of the enabler. In this case, to simulate the notification possibilities, a 
polling system will be designed, from the client application.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/mms-restful-netapi
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19.4.2 Detailed Architecture 

One the following picture, we can see that the SMS/MMS enabler following OneAPI rules embed 
some persistance. When sending a message, you can register to notification service. In this case, 
the notification url will be stored with the given id of the message. Then when the message is 
delivered, you are notified with the success/unsuccess message.  

 

19.4.3 Kannel Connector 

The Kannel connector allows the SMS enabler to connect to a Kannel gateway. Kannel is a 
compact and very powerful open source WAP and SMS gateway, used widely across the globe 
both for serving trillions of short messages (SMS), WAP Push service indications and mobile 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:SMS_OneAPI_Archi.png
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:SMS_OneAPI_Archi2.png
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internet connectivity (see http://www.kannel.org/). By using this gateway, we can take benefit of 
this and easily connect to any kind of SMS-C, or even a 3G Key to simulate the network.  

 

 

19.4.4 Interfaces to implement 

 Outgoing requests (create, get)  

 Subscriptions to delivery notifications (create, delete)  

 Request delivery status (get)  

 Subscriptions to reception notifications (create, delete)  

 Ingoing messages (get)  

+ Necessity to provide notification handlers (HTTP server)  

 
The folowing lines are extracted of the OneAPI SMS Specifications 
(http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi and http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/mms-restful-
netapi) and are under Copyright © 2013 GSMA.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
http://www.kannel.org/
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/sms-restful-netapi
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/mms-restful-netapi
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/mms-restful-netapi
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:SMS_OneAPI_Kannel.png
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20 API Mediation API Specification 

20.1 Introduction 

20.1.1 API Mediation Platform 

The S3C API Mediation Platform (also called OSA -Open Services Access-) serves as a mediation 
platform between API providers (enablers) and API consumers (services): HTTP requests coming 
from the consumers are routed through the platform and forwarded to the providers.  

This architecture brings several benefits:  

* Decoupling between services and enabler platforms 

* Single point of enforcement for various technical filters 

API Mediation does not provide APIs: API mediation is only a tool that proxies, control access and 
verify quotas of the APIs provided by others.  

20.1.2 API Change History  

This version of the Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most recent changes 
are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

April, 17, 2013  initial version  

May 21 2013  Update after review  

June 21 2013  Change the name and introduction to conform to the guidelines  

20.1.3 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will support 
certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful API 
Specifications.  

20.1.4 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE API specification 
website at API Mediation Specification. For more details about the S3C GE that this API is based 
upon, please refer to FIWARE.I2ND.S3C Open Specification.  

20.1.5 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use FI-WARE Open 
Specifications.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
http://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=API_Mediation_API_Specification
http://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.S3C
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
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20.2 Architecture 

20.2.1 General Overview 

Open Service Access (AKA OSA) is a Web Services gateway designed as a security element of 
your network, dedicated to WebService protection and publishing. It support:  

 Publish backends on different networks (default configuration allow up 2)  

 Ensure https encryption  

 Verify authentication with basic authentication  

 Check authorizations  

 Apply global quotas (per second, day and month) for a backend  

 Apply user quotas (per second, day and month) for a backend  

 Forward consumer identity to provider  

 Forward publishing endpoint to provider  

 Provide advance service usage logging to administrators.  

 REST Full compliant error management (for OSA errors)  

 Simple GUI to administrators  

 

REST APIs  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Osaarchi.png
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Osaarchi_apis.png
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Admin GUI  

 

20.2.2 Features 

20.2.2.1 protocol/format 

The APIs exposed by OSA have to be strictly the same as those exposed by the enablers: HTTP is 
mandatory, but all protocols (SOAP, REST, HTTP GET, etc...) and formats (XML, JSON, binary, 
etc.) are possible. Consumers must rely on providers documentation to use the APIs. These 
providers the different API providers of the generic enablers of i2nd (and more generally Fi-Ware 
generic enablers). SIP APIs are not included  

20.2.2.2 API exposition 

Service exposed thought the API mediation can be a local or distant API re-exposition, if network 
configuration allows it. As far as the OSA is concerned, it’s a matter of backend URL configuration.  

20.2.2.3 Error handling 

Errors coming from the providers should be sent to the consumers with no alteration. Errors 
triggered by the OSA itself (DB access error, etc.) are formatted according to the ACCEPT header 
of the incoming HTTP request.  

20.2.2.4 Software license 

Open Source Access is released under the Apache license.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Osaarchi_gui.png
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21 Telecom AS API Specification 

21.1 Introduction to the S3C Telecom AS API 

21.1.1 Voice Call Control API 

The S3C Telecom AS APIs are to be developped on the GSMA OneAPI Specifications. It allows to 
manage outgoing calls from a service logic via a REST interface. This implementation of the 
OneAPI Voice Call Control API meets the RESTFull specification standards. It is possible :  

 to create a call between participants,  

 to get information about a call (is the call terminated?),  

 to get information about a call's participant,  

 to add a participant to a call,  

 to hang up a participant,  

 to delete a call,  

 to receive notifications about a participant according criteria as when the participant 
answers or as when the participant is busy,  

 to play an audio message to participant,  

 to be notified of any keypad interaction.  

21.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for both software developers and reimplementers of this API. For the 
former, this document provides a full specification of how to use the API, ie Voice Call Control. For 
the latter, this specification provides a full specification of how to provide a code fully supporting 
the protocol described in the GSMA OneAPI portal.  

In order to use this specifications, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the 
appropriate Generic Enabler(s) supporting the API (FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.S3C).  

21.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most recent 
changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

June, 2013  initial version  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/voice-call-control-restful-api
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21.1.4 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will support 
certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful API 
Specifications.  

21.1.5 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE API specification 
website at FIWARE.I2ND.S3C Telecom AS API Specification. For more details about the S3C GE 
that this API is based upon, please refer to FIWARE.I2ND.S3C Open Specification.  

21.1.6 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use FI-WARE Open 
Specifications.  

21.2 General Voice Call Control API Information 

21.2.1 Resources Summary 

Please refer to the GSMA OneAPI Specifications.  

21.2.2 Representation Format 

The Voice Call Control API supports JSON format.  

21.2.3 Resource Identification 

The resource identification used by this API is based on the URI scheme described by HTTP 
protocol specification as defined by IETF RFC-2616 ( https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt )  

OneAPI Voice Call Control may be accessed via a RESTful API. A RESTful API utilises HTTP 
commands POST, GET, PUT, and DELETE in order to perform an operation on a resource at the 
server. This resource is addressed by a URI; and what is returned by the server is a representation 
of that resource depending on its current state. HTTP POST, GET and DELETE commands are 
used. The URIs of the resources are:  

21.2.3.1 Basic call management 

* http://example.com/{api version}/thirdpartycall/callSessions 

Create a call between two or more parties  

* http://example.com/{api 

version}//thirdpartycall/callSessions/{callSessionID}/participants 

Add or remove participants from the call Get information about the participants  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
http://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Telecom_AS_API_Specification
http://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.I2ND.S3C
https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/voice-call-control-restful-api
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://example.com/%7bapi
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* http://example.com/{api 

version}//thirdpartycall/callSessions/{callSessionID} 

Get information about an existing call End a call  

21.2.3.2 Advanced call management 

* http://example.com/{api 

version}/callnotification/subscriptions/callEvent 

Subscribe to notifications of certain events within calls  

* http://example.com/{api 

version}/callnotification/subscriptions/callEvent/{subscriptionID} 

View your notification criteria Stop receiving notifications  

21.2.3.3 Playing audio messages to the participants 

* http://example.com/{api version}/ audiocall/messages/audio 

Play an audio message  

* http://example.com/{api version}/audiocall/messages/audio/{abc123} 

Stop an audio message Get the status of an audio message (to whom has it been played)  

21.2.3.4 Playing an audio message and accepting keypad interaction from participants 

* http://example.com/{api version}/audiocall/interactions/collection 

Play an audio file to call participants and collect their keypad interactions  

* http://example.com/{api 

version}/audiocall/interactions/collection/{abc123} 

Terminate an audio message/keypad interaction  

* http://example.com/{api 

version}/callnotification/subscriptions/collection 

Be notified of any keypad interaction from participants to your audio message Stop 
receiving such notifications  

For more detailed specifications please refer to the OneAPI web site.  

21.2.4 Links and References 

Some responses may contais reference to other resources managed by the enabler. Those links 
are represented as a standard URL tagged with the word “resourceURL” (see example below)  

Example of links provided in an operation response (provided by GSMA OneAPI Specifications):  

HTTP/1.1 201 Created 

Content-Type: application/json 

Location: http://example.com/exampleAPI/ 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://example.com/%7bapi
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/voice-call-control-restful-api
http://example.com/exampleAPI/
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thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001 

Content-Length: nnnn 

Date: Mon, 28 Jun 2010 17:51:59 GMT 

 

{"callSessionInformation": { 

   "clientCorrelator": "104567", 

   "participant": [ 

    {"participantAddress": "tel:+4912345678901", 

      "participantName": "Max Muster", 

      "participantStatus": "CallParticipantConnected", 

      "resourceURL": 

"http://example.com/exampleAPI/1/thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001/partic

ipants/pt001", 

       "startTime": "2010-06-28T17:50:51" 

    }, 

    {"participantAddress": "tel:+4412345678901", 

       "participantName": "Peter E. Xample", 

       "participantStatus": "CallParticipantInitial", 

       "resourceURL": 

"http://example.com/exampleAPI/1/thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001/partic

ipants/pt002" 

    } 

   ], 

   "resourceURL": 

"http://example.com/exampleAPI/1/thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001", 

   "terminated": "false" 

}} 

21.2.5 Limits 

The list of normal response code(s) and the list of error response code(s) is listed by GSMA 
OneAPI Specifications.  

21.2.6 Versions 

The version of the API is embedded in the server root path e.g.  

https://localhost/vccV1/ 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
http://example.com/exampleAPI/1/thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001/participants/pt001
http://example.com/exampleAPI/1/thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001/participants/pt001
http://example.com/exampleAPI/1/thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001/participants/pt002
http://example.com/exampleAPI/1/thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001/participants/pt002
http://example.com/exampleAPI/1/thirdpartycall/callSessions/cs001
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/voice-call-control-restful-api
http://www.gsma.com/oneapi/voice-call-control-restful-api
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21.2.7 Extensions 

There are no extention available on this enabler.  

21.2.8 Faults 

Synchronous and Asynchronous faults are described in GSMA OneAPI Specifications.  

21.3 API Operations 

In the following section, we just list the different operations that are allowed by the enabler. Thes 
operations are listed on the GSMA OneAPI Specifications.  

21.3.1 Basic Call Management 

 Create a call between two or more parties 

 Add or remove participants from the call 

 Get information about the participants 

 Get information about an existing call 

 End a call 

21.3.2 Advanced call management 

 Subscribe to notifications of certain events within calls 

 View your notification criteria 

 Stop receiving notifications 

 Playing audio messages to the participants 

 Play an audio message 

 Stop an audio message 

 Get the status of an audio message (to whom has it been played) 

21.3.3 Playing an audio message and accepting keypad interaction from 
participants 

 Play an audio file to call participants and collect their keypad interactions 

 Terminate an audio message/keypad interaction 

 Be notified of any keypad interaction from participants to your audio message 

 Stop receiving such notifications 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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21.4 Technnical specifications 

21.4.1 General Overview 

The Voice Call Control API is implemented in the form of a generic enabler (V.C.C.E) interacting 
with other enablers via a SOAP interface. The V.C.C.E is managed by a service logic via REST 
API specified by GSMA. 

 

V.C.C.E is composed of four functionnal modules :  

 Connector : this module allows the interactions with the operator enablers via a SOAP 
interface. It sends commands and received a notification at network events such as the 
hang up of a participant and network failures.  

 Persistence Storage : this module stores and manages all informations of intercations with 
the service logic and the operator enablers.  

 OneAPI Interface : this module allows the interaction with the service logic via the Voice 
Call Control RESTful API. It handles the notifications transmitted to service logic.  

 OneAPI Manager : it is the enabler's heart. For example, it interprets the « creation of a 
call » commands is received from service logic, it stores the most pertinent data and 
translates the command to SOAP request understandable by operator enablers.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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22 Network Identity Management API Specification 
Please consider that this description is not final yet.  

22.1 Introduction to the S3C.IdentityManagementModule API 
(S3C.IdM) 

Please check the Legal Notice  to understand the rights to use FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

22.1.1 S3C.IdM API Core 

In the first version of the he S3C.IdM API the main focus lies on SIP oriented applications. The 
services, which will use the Module, are needed to understand custom made private header P-
Header in the SIP Signalling Messages (see RFC 3325 and RFC 3455). This approach will affect 
also the S3C inner & outer interfaces, because the Network IdM will be more or less handled like 
an additional SIP Proxy but will be located in the application/service layer, which means it is also a 
kind of application server. The two interfaces towards OpenIMS Core and OpenEPC will be 
changed to one connection towards the HSS interface. The Home Subscriber Server (HSS) is 
used to store the subscription profiles of all subscribers in an IMS-domain.  

22.1.2 Intended Audience 

The specification is more intended for the service developers, which can benefit from the Virtual 
Identity Attributes as well as On-Demand Service Provider which are able to provide the data with 
the help of SIP signalling, which the IdM Module will provide to the service. You should be familiar 
with:  

 IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem)  

 SIP (Session Initiation Protocol)  

22.1.3 API Change History 

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

May 7th, 2012  
 Updated The Picture  

 Changed the underlying text regarding to the picture  

May 16th, 2012  
 Added Sequence Diagram + Text  

 Added some new P-Header fields  

October 17th, 
2012  

 Tidy up the documentation  

 Changed the structure regarding the features of the Network Identity 

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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Management  

 Added Third Party Call Control Feature  

 Added the Security Thoughts Section  

November 17th, 
2012  

 Tidy up the documentation  

November 17th, 
2012  

 Updated Page and removed unreleased feature set  

22.2 S3C.IdM API Information 

22.2.1 Intelligent Device Identification / Third Party Call Control 

The intelligent device identification can be used to distinguish different User Agents (UA) of one 
specific subscriber in an IMS Core environment.  

With the help of the RFC 5627 (Obtaining and Using Globally Routable User Agent URIs (GRUUs) 
in the Session Initiation Protocol) you are able to address only one specific User Agent Instance of 
a subscriber. Therefore it is needed that the User Agent has implemented the RFC 5627 
(Obtaining and Using GRUU). Beside the possibility of different end users as well as different User 
Agents on a device, we define one user agent (sip client) per device, which leads to the device 
identification with the help of the user agent. We are not focusing on multiple instances per device 
but on multiple devices (each with one user agent) per subscriber.  

To understand how this is possible, you have to consider, that per subscriber a public identity 
(called IMPU) as well as at least one private identity (called IMPI) is necessary in the IMS Core. If a 
service or another subscriber wants to reach a user he tries to contact this subscriber via the public 
identity. The IMS Core forwards the SIP INVITE to all connected user agents of that registered 
profile - this means every connected device gets the INVITE which is not always the intended 
functionality.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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22.2.1.1 General Architecture 

 
General Architecture for Device Identification 

Each device has a specific identifier called GRUU, this is represented in the sip.instance. This 
identifier is transmitted via the header value "sip.instance" in the registration process at the contact 
header field. The Network IdM is involved in the registration process and knows therefore the 
connected devices per user over the instance ID (GRUU). The picture contains only example data. 
Usually the identification of a user agent is longer than 3 digits. Regarding RFC 5626, the sip 
instance is a Uniform Resource Name (URN) that uniquely identifies this specific UA instance. This 
identity appears in two variants. A temporary GRUU and a public GRUU. The Network IdM deals 
only with the public GRUU.  

22.2.1.2 Use Case: Video on Demand 

For the service providers the Identity Management is able to provide a list of contact points (User 
Agent Instances) per subscriber. Therefore the service is able to reach only one specific end users 
device. This is helpful for on demand consuming services. The service gets via the HTTP/REST 
interface the list of all connected devices per subscriber (e.g. bob@ims.domain). The 
documentation of that API is still under consolidation and will be published when this is finished. 
Regarding to the figure 7.4.IdM.1, the service receives the list with four entries upon a request. The 
user decides to demands a specific video and chooses on which user agent instance he wants to 
obtain this video.  

This new created demand needs to be sent to the Network IdM over the HTTP/REST API with the 
following general information:  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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 From  

 To  

 User Device Id.  

The Network IdM Feature Third Party Call Control (3PCC) will establish at first a connection 
towards the end user's target device (user agent instance). After that, it establishes the connection 
towards the "From" Address. The third step is to interconnect the two established connections. 
After this, the 3PCC Function is only a signalling proxy relay service to be always informed of the 
status of this flow.  

This mechanism is described in RFC 3725 (Best Current Practices for Third Party Call Control 
(3pcc) in the Session Initiation Protocol in section 10.1 Click-to-Dial).  

Next to the direct chosen UA instance, RFC 3840 describes a way to contact only feasible UA 
instances with a set of required capabilities. This additional feature needs more logic in the core 
network and is not implemented by now in the used OpenIMS Core and also not planned to get 
implemented.  

22.2.1.3 API Description 

This part is currently under construction and will be published as soon as possible. Nevertheless, it 
is considered to use the mechanisms and syntax of GSMA's oneAPI (see oneAPI and oneAPI's 
RESTful API for Voice Call Control) for the RESTful API towards the service providers.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3725
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http://oneapi.gsma.com/voice-call-control-restful-api/
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23 Seamless Network Connectivity API Specification 

23.1 Introduction  

Normally a client uses just one IP address and one access network to communicate with the 
internet. It is possible to use more than one network, but then there is the problem that the client 
interacts with different IP addresses with the services. For the server it looks like there are two 
different clients. Furthermore the client applications have to be adapted to use more than one 
network.  

Example:  

We assume that we have to different application, app1 and app2 and two different networks, net1 
and net2. Normally app1 and app2 just using one of net1 or net2. To get it working app1 has to be 
changed to use net1 and app2 to use net2.  

 

If one network connection to a specific access technology breaks, the application sessions, which 
use this unavailable connection, will break too; it is not possible to have a seamless handover.  

The Seamless Network Connectivity Sub GE enables the client to use several access technologies 
at the same time, with one IP address. Furthermore it spreads flows based on a rule set. This rule 
set will be configured via a command line application. This rule set can be asymmetric, that means 
the flow distribution for the up and downlink can be different.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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23.1.1 Legal Notice 

Please check the FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.  

23.2 Use Cases  

23.2.1 Increased accumulated bandwidth  

If flows are spread over several access networks the summed bandwidth of all flows is higher than 
if there is just one access network shared for all flows.  

https://forge.fi-ware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:FI-WARE_logo.png
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23.2.2 Increased mobility for specific services  

Services like an IMS call doesn’t need all the time a high bandwidth, but mobility. LTE has a larger 
coverage than Wi-Fi. In that case the IMS call will take place over the LTE access network instead 
of a Wi-Fi network.  

23.2.3 Increased throughput for specific services  

Flows which need a high throughput will be placed at the access technology with the highest 
bandwidth.  

23.3 How does it work?  

23.3.1 Tunnel  

The Generic Routing Encapsulation is used to setup the tunnel. The Client still get different IP 
addresses for each access network, but the end point, the bridge interface, has a global IP 
address. The GRE Tunnel encapsulates the complete Ethernet frame received by the bridge 
interface.  

23.3.2 Client and Server Bridge  

To accomplish the one IP address feature the openvswitch is used. The openvswitch has several 
advantages; one of them is that it switches flows in the kernel mode that means it is fast. 
Furthermore the switching rules can be defined manually by defining rules and using the dynamic 
openFlow protocol.  
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24 Network Positioning Enabler API Specification 

24.1 Introduction  

This document serves to give an overview of the Positioning Enabler API and is irrespective of any 
LBS application, i.e. not application-specific. In the following, the Positioning Enabler Client API 
specification is presented. Furthermore, an overview of the Positioning Enabler's Network-
Messaging API (3rd Party API) is described. Throughout this document, the term "network" is 
meant to be the specific network a mobile device is connected to (specific Wifi hotspot or specific 
4G/3G/2G mobile cell). The position or location of a mobile device is defined as the network the 
mobile device is connected to (network-based position).  

Please check the FI-WARE Open Specifications Legal Notice to understand the rights to use FI-
WARE Open Specifications.  

24.1.1 Positioning Enabler Services API Core  

The Positioning Enabler API has a RESTful architecture, which is resource-oriented and uses 
HTTP verbs based on JSON representations for information exchange. The API is necessary for 
the communication of users with the Positioning Enabler Platform, which in turn provides the 
means for providing LBS to mobile terminal users based on a network-centric positioning as well 
as a device-centric (out of FI-WARE scope) approach.  

The Positioning Enabler API supports the following functionalities :  

 Registration and Authentication (Login/Logout)  

 Subscription/Unsubscription to 3rd Party Services  

 Network-Messaging (Sending messages proactively to a subscriber based on the 
network, e.g. Wifi hotspot or 3G mobile cell, the subscriber is connected to)  

 Requesting the Network-based Position of a Subscriber  

 Network-based Position Tracking  

24.1.2 Intended Audience  

This API Specification is intended for developers, Positioning Enabler users as well as 3rd party 
entities interested in using the Positioning Enabler platform to realize an LBS. Developers can use 
this API in their applications to integrate network aspects. Moreover, this API can be used by 
developers to create any type of LBS. For developers, this specification document explains the 
operations provided by the API. Furthermore, it presents the workflow taking place along with the 
occurring requests and responses. To use this information the developer is expected to have a 
general overview of:  

 RESTful Web Services  

 HTTP  

 JSON data format  

 Network-based Services functionality.  

For the Positioning Enabler users, this document acts as a high-level manual providing an 
overview of the API functionality, i.e, what functionality/service does the API provide for the user. 
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Furthermore, the document explains the basic information exchanged with the client for realizing 
any LBS. The description of the Positioning Enabler's Network-Messaging API (3rd Party API) is 
intended for network-messaging service users (e.g. providers for the content of specific network-
based messages).  

In order to use this specifications, the reader is advised to first have a general understanding of the 
Service, Capability, Connectivity and Control Generic Enabler supporting the Positioning Enabler 
Platform.  

24.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the document replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most recent 
changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

November 2012  
 Initial Version  

 Architecture Description  

December 2012  

 Structure Features of API  

 Requirements Definition  

 Protocols Definition  

January 2013  
 Sequence Diagrams  

 Operation Descriptions  

April 2013   Operations Modifications  

May 2013  

 Update based on OpenSpecs Review  

 Resources Summary Update  

 Service Subscription API Operation  

 Operation Examples  

June 2013  
 Add API Operations  

 Update operations examples  

September 2013  

 New API Operations  

 Update resource summary  

 Add Figures  

October 2013  

 Add 3rd Party API operations  

 3rd Party operations resource summary  

 Operation Examples  

 Figures  
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January 2014  

 Add user to user network-messaging subscription  

 Add architecture overview  

 Update of REST end points  

24.1.4 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will support 
certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful API 
Specifications.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see S3C Architecture Description.  

24.2 General Positioning Enabler Services API Information 

24.2.1 Authentication 

In the current version there is a basic HTTP authentication at the scope of / for securing the URLs. 
An app has to put the credentials into the HTTP header within each API call.  

24.2.2 Architecture 

The following diagram gives an overview about the overall context of the Positioning Enabler.  

 

24.2.3 REST Resources 

Each yellow rectangle represents a single REST API endpoint. Please be aware that there are 
other active REST API endpoints. However, they are not within the scope of this document.  
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24.2.4 Representation Format 

The Positioning Enabler API supports JSON and form-urlencoded as data serialization format. 
Therefore, the MIME type has to be application/json or application/x-www-form-urlencoded.  
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24.2.5 Links and References 

There are currently no links or references between resources.  

24.2.6 Limits 

There are currently no limits except the hardware limit for HTTP connections.  

24.2.7 Versions 

We maintain one version, which always is the CURRENT status.  

24.2.8 Faults 

Fault Element Associated Error Codes 
Expected in All 
Requests?  

400 ("Bad 
Request")  

The document in the entitybody, if any, contains an error 
message. 

YES  

404 ("Not Found")  The requested URI doesn’t map to any resource. YES  

500 ("Internal 
Server Error")  

There’s a problem on the server side. The document in 
the entitybody, if any, is an error message. 

YES  

24.3 API Operations 

This section presents the operations covered by the Positioning Enabler API. The purpose of each 
API operation is described. Moreover, a detailed resource description is presented along with the 
datatype of its representation. Examples of the API operations are also shown.  

24.3.1 Client API  

24.3.1.1 Registration & Authentication  

24.3.1.1.1 Purpose:  

Create new user or login an existing user.  

HTTP 
Verb  

URI  Description  

GET  

/login/openid/provi

der/<provider>/<us

erId>  

Redirects to the OpenID login page URL for the selected provider 
(should be displayed in a browser/browser view). Currently supported 
provider is ‘Google’  
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Allows the API user to register to the Positioning Enabler Platform using his Google Email account. 
Authentication is done using OpenID with Google being the OpenID provider. Therefore, the user 
is required to have a valid Google account in order to be able to register and authenticate at the PE 
Platform. <userId> can be a valid user ID from a former login, otherwise it should be ‘null’. In case 
the user ID suits to the other login credentials, no new user will be created on the database. After a 
successful browser login, the OpenID provider redirects to the PE for evaluation (GET 
.../<provider>/<userId>/evaluate). To let the browser/browser view (on the client side) know, that a 
login was successful or not, the PE redirects to a URI starting with ‘leanengine://’. The client has to 
look out for that URI and parse it as seen in the examples.  

24.3.1.1.2 Resource Description  

 Communication  

 
Resource Description: Description of Registration and Authentication 

[1]  

 

 Response  

Code  Description  

200  Request OK  

400  Request failed, client failure  

404  Provider not found/supported  

500  Request failed, server failure  

24.3.1.1.3 Operation example  

The OpenID login does not use JSON Objects (because of the framework used). For that reason 
the examples are URIs which have to be parsed accordingly.  

 Successful Login  
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redirects to  

‘leanengine://.../?auth_token={authToken}&id={userId}’ 

 Error Login  

redirects to  

‘leanengine://error’ 

24.3.1.2 Registration & Authentication via OAuth 2.0  

24.3.1.2.1 Purpose  

Create new user or login an existing user  

HTTP 
Verb  

URI  Description  

POST  
/login/oauth/provider/<pr

ovider>/<userId>  
Login by sending OAuth credentials to the server (after 
successfully retrieving them on the client side).  

24.3.1.2.2 Resource Description  

 Communication  

 
Resource Description: Registration and authentification via OAuth 2.0 

 Response  

Code  Description  

200  Request OK  

400  Request failed, client failure  

500  Request failed, server failure  
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24.3.1.2.3 Operation example  

The OpenID login does not use JSON Objects (because of the framework used). For that reason 
the examples are URIs, which have to be parsed accordingly.  

Successful Login  
 Request  

POST /login/oauth/provider/google/fd93f9df-67d2-46bd-a363-a31d2ab6e83a 

HTTP/1.1 

Basic cGVfdXNlcjo5NTViMDYzMzY0ZDkxNTdjMDgzOTI1M2U4NDcwMjI2ODliNWVlMWRm 

Accept: application/json 

Accept-Charset: UTF-8 

Content-Type: application/json 

Host: {serverroot} 

 

{ 

 "id": "mail@example.com", 

 "token": "DQAA......-ia-yRvoTbg", 

} 

 Response  

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

{ 

 "id": "fd93f9df-67d2-46bd-a363-a31d2ab6e83a", 

 "token": "DQAA......-ia-yRvoTbg", 

} 

24.3.1.3 Logout (OpenID and OAuth)  

24.3.1.3.1 Purpose:  

Logout the current user and delete his authentication token regardless of the login method used.  

HTTP Verb  URI  Description  

DELETE  /logout/openid/user/<userId>  Logout on the server  

24.3.1.3.2 Resource Description  

 Response  

Code  Description  

200  Request OK  
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400  Request failed, client failure  

500  Request failed, server failure  

24.3.1.3.3 Operation example  

Successful Login  
 Request  

DELETE /logout/openid/fd93f9df-67d2-46bd-a363-a31d2ab6e83a HTTP/1.1 

Basic cGVfdXNlcjo5NTViMDYzMzY0ZDkxNTdjMDgzOTI1M2U4NDcwMjI2ODliNWVlMWRm 

Accept: application/json 

Accept-Charset: UTF-8 

Content-Type: application/json 

Host: {serverroot} 

 Response  

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

24.3.1.4 Fiware Service Subscription  

24.3.1.4.1 Purpose  

Subscribes/Unsubscribes the user/client to the Fiware service.  

HTTP Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /user/<userId>/subscription/fiware  Subscribes the user to the Fiware service.  

DELETE  /user/<userId>/subscription/fiware  Unsubscribes the user from the Fiware service  

Allows the user/client to subscribe to the Fiware service of the Positioning Enabler. If this 
subscription is successful the user/client is able to subscribe for a specific functionality of the 
Fiware service, e.g. network-messaging (See chapter "Fiware Network-Messaging Subscription" 
for more details).  

24.3.1.4.2 Resource Description  

 Communication  
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Resource Description: Sequenz diagram for service subscription 

 POST Request  

This operation is used to create a new subscription for the user/client to the Fiware service.  

 DELETE Request  

This operation is used to delete an existing subscription of the user/client to the Fiware service.  

 Response Code  

Code  Description  

201  Subscription created  

204  Subscription deleted  

400  Request failed, client failure  

500  Request failed, server failure  
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24.3.1.4.3 Operation example  

Successful Subscription  
 Request  

POST /user/2dbd18ac-20ea-465e-841e-34a76b277637/subscription/fiware 

HTTP/1.1 

Basic cGVfdXNlcjo5NTViMDYzMzY0ZDkxNTdjMDgzOTI1M2U4NDcwMjI2ODliNWVlMWRm 

Accept: application/json 

Accept-Charset: UTF-8 

Content-Type: application/json 

Host: {serverroot} 

 

{ 

 “imsi”: ”310260000000000”, 

 “mobilePushId”: 

                  

”APA91bFji7Pn0LpNj5L1T_n5iwl6jAAursfD3KdKefeqDmILFkNFjnU1-

G5II7PMFTTNbT3cgQ5zHjwO2mLZeNGZgWpmOcN_37Sneqq6U3Qv3ZcMb4q9MVCKh8nUryntT0

nnt2NsEkBG5UQhfrI3U_eO0hX-eo-yBw” 

} 

 Response  

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Unsuccessful Subscription  
 Request  

POST /user/xxx/subscription/fiware HTTP/1.1 

Basic cGVfdXNlcjo5NTViMDYzMzY0ZDkxNTdjMDgzOTI1M2U4NDcwMjI2ODliNWVlMWRm 

Accept: application/json 

Accept-Charset: UTF-8 

Content-Type: application/json 

Host: {serverroot} 

 

{ 

 “imsi”: ”310260000000000”, 

 “mobilePushId”: 

                  

”APA91bFji7Pn0LpNj5L1T_n5iwl6jAAursfD3KdKefeqDmILFkNFjnU1-

G5II7PMFTTNbT3cgQ5zHjwO2mLZeNGZgWpmOcN_37Sneqq6U3Qv3ZcMb4q9MVCKh8nUryntT0

nnt2NsEkBG5UQhfrI3U_eO0hX-eo-yBw” 

} 
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 Response  

HTTP/1.1 404 

User not found. 

24.3.1.5 Fiware Network-Messaging Subscription  

24.3.1.5.1 Purpose  

Subscribes an user/client for the specific Fiware Service functionality of receiving network-
messages either for himself or on behalf of another user.  

HTTP 
Verb  

URI  Description  

GET  
/user/<userId>/usersubscription/<us

erIdTo>  
Subscribes for network-messages on behalf of 
<userIdTo>  

<userIdTo> can be either the own userId or another userId. Thus, network-messages will be 
received based on the network-based position of the user/client or based on the network-position 
of another user/client. This call initiates the background tracking activity within the Positioning 
Enabler.  

24.3.1.5.2 Resource Description  

 Communication  

 
Resource Description: Sequenz diagram for subscription to geo-messaging 

 Response Code  

Code  Description  
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200  Request OK  

400  Request failed, client failure  

404  Request failed, one or both users not found  

500  Request failed, server failure  

24.3.1.5.3 Operation example  

 Request  

GET /user/{userIdFrom}/usersubscription/{userIdTo} HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

AcceptCharset:UTF-8 

Host: {serverroot} 

 Response  

GET {serverroot}/user/740568d9-ee22-4483-8f96-

c807eb03364a/usersubscription/h432lk432-kj24-6543-1319-c807e213213364a 

ContentType: application/json; charset=UTF8 

Status Code: 201 CREATED 

24.3.1.6 Position Request  

24.3.1.6.1 Purpose  

Gets the network-based position of the user/client  

HTTP 
Verb  

URI  Description  

GET  /user/<userId>/position  
Requests the network-based position of the user/client (Wifi 
hotspot or 4G/3G/2G mobile cell id).  

Allows the user/client to initiate a position request. The request could be either self-referencing (the 
user plays the role of the consumer and target, i.e. an user/client requests its position) or cross-
referencing (the user/client plays the role of the consumer and is not the target, i.e. an user/client 
requests the position of another user/client).  

24.3.1.6.2 Resource Description  

 Response  

Code  Description  

200  Request OK  

400  Request failed, client failure  
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500  Request failed, server failure  

24.3.1.6.3 Operation example  

 Request  

GET /user/fd93f9df67d246bda36/position HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

AcceptCharset:UTF-8 

Host: {serverroot} 

 Response  

GET {serverroot}/user/{userId}/position 

ContentType: application/json; charset=UTF8 

Status Code: 200 OK 

 

{ 

 "apKey": "Test1#1#FFFE", 

 "apName": "4G" 

} 

24.3.2 3rd Party API  

24.3.2.1 Network-Message Creation  

24.3.2.1.1 Purpose  

Creates a new message and links it to a position entity  

HTTP 
Verb  

URI  Description  

POST  /service/fiware/notification  

Posts a new network-message. If network-
message creation was successful the server 
responds with a message id for that network-
message.  

POST  /service/fiware/notification/<messageId>  

Posts a new or updated network-message. The 
message id provided by the request is used for 
that. For resource description see chapter 
“Network-Message Management”.  

Allows the API user to create a new network-message. The URI expects a JSON file whose format 
is described below. See also the POST method at “Network-Message management”.  
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24.3.2.1.2 Resource Description  

 Communication  

 
Resource Description: Sequence diagram for creating a FI-WARE notification 

This is the format expected by the Positioning Enabler server.  

{  

 "title": "", 

 "shortDescription": "", 

 "targetAP": "" 

}  

 Response Code  

Code  Description  

201  Message created  

400  Request failed, client failure  

500  Request failed, server failure  

Operation example  

Creating a Network-Message  
 Request  

POST {serverroot}/PositioningEnabler/api/service/fiware/notification 

HTTP/1.1 

Accept: */* 

Accept-Charset: UTF-8 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=UTF-8 

Host: {serverroot}/PositioningEnabler 
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{ 

 "title": "Message title", 

 "shortDescription": "short", 

 "targetAP": "00:80:41:ae:fd:7e" 

} 

 Response  

Request URL: 

{serverroot}/PositioningEnabler/api/service/fiware/notification 

Request Method: POST 

Status Code: 201 Created 

Content-Type: text/plain 

 

740568d9-ee22-4483-8f96-c807eb03364a 

24.3.2.2 Network-Message Management  

24.3.2.2.1 Purpose  

Managing an already created network-message given its id. (Updating/Deleting)  

HTTP 
Verb  

URI  Description  

GET  /service/fiware/<messageId>  
Retrieves the network-message with the given message 
id.  

POST  /service/fiware/<messageId>  Updates the network-message with the given message id.  

DELETE  /service/fiware/<messageId>  Deletes the network-message with the given message id.  

Allows the service user to manage a specific network-message. The service user can retrieve, 
update or delete the network-messages. The POST method can also be used to create a new 
network-message with a given id (this will override the id created by the database).  

24.3.2.2.2 Resource Description  

 Communication  
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Resource Description: Management of notifications 

 Response  

Code  Description  

200  Request OK  

204  Updated/Deleted  
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400  Request failed, client failure  

500  Request failed, server failure  

24.3.2.2.3 Operation example  

Successful deletion of a network-message  
 Request  

DELETE /service/fiware/notification/740568d9-ee22-4483-8f96-c807eb03364a 

HTTP/1.1 

Accept: */* 

Host: {serverroot} 

 Response  

Request URL: {serverroot}/service/fiware/notification/740568d9-ee22-4483-

8f96-c807eb03364a 

Request Method: DELETE 

Status Code: 204 Resource updated 

Successful retrieval of a network-message  

Request 

GET /service/fiware/notification/740568d9-ee22-4483-8f96-c807eb03364a 

HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json; charset=UTF-8 

Host: {serverroot} 

 Response  

Request URL: {serverroot}/service/fiware/notification/740568d9-ee22-4483-

8f96-c807eb03364a 

Request Method: GET 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=UTF-8 

Status Code: 200 OK 

 

{ 

 "title": "New message title", 

 "shortDescription": "new short", 

 "targetAP": "00:80:41:ae:fd:7e" 

} 

Successful update of a network-message (this would create a network-message with the 
given id, if it does not exist)  

 Request  
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POST /service/fiware/notification/740568d9-ee22-4483-8f96-c807eb03364a 

HTTP/1.1 

Accept: */* 

Accept-Charset: UTF-8 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=UTF-8 

Host: {serverroot} 

 

{ 

 "title": "New message title", 

 "shortDescription": "new short", 

 "targetAP": "00:80:41:ae:fd:7e" 

} 

 Response  

Request URL: 

{serverroot}/PositioningEnabler/api/service/fiware/notification/740568d9-

ee22-4483-8f96-c807eb03364a 

Request Method: POST 

Status Code: 204 Resource updated 
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25 OpenEPC API Specification 

25.1 Introduction to the Evolved Packet Core APIs 

This section describes the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) APIs. The 3GPP Evolved Packet Core 
(EPC) represents the standard all-IP operator core network architecture specifically designed for 
the communication requirements of the LTE access and offering IP connectivity convergence for 
the heterogeneous access networks such as 3GPP e.g. HSPA, UMTS, EDGE, GPRS and non 
3GPP e.g. WiMAX, CDMA2000, WiFi being able to interconnect with any available or future 
wireless technologies including fixed communication. EPC provides for the mobile devices 
connected to these accesses full convergence at IP connectivity level including the support for 
identity, authentication and authorization, policy and charging control and mobility management.  

For clarification reasons, the access networks (fixed and mobile), the transport network, and the 
EPC all together for the operator network which is currently very limited in functionality. The scope 
of this section is to describe the evolution of the API of the network towards the applications and 
services.  

Through the convergence at network level, the EPC is enabling efficient connection of the mobile 
devices to the network and their communication with the different service platforms such as the IP 
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) or the Internet enabling the building of other application level specific 
or network location specific Generic Enablers, being able to control the resources allocated to the 
various devices and offering transparent service continuity across the same or different access 
technologies and by this offering to the service platforms an independent connection over the 
wireless accesses. From the service platform perspective, EPC manages event oriented policy 
based access control, resource management and mobility in single carrier grade operator core 
network together with accounting and charging functionality based on the subscription profile and 
the active services of the mobile device. These characteristics make EPC the next generation 
transport level for signaled services suitable for the operator controlled Future Internet 
communication over heterogeneous access networks.  

Along the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Evolved Packet Core, other architectures are 
available from other standardization organizations such as the NGN architecture from ITU. These 
architectures exhibit the same functional features as they offer the same type of connectivity 
support to the devices. However, either their standardization status is still in very early stages or 
the specific access technologies for which they are developed are not having a global momentum 
similar to LTE. Therefore, even though the here presented open APIs are suitable and can be 
directly used for other NGN architectures, their description is developed against the 3GPP EPC 
architecture.  

25.2 Evolved Packet Core APIs  

As depicted in the figure, the Evolved Packet Core covers a diverse set of interfaces of the S3C 
enabler. In order to simplify the understanding of these interfaces and of their afferent APIs, they 
were decomposed into distinct classes exhibiting similar functionality. The description of the APIs 
is following in independent sections. The following APIs are described:  

 API to the access network technologies (Ref. Points 1, 2, 11) - APIs describing how the 
S3C enabler can profit from the various access networks as well as to the reprogrammable 
networks, represented by the NetIC GE.  
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 API to the network service platforms (Ref. Points 8, 9, 20) - API offered to the services 
deployed by the network provider(s) on top of the core network e.g. roaming interfaces, 
seamless mobility interfaces, etc.  

 API to the OTT services (Ref. Point 19) - API offered to the service platforms which 
communicate over-the-top with plain IP communication and/or require direct control of core 
network features  

 API to end-devices (Ref. Point 10) - API towards the User Endpoint (UE) devices such as 
mobile phones, tablets and laptops and to Customer Premises Equipment(CPEs) such as 
Cloud Proxy  
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26 EPC Access Networks API Specification 

26.1 Introduction to the EPC-AccessNetworks API  

This section contains the description of the API between the access networks and the Evolved 
Packet Core (EPC), including plain legacy networks such as fixed access via DSL, mobile access 
networks such as GPRS/UMTS and LTE, as well as the programmable network infrastructures 
represented by NetIC Generic Enabler.  

26.1.1 EPC-AccessNetworks API Core  

The EPC-AccessNetworks API is an access technology specific API enabling the convergent 
handling of the various accesses at the level operator control level. The following classes are 
considered for this API:  

 3GPP LTE access technology  

 Other 3GPP access technologies i.e. HSPA, UMTS, EDGE, GPRS  

 Non-3GPP access technologies (including all the legacy networks) e.g. WiMAX, WiFi, 
CDMA2000, DSL etc.  

 Re-programmable networks i.e. NetIC Generic Enabler  

The API enables the connection between a fixed pr a radio access network and S3C enabling its 
subscriber oriented control. Similar functionality is considered between the transport networks 
represented by re-programmable networks and the S3C enabling the transport of the subscriber 
data over the operator backhaul.  

26.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for network infrastructure providers which require a Future Internet 
ready core network platform for providing connectivity to a massive number of devices. The 
specification indicates how the S3C will use and control the access and transport networks. To use 
this information, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the Generic Enabler 
service of the S3C GE. You should also be familiar with:  

 the specific features of the access and transport network capabilities  

 basic authentication and authorization for the specific access technology  

 basic mobility management  

 basic QoS reservation mechanisms  

 basic transport features  

 IDLE mode / paging support over the 3GPP access networks  

26.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the EPC-AccessNetwork API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. 
The most recent changes are described in the table below:  
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Revision Date  Changes Summary  

May 10 , 2012  
 First version of the interface description for 2G/3G/LTE and non-3GPP 

access networks.  

April 06 , 2013  
 Second version of the interface description for radio access networks  

 First version for the transport integration  

January 24 , 
2014  

 Added IDLE mode and paging requirements for the 3GPP radio access 
networks  

26.1.4 How to Read This Document  

In the whole document it is taken the assumption that reader is familiarized with 3GPP architecture 
style. Along the document, some special notations are applied to differentiate some special words 
or concepts. The following list summarizes these special notations.  

 An italic font is used to represent document titles or some other kind of special text, 
e.g., URI.  

 The variables are represented between brackets, e.g. {id} and in italic font. When 
the reader find it, can change it by any value.  

 <add any other content that you think that it is relevant>  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see <link to the Architecture 
Description document>."  

26.1.5 Additional Resources  

Specification documents on integrating the various access networks:  

 3GPP access networks interconnection 3GPP TS 23.401  

 2G/3G access networks interconnection 3GPP TS 23.060  

 non-3GPP access networks interconnection 3GPP TS 23.402  

 Policy and Charging Control support over the the heterogeneous access networks 3GPP 
TS 23.402  

26.2 General EPC-AccessNetworks API Information 

26.2.1 Interface Connections for the specific access technologies 

Depending on the access technology, the connectivity to the following entities is considered:  

 LTE access network - interfacing with the MME for the control and with the S-GW for the 
data transmission  

 GERAN/UTRAN access network - interfacing with the SGSN for the control and with the S-
GW for the data transmission. Optionally, data may be transmitted to the SGSN as in the 
legacy architecture  
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 Trusted non-3GPP access networks - interfacing to the ANGw  

 Untrusted non-3GPP access networks - interfacing to the ePDG. Additional authentication 
and authorization procedures may be executed over an AAA Server.  

 Transport networks - interfacing transparently to the underlying backhaul.  

 

 

26.2.2 LTE Access Network Interface  

The LTE access network and the EPC are natively integrated i.e. they were developed in parallel 
by 3GPP, as a complete overview of the system. The LTE base station integrates with the EPC 
Mobility Management Entity (MME) for signaling and with the Serving Gateway (SGW) for 
forwarding of the subscriber data traffic.  

For the communication with the EPC MME, the S1-MME interface standardized by 3GPP provides 
the means for authentication and authorization, radio resource reservations, mobility control, and 
IDLE mode and paging support mechanisms. The S1-MME interface is deeply integrated in the 
specific of the LTE radio technology. It is specified using the S1-AP protocol, also standardized by 
3GPP. An extended description of the interface is available in 3GPP TS 23.401 and TS 23.600.  

For the communication with the EPC SGW, the S1-U interface standardized by 3GPP provides the 
means for establishing a data path over which data traffic is forwarded. The S1-U interface is 
based on the 3GPP GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP). It's extended description is available in TS 
23.401.  

No extensions are considered in FI-WARE S3C.  

26.2.3 GERAN/UTRAN Access Network Interface  

The GERAN/UTRAN access networks are integrated in the EPC as legacy networks i.e. the part of 
the functionality related to outdoor antennas as well as to the local data and control aggregates are 
maintained the same, while the core network side is integrated in the EPC. For this, the EPC 
includes a typical GERAN/UTRAN Serving GPRS Service Node (SGSN). The SGSN has the 
typical GERAN (Gb) and UTRAN (Iu-PS) interfaces towards the radio access network and the EPC 
S11 interface towards the Serving Gateway (SGW), as described in 3GPP TS 23.401.  
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No extensions are considered in FI-WARE S3C.  

26.2.4 Trusted/Untrusted non-3GPP Access Network Interface  

From the perspective of the EPC core network, the trusted and untrusted non-3GPP access 
networks are external, enabling only a limited integration.  

A novel gateway is introduced in the network which is handling on one side the specifics of the 
radio technology and on the other the interface towards the 3GPP EPC. An extended description of 
the gateway and of the interface is available in 3GPP TS 23.402.  

No extensions are considered in FI-WARE S3C.  

26.2.5 Transport Network Interface  

The 3GPP EPC is transparent to the transport networks. The EPC functionality is reserving 
resources on its the specific intermediary gateways. Based on the network dimensioning, the 
transport network is ensuring the end-to-end data-paths according to the overall resources offered 
to the gateways. From the perspective of the S3C GE, the information on the QoS levels is 
available at the specific gateways. How it will be enforced on the distinct data paths is to be 
realized in an external function such as NetIC or other backhaul realization techniques.  

From the perspective of the FIWARE S3C, there is no need for further development.  
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27 EPC OTT Services API Specification 

27.1 Introduction to the EPC-OTT API  

This section contains the description of the API which enables Application Functions to 
communicate with the Future Internet operator core network for transmitting requirements and 
receiving dynamic information on the current connectivity status of the connected devices.  

27.1.1 EPC-OTT API Core  

The EPC-OTT API is a RESTful, resource-oriented API accessed via HTTP uses XML based 
representations for information interchange addressing the control of the aplication level platforms 
on the connectivity of the devices over heterogeneous access networks.  

It is assumed that the devices will communicate Over-The-Top (OTT) with the specific application 
platforms i.e. not bounding the application delivery to the specific access networks or to 
intermediary service platforms. The communication between applications on devices and the 
applications on the network side is realized using IP technologies.  

The EPC-OTT API addresses the shaping of the IP communication, including the following 
features:  

 Resource Reservations - the applications are able to transmit their requirements related 
to the QoS that has to be reserved over the access and the core transport network;  

 Event Notifications - the applications can subscribe to data path related events of the 
connected devices such as "Loss of Connectivity" events;  

 Access Networks Related information - the applications may query the EPC network on 
information on the access networks available at the location of the mobile devices;  

 Subscription Profile Information - the applications may query the static or the dynamic 
profile information from the operator network subscription repository, including the current 
IP address(es) of the specific device.  

In specific core network deployments and for specific application platforms part of the previous 
features may be missing. In case none of the control features is exhibited by the core network, the 
communication of the devices will default to a best-effort IP communication with wireless 
characteristics (momentary loss of communication etc.)  
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The API enables the connection between an application function to the S3C enabler. The EPC-
OTT API exposes the functionality for the following network functions:  

 Client Mobility Management - the EPC-OTT API exposes information related to the 
access networks located in the vicinity of the mobile device and is able to receive 
preference indications on the access network to select from the applications;  

 Resouce Management - the EPC-OTT API enables applications to reserve resources for 
the communication of the connected devices;  

 Network Event Management - the EPC-OTT API enables applications to subscribe to data 
path events related to the connectivity of the connected devices;  

 Network Context Data Management - the EPC-OTT API exposes part of the network 
context information of the connected devices towards the application. The information is 
limited to the information which may be important for applications - e.g. the access 
networks to which the device may connect in its vicinity - and secure for the operations 
within the core network - the information related to the internals of the operator network;  

The following network features are remaining transparent to the applications, thus are not exposed 
explicitly through the EPC-OTT API:  

 Connectivity Management - the operator providing the various access networks manages 
the connectivity continuity over the same or multiple access networks of the devices while 
changing their physical location due to mobility. The applications should rely that the IP 
connectivity will be continuous, no matter of the location of the device in the network. Thus, 
the connectivity management is a feature of the network and thus is not exposed to the 
applications;  

 Core Network Mobility Management - in order to realize the connectivity continuity, the 
operator core network deploys a set of functions in the core network which ensures the 
transparent data exchange between devices and the core network applications. This is 
realized internally in the operator network and includes the deployment of mobility 
management solutions such as GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP). From the perspective of 
the applications, the mobile devices are reachable at the same IP address no matter of its 
location or the access network through which it connects;  

 Connection to Applications - the role of the access networks as well as of the core 
network is to provide connectivity between devices and the correspondent applications. The 
connectivity offered is plain IP, thus no specific API has to be exposed;  

 Operator Security, Authentication, Authorization, Accounting, and Charging (S4AC) - 
the functionality related to operator security, AAA and Charging, as well as the functionality 
related to Lawful Interception pertains to the features provided by the connectivity service 
offered by the operator to the users of the devices. Thus, these features should not be 
exposed to the applications, as they pertain only to the business relation between device 
owners and the connectivity service provider i.e. the operator.  

27.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for application level providers which require resource reservations, 
access network selection adn subscription profile and event notification support from the operator 
core network. The specification indicates how the S3C will handle the requirements of the 
applications related to the devices connectivity.  

The following application functions include:  

 Service Platforms and Network Application Platforms of the FI-PPP Use Cases projects 
which require connectivity with remote devices  

 Evolved Legacy Platforms which require the connectivity with the devices  
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 Other FI-WARE Generic Enablers which provide application level specific communication 
for a specific family of devices such as Internet of Things, Mobile Cloud Proxy etc.  

To use this information, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the S3C Generic 
Enabler service. You should also be familiar with:  

 basic knowledge of the Diameter protocol - the communication protocol for transferring 
control information within the operator core network (used between the S3C EPC-OTT API 
and the network)  

 basic policy based resource reservation mechanisms  

 basic access network selection mechanisms  

 basic network subscription profile information  

27.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the EPC-OTT API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most 
recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

May 16 , 2012   First version of the EPC-OTT API description  

April 18 , 2013  

 Updated EPC-OTT API description.  

 Added functionality related to access network selection exposure.  

 Description of the RESTful API exposed towards applications.  

 Deleting the previous Diameter based API  

27.1.4 How to Read This Document  

Following is a template for this section:  

"All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will 
support certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open 
Restful API Specifications.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see <link to appropriate section 
within the FI-WARE Architecture Description>.  

You may also reference to <add any other content that you think that it is relevant>."  

27.1.5 Additional Resources  

For understanding what the network is capable of offering either through the EPC-OTT API either 
through implicit support, the following specification documents describe the basics of operator core 
networks:  

 LTE access networks interconnection 3GPP TS 23.401  

 2G/3G access networks interconnection 3GPP TS 23.060  

 non-3GPP access networks interconnection 3GPP TS 23.402  
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 Policy and Charging Control support over the the heterogeneous access networks 3GPP 
TS 23.203  

27.2 General EPC-OTT API Information 

27.2.1 Resources Summary 

The EPC-OTT API resources are indexed based on the subscriber identifier of the mobile device. 
Two different types of resources are identified for each subscriber: QoS related information 
(QoSManager) and access network selection information (ConnectivityManager). It is considered 
that a business relationship is established between applications and the network provider which 
results in a certain level of trust between the entities resulting in low level security requirements.  

 

27.2.2 Representation Format 

The EPC-OTT API supports XML serialization.  
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27.2.3 Resource Identification 

The resources are unambiguously identified based on the userName. As multiple requests may 
come over the same inteface for multiple devices even concatenated into the same HTTP 
message, it was chosen that the userName will be the first part of each request.  

Additionally, as the network reserves resources and makes access network selection decisions on 
a subscriber base, it is considered that a userName represents one connected device (e.g. mobile 
device). For this reason, a suitable format of the userName can be represented by the International 
Mobile Subscriber Identifier (IMSI). In case of IMS only services, the IP Multimedia Public Identity 
(IMPU) may be used.  

Each QoS request is identified by a SessionKey which may contain multiple in its turn multiple data 
flows, each identified by a unique mediaIdentifer. The sessionKey and the mediaIdentifier are 
generated by the interface towards the core network and are generated uniquely per subscriber, 
per session, per media flow.  

Each access network requirement as well as each access network selection indication is based on 
the networkIdentifier which is uniquely generated by the core network based on a pre-defined table 
(as standardized by 3GPP).  

27.2.4 Limits 

Currently no limitations are envisioned to the system. It is considered beneficial for the network 
provider that applications use the specified interface for reserving resources and transmitting 
access network selection indications as each of these operations is to be charged by the network 
provider. It is assumed that a flood of requests will increase the costs of using the network by the 
applications.  

However, the network will give negative responses when resources are not available anymore in 
the network. Through these means, the network protects against external service abuses.  

27.2.5 Extensions 

The EPC-OTT API could be extended in the future. However, as the features are related to core 
network functionality and as they are advertised to specific service platforms which have a service 
agreement with the network provider, it is foreseen that a novel version of the EPC-OTT API will 
have to be deployed on top of the core network.  

27.3 API Operations 

This subsection describes the specific operations supported by the EPC-OTT API, separated 
based on the specific information transmitted to the core network. Two large set of operations are 
considered: related to QoS of specific services and connectivity service delivery over various 
access networks.  

27.3.1 Application Driven QoS and Event Management  

27.3.1.1 startSession  

This method allows an application to request resources from the network with specific QoS 
characteristics  
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Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /userName/QoSManager/{qosFeatureProperties}}  
Pushing QoS requirements towards the 
network)  

The operation succeeds even when the resource reservation on the network fails.  

The response includes the sessionKey allocated by the core network and the mediaIdentifier 
tokens for each of the data flows.  

An example describing the qosFeatureProperties:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

 <qoSFeatureProperties> 

  <duration> 

   <units>100000</units> 

  </duration> 

  <upStreamSpeedRate>300000</upStreamSpeedRate> 

  <downStreamSpeedRate>300000</downStreamSpeedRate> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Source_ip</name> 

   <value>192.168.1.30</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Destination_ip</name> 

   <value>192.168.3.33</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Destination_port</name> 

   <value>1234</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Protocol</name> 

   <value>udp</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Framed_IP</name> 

   <value>192.168.3.33</value> 

  </otherProperties> 
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  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Direction</name> 

   <value>out</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

 </qoSFeatureProperties> 

Description of properties:  

 duration: Desired duration of the qos session in seconds  

 upStreamSpeedRate: Desired bandwitdth in kbit/s (upload)  

 downStreamSpeedRate: Desired bandwitdth in kbit/s (download)  

 otherProperties.Source_ip: Source ip of the data flow for which qos shall be enabled  

 otherProperties.Source_port (optional): Port of the data flow source  

 otherProperties.Destination_ip: Destination ip of the data flow for which qos shall be 
enabled  

 otherProperties.Destination_port: Port of data flow destination  

 otherProperties.Protocol: Protocol used for the data flow (TCP/UDP)  

 otherProperties.Framed_IP: IP of the client  

 otherProperties.Direction: “The direction "in" refers to uplink IP flows, and the direction "out" 
refers to downlink IP flows” (3GPP TS 29.214)  

27.3.1.1.1 Status Codes  

200 OK  

The request was handled successfully and transmitted in response message.  

400 Bad Request  

The request cannot be fulfilled due to bad syntax.  

404 Not Found  

The requested resource could not be found but may be available again in the future. 
Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.  

500 Internal Server Error  

A generic error message, given when no more specific message is suitable.  

27.3.1.2 modifySession  

This operation allows the application platform to modify the resources reserved for a specific 
application or for a specific data flow of a specific application.  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
/userName/QoSManager/{SessionKey}/{

mediaIdentifier}/{qosFeatureProperties}}  
Updating the enforced QoS parameters for a 
specific session and for a specific data flow.  
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The operation succeeds even when the resource reservation on the network fails.  

The response includes the sessionKey allocated by the core network and the mediaIdentifier 
tokens for each of the data flows.  

The same format for the qosFeatureProperties are transmitted by the applications. However, only 
the modified information has to be transmitted.  

27.3.1.3 endSession  

This operation allows the application platform to terminate the resources reserved for a specific 
application.  

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /userName/QoSManager/SessionKey}  
The resource reservations of a previous session are 
removed.  

27.3.1.4 getQoSStatus  

This method returns the QoS parameters for the session reserved for a specific user.  

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /userName/QoSManager}  
The method retrieves in the form of a string the current QoS 
parameters for all the sessions for which resources were reserved 
for a subscriber.  

27.3.1.5 Subscribe  

With this method, an application can subscribe to events such as "loss of bearer" or "release of 
bearer" for a specific user. This operation requires a callback interface to be developed in the 
network side.  

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /userName/subscribe/event}  
Subscribing for specific events from the network related for the 
specific subscriber.  

27.3.2 Application Driven Access Network Selection  

27.3.2.1 listAvailableNetworks  

This method allows the retrieval at the application level of the access networks types available in 
the vicinity of the mobile device for an ulterior access network selection. The list of access 
networks may be trimmed by the operator, based on internal security parameters.  

Verb  URI  Description  
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GET  /userName/Connectivity}  
Retrieving a list of possible access networks in the vicinity of the 
connected device  

The method returns a list of access networks which may be selected for the specific connected 
device.  

27.3.2.2 selectAccessNetwork  

This method allows the application to indicate which access network to select for the 
communication of the device. This indication may be pre-empted by the operator core network 
functionality considering the current network load and the momentary operator costs.  

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /userName/Connectivity/networkIdentifier}  
The application is transmitting to the core network 
information on which access to select for 
continuing the communication.  

The method returns a success string response, when the EPC-OTT API has forwarded the request 
to the access network selection functionality in the core network. The actual access network 
selection may be pre-empted by the operator decision.  
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28 EPC End Devices API Specification 

28.1 Introduction to the EPC-CDI API  

This section contains the description of the API which enables the devices to communicate with the 
network operator for transmitting their requirements and receiving indications from the operator 
core network. The API addresses all devices connected to an operator network including devices 
based on the Connected Devices Interface (CDI), cloud proxy, and other legacy devices extended 
with the specific API functionality. Although all devices can connect and exchange data over the 
network, the CDI based devices support completely the described API.  

28.1.1 EPC-CDI API Core  

The EPC-CDI API is composed of three distinct parts addressing the different functionality required 
by the device from the network:  

 Basic API - includes all the functionality used by a device in order to connect to a network. 
Through this functionality, the device connects to various access networks such as LTE, 
3G, and 2G networks. This functionality is embedded in the network of the operator and in 
the specific modem of the device. No novelty over the current 3GPP standards is 
considered necessary. This basic API is not further described.  

 Extended API - includes additional functionality offered by the operator networks to the 
devices, enabling them to request specific actions and to receive indications on the current 
best decisions from the operator network. This functionality includes access network 
selection indications and QoS reservations. The further of this section describes this 
extended API.  

 Implicit API - includes all the basic functionality enabling the device to communicate with 
third parties. This includes the communication with the 3GPP access networks for changing 
the communication state between disconnected, idle and connected.  

It is assumed that through the extended API, the device and the network will communicate Over-
The-Top (OTT) the basic network functionality using IP channel communication.  

The extended API includes the functionality related to:  

 QoS reservations - the devices are able to request resource reservations from the network, 
independent of the access network to which the device connects to.  

 Access Network selection - the devices receive solicited and unsolicited indications from 
the network including information on which access networks to select in their vicinity.  

For the communication with the access network selection functionality, the SyncML protocol is 
used as described by 3GPP for the communication between the User Endpoint (UE) and the 
Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF). The protocol is described in 3GPP 
TS 24.302. As no extensions are brought by this specification, the protocol is not further described.  

28.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for device vendors and for device application providers which require 
resource reservations and automatic access network selection based on operator requirements.  
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To use this information, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the S3C Generic 
Enabler service. Alternatively a good knowledge of CDI GE related to mobility management 
functionality You should also be familiar with:  

 basic knowledge of SyncML protocol  

 basic access network selection mechanisms  

 basic resource reservation mechanisms  

28.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the EPC-CDI API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most 
recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

May 16 , 2012   First version of the EPC-CDI API description  

April 22 , 2013  
 Updated EPC-CDI API description.  

 Added QoS API description  

January 24 , 2014   Updated with data exchange description  

28.1.4 How to Read This Document  

Following is a template for this section:  

"All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will 
support certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open 
Restful API Specifications.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see <link to appropriate section 
within the FI-WARE Architecture Description>.  

You may also reference to <add any other content that you think that it is relevant>."  

28.1.5 Additional Resources  

For understanding what the network is capable of offering either through the EPC-CDI API either 
through implicit support, the following specification documents describe the basics of operator core 
networks:  

 non-3GPP access networks interconnection 3GPP TS 23.402  

 Policy and Charging Control support over the the heterogeneous access networks 3GPP 
TS 23.203  

 Access to the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core (EPC) via non-3GPP access networks 3GPP TS 
24.302  
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28.2 General EPC-CDI API Information 

28.2.1 Resources Summary 

The EPC-CDI QoS management API resources are indexed based on the subscriber identifier of 
the mobile device. It is considered that due to the business relationship between the connectivity 
service provider - the mobile network operator - and the connectivity service consumer - the user of 
the mobile device, a service level agreement between the communication parties is already 
established.  

The EPC-CDI QoS API follows the EPC-OTT API part related to QoS. A same implementation is 
provided for both the APIs. This is possible mainly because QoS is a property of the link between 
the devices and the network located services  

 

28.2.2 Representation Format 

The EPC-CDI API supports XML serialization.  
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28.2.3 Resource Identification 

The resources are unambiguously identified based on the userName. It is considered that a 
userName represents one connected device (e.g. mobile device). For this reason, a suitable format 
of the userName can be represented by the International Mobile Subscriber Identifier (IMSI).  

Each QoS request is identified by a SessionKey which may contain multiple in its turn multiple data 
flows, each identified by a unique mediaIdentifer. The sessionKey and the mediaIdentifier are 
generated by the interface towards the core network and are generated uniquely per subscriber, 
per session, per media flow.  

28.2.4 Limits 

Currently no limitations are envisioned to the system. It is considered beneficial for the network 
provider that applications use the specified interface for reserving resources and transmitting 
access network selection indications as each of these operations is to be charged by the network 
provider. It is assumed that a flood of requests will increase the costs of using the network by the 
applications.  

However, the network will give negative responses when resources are not available anymore in 
the network. Through these means, the network protects against external service abuses.  

28.2.5 Extensions 

Similar to the EPC-OTT API, the EPC-CDI API could be extended in the future. However, as the 
features are related to core network functionality and as they are advertised to specific service 
platforms which have a service agreement with the network provider, it is foreseen that a novel 
version of the EPC-CDI API will have to be deployed on top of the core network.  

28.3 API Operations 

This subsection describes the specific operations supported by the EPC-OTT API, separated 
based on the specific information transmitted to the core network. Two large set of operations are 
considered: related to QoS of specific services and connectivity service delivery over various 
access networks.  

28.3.1 Application Driven QoS  

The methods here described represent a subset of the methods of the EPC-OTT API related to 
resource reservation requests from the mobile device. For convenience, the used methods are 
copied from the EPC-OTT API.  

28.3.1.1 startSession  

This method allows a connected device to request resources from the network with specific QoS 
characteristics of one or multiple applications and their data flows.  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /userName/QoSManager/{qosFeatureProperties}}  Pushing QoS requirements towards the 
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network)  

The operation succeeds even when the resource reservation on the network fails.  

The response includes the sessionKey allocated by the core network and the mediaIdentifier 
tokens for each of the data flows.  

An example describing the qosSessionProperties:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

 <qoSFeatureProperties> 

  <duration> 

   <units>100000</units> 

  </duration> 

  <upStreamSpeedRate>300000</upStreamSpeedRate> 

  <downStreamSpeedRate>300000</downStreamSpeedRate> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Source_ip</name> 

   <value>192.168.1.30</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Destination_ip</name> 

   <value>192.168.3.33</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Destination_port</name> 

   <value>1234</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Protocol</name> 

   <value>udp</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Framed_IP</name> 

   <value>192.168.3.33</value> 

  </otherProperties> 

  <otherProperties> 

   <name>Direction</name> 

   <value>out</value> 
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  </otherProperties> 

 </qoSFeatureProperties> 

Description of properties:  

 duration: Desired duration of the qos session in seconds  

 upStreamSpeedRate: Desired bandwitdth in kbit/s (upload)  

 downStreamSpeedRate: Desired bandwitdth in kbit/s (download)  

 otherProperties.Source_ip: Source ip of the data flow for which qos shall be enabled  

 otherProperties.Source_port (optional): Port of the data flow source  

 otherProperties.Destination_ip: Destination ip of the data flow for which qos shall be 
enabled  

 otherProperties.Destination_port: Port of data flow destination  

 otherProperties.Protocol: Protocol used for the data flow (TCP/UDP)  

 otherProperties.Framed_IP: IP of the client  

 otherProperties.Direction: “The direction "in" refers to uplink IP flows, and the direction "out" 
refers to downlink IP flows” (3GPP TS 29.214)  

28.3.1.1.1 Status Codes  

200 OK  

The request was handled successfully and transmitted in response message.  

400 Bad Request  

The request cannot be fulfilled due to bad syntax.  

404 Not Found  

The requested resource could not be found but may be available again in the future. 
Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.  

500 Internal Server Error  

A generic error message, given when no more specific message is suitable.  

28.3.1.2 modifySession  

This operation allows the connected device to modify the resources reserved for a specific 
application or for a specific data flow of a specific application.  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
/userName/QoSManager/{SessionKey}/{

mediaIdentifier}/{qosFeatureProperties}}  
Updating the enforced QoS parameters for a 
specific session and for a specific data flow.  

The operation succeeds even when the resource reservation on the network fails.  

The response includes the sessionKey allocated by the core network and the mediaIdentifier 
tokens for each of the data flows.  
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The same format for the qosFeatureProperties are transmitted by the applications. However, only 
the modified information has to be transmitted.  

28.3.1.3 endSession  

This operation allows the connected device to terminate the resources reserved for a specific 
application.  

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /userName/QoSManager/SessionKey}  
The resource reservations of a previous session are 
removed.  

28.3.1.4 getQoSStatus  

This method returns the QoS parameters for the sessions reserved for a specific connected 
device.  

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /userName/QoSManager}  
The method retrieves in the form of a string the current QoS 
parameters for all the sessions for which resources were reserved 
for a subscriber.  
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29 FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (essential 

patents license) 

29.1.1 General Information 

"FI-WARE Project Partners" refers to Parties of the FI-WARE Project in accordance with the terms 
of the FI-WARE Consortium Agreement.  

"Copyright Holders" of this FI-WARE Open Specification is/are the Party/Parties identified as the 
copyright owner/s on the wiki page of the FI-WARE Open Specification that contains the link to this 
Legal Notice.  

29.1.2 Use Of Specification - Terms, Conditions & Notices 

The material in this specification details, as of the date when Copyright Holders contributed it, a FI-
WARE Generic Enabler Specification (hereinafter “Specification”) that is provided, in accordance 
with the terms, conditions and notices set forth below (“License”). This Specification does not 
represent a commitment to implement any portion of this Specification in any company's products. 
The information contained in this Specification is subject to change without notice.  

29.1.3 Copyright License 

Subject to all of the terms and conditions below, the Copyright Holders in this Specification hereby 
grant you, the individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by this License, a fully-paid 
up, non-exclusive, nontransferable, perpetual, worldwide royalty free license (without the right to 
sublicense) under its respective copyrights incorporated in the Specification, to copy and modify 
this Specification and to distribute copies of the modified version, and to use this Specification, to 
create and distribute special purpose specifications and software that is an implementation of this 
Specification.  

29.1.4 Patent License 

“Specification Essential Patents” shall mean patents and patent applications, which are necessarily 
infringed by an implementation compliant with the Specification and which are owned by any of the 
Copyright Holders of this Specification. “Necessarily infringed” shall mean that no commercially 
and/or technical reasonable alternative exists to avoid infringement.  

Each of the Copyright Holders, hereby agrees to grant you, on fair, reasonable and non-
discriminatory terms, a personal, nonexclusive, non-transferable, non-sub-licensable, royalty-free, 
paid up, worldwide license, under their respective Specification Essential Patents, to make, use, 
sell, offer to sell, import and/or distribute software implementations compliant with the 
Specification.  

If you institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a 
lawsuit) alleging that this Specification constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then 
any patent licenses granted to you under this License for that Specification shall terminate as of 
the date such litigation is filed.  
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The FI-WARE Project Partners and/or Copyright Holders shall not be responsible for identifying 
patents for which a license may be required for any implementation of any FI-WARE Specification, 
or for conducting legal inquiries into the legal validity or scope of those patents that are brought to 
its attention. FI-WARE specifications are prospective and advisory only. Prospective users are 
responsible for protecting themselves against liability for infringement of patents.  

29.1.5 General Use Restrictions 

Any unauthorized use of this Specification may violate copyright laws, trademark laws, and 
communications regulations and statutes. This Specification contains information which is 
protected by copyright. All Rights Reserved. This Specification shall not be used in any form or for 
any other purpose different from those herein authorized, without the permission of the respective 
Copyright Holders.  

For avoidance of doubt, the rights granted are only those expressly stated in this Legal Notice 
herein. No other rights of any kind are granted by implication, estoppel, waiver or otherwise  

29.1.6 Disclaimer Of Warranty 

WHILE THIS SPECIFICATION IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE, IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND 
MAY CONTAIN ERRORS OR MISPRINTS. THE FI-WARE PROJECT PARTNERS AND THE 
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH 
REGARD TO THIS SPECIFICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY OF 
TITLE OR OWNERSHIP, WARRANTY OF NON INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.  

YOU ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATENESS OF USING 
OR REDISTRIBUTING THIS SPECIFICATION AND ASSUME ANY RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH 
YOUR EXERCISE OF PERMISSIONS UNDER THIS LICENSE  

IN NO EVENT AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY SHALL THE FI-WARE PROJECT PARTNERS 
AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ERRORS CONTAINED IN THIS 
SPECIFICATION OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, 
RELIANCE OR COVER DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE, DATA OR 
USE, INCURRED BY ANY USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS SPECIFICATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPED 
USING THIS SPECIFICATION IS BORNE BY YOU. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY 
CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE PATENT AND COPYRIGHT LICENSES 
GRANTED TO YOU TO USE THIS SPECIFICATION.  

29.1.7 Trademarks 

You shall not use any trademark, marks or trade names (collectively, "Marks") of the FI-WARE 
Project Partners or the Copyright Holders or the FI-WARE project without their prior written 
consent, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of this 
Specification and reproducing the content of this Legal Notice.  
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29.1.8 Issue Reporting 

This Specification is subject to continuous review and improvement. As part of this process we 
encourage readers to report any ambiguities, inconsistencies, or inaccuracies they may find by 
completing the Issue Reporting Procedure described on the web page http://www.fi-ware.org.  

However there is no obligation on the part of the Copyright Holder to provide any review, 
improvement, bug fixes or modifications this Specification to address any reported ambiguities, 
inconsistencies, or inaccuracies.  
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30 FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (implicit 

patents license) 

30.1.1 General Information 

"FI-WARE Project Partners” refer to Parties of the FI-WARE Project in accordance with the terms 
of the FI-WARE Consortium Agreement.  

Copyright Holders of the FI-WARE Open Specification is/are the Party/Parties identified as the 
copyright owner/s on the wiki page of the FI-WARE Open Specification that contains the link to this 
Legal Notice.  

30.1.2 Use Of Specification - Terms, Conditions & Notices 

The material in this specification details a FI-WARE Generic Enabler Specification (hereinafter 
“Specification”) and is provided in accordance with the terms, conditions and notices set forth 
below (“License”). This Specification does not represent a commitment to implement any portion of 
this Specification in any company's products. The information contained in this Specification is 
subject to change without notice.  

30.1.3 Licenses 

Subject to all of the terms and conditions below, the Copyright Holders in this Specification hereby 
grant you, the individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by this License, a fully-paid 
up, non-exclusive, nontransferable, perpetual, worldwide, royalty free license (without the right to 
sublicense) under its respective copyrights incorporated in the Specification, to copy and modify 
this Specification and to distribute copies of the modified version, and to use this Specification, to 
create and distribute special purpose specifications and software that is an implementation of this 
Specification.  

30.1.4 Patent Information 

The FI-WARE Project Partners and/or Copyright Holders shall not be responsible for identifying 
patents for which a license may be required for any implementation of any FI-WARE Specification, 
or for conducting legal inquiries into the legal validity or scope of those patents that are brought to 
its attention. FI-WARE specifications are prospective and advisory only. Prospective users are 
responsible for protecting themselves against liability for infringement of patents.  

30.1.5 General Use Restrictions 

Any unauthorized use of this Specification may violate copyright laws, trademark laws, and 
communications regulations and statutes. This Specification contains information which is 
protected by copyright. All Rights Reserved. This Specification shall not be used in any form or for 
any other purpose different from those herein authorized, without the permission of the respective 
Copyright Holders.  
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For avoidance of doubt, the rights granted are only those expressly stated in this Legal Notice 
herein. No other rights of any kind are granted by implication, estoppel, waiver or otherwise  

30.1.6 Disclaimer Of Warranty 

WHILE THIS SPECIFICATION IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE, IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND 
MAY CONTAIN ERRORS OR MISPRINTS. THE FI-WARE PROJECT PARTNERS AND THE 
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH 
REGARD TO THIS SPECIFICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY OF 
TITLE OR OWNERSHIP, WARRANTY OF NON INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.  

YOU ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATENESS OF USING 
OR REDISTRIBUTING THIS SPECIFICATION AND ASSUME ANY RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH 
YOUR EXERCISE OF PERMISSIONS UNDER THIS LICENSE  

IN NO EVENT AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY SHALL THE FI-WARE PROJECT PARTNERS 
AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ERRORS CONTAINED IN THIS 
SPECIFICATION OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, 
RELIANCE OR COVER DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE, DATA OR 
USE, INCURRED BY ANY USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS SPECIFICATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPED 
USING THIS SPECIFICATION IS BORNE BY YOU. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY 
CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE PATENT AND COPYRIGHT LICENSES 
GRANTED TO YOU TO USE THIS SPECIFICATION.  

30.1.7 Trademarks 

You shall not use any trademark, marks or trade names (collectively, "Marks") of the FI-WARE 
Project Partners or the Copyright Holders or the FI-WARE project without prior written consent, 
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of this Specification 
and reproducing the content of this Legal Notice.  

30.1.8 Issue Reporting 

This Specification is subject to continuous review and improvement. As part of this process we 
encourage readers to report any ambiguities, inconsistencies, or inaccuracies they may find by 
completing the Issue Reporting Procedure described on the web page http://www.fi-ware.org/.  

However there is no obligation on the part of the Copyright Holder to provide any review, 
improvement, bug fixes or modifications this Specification to address any reported ambiguities, 
inconsistencies, or inaccuracies.  
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